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wrestle witn the digital learning 

curve, AMS Neve provides 

sixteen years of experience as 

the leading designer of digital 
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I l Five minutes 
I was fortunate enough to have overheard a conversation at a digital desk presen- 

tation at the NAMM show having parked myself in front of two 40- something gents. 

With nothing to do but look at a blank screen in the five minutes before the next 

presentation kicked in, my ears swivelled. 
Within seconds it became apparent that the two knew each other and were 

involved in audio postproduction (at a NAMM show!) certainly at a managerial level 

as they implied that they were there to look and buy new 'bits and pieces', as one 

of them said. 

Their appraisal of what they had seen was revealing. 'The trouble with a lot of 
this stuff is that it's such a job keeping up with it,' said one. The other had a require- 

ment for a combined MIDI /hard -disk system for a new sound design room and 

knew his hard -disk audio but wished he had his young sound designer with him 

to advise on the rest. 'The good thing is that it's all so cheap in comparison to what 

we're used to paying, the downside is that the computer stuff is so difficult to get 

working out of the box and you never know who to phone to complain. They're 

promising us the world next week but I'm tempted to just go out and get another 

of our workstations and buy a bigger monitor for his sequencer.' 

At this point they were joined by what I decided was a young project studioist and 

they responded to his enthusiastic questions... 'Yep, the faders move... yep, you can 

do all that stuff with the EQ... yep, it's cheaper than the other one but you got to 

add on the interfaces, the meter bridge and the computer for the automation... sure 

it's in the running, I'm looking at five small desks just to have around the place for 

the video suites and stuff... no, I don't know if it has MIDI... oh, really? You'd be 

able to do that? Tell me, what do you make of that MIDI hard-disk system 

over there ?' Zenon Schoepe, executive editor 

Atarashimi: the new new 
THERE IS A JAPANESE term, atarashimi, meaning, literally, novelty. Used in con- 

junction with hokku -a form of Japanese poetry-it refers to the newness of per- 

ception of nature expressed by the poet. It was, for example, a notable aspect of 
Matsuo Bashó s Hatstikaishi Hyochtt, a critique of a collaborative work by Basho 

himself and 15 of his students. But while this was published back in 1763, the con- 

cept of atarashimi is alive and well and active in professional audio. 

It accompanied the arrival of stereo when a new dimension was added not only 

to the recording process, but to countless (stereo) record collections when they 

were first aired on a stereo system. And it happened with the arrival of digital when 

the noise floor fell away. But these events should not be confused with something 

that's simply new, something that has not been heard before. Rather, they are 

exactly as the Japanese useage has it -a development of perception, a rediscovery 

of something that is already there. Proof, if you need it, lies with a second recipro- 

cal occurrence of atarashimi that frequently accompanies the first. 

Viewed conventionally, digital audio has addressed some of analogue's short- 

comings while introducing some of its own. It has also, however, changed the way 

in which analogue audio is viewed -analogue itself has not changed, but our per- 

ception of it, and most critically our appreciation of it, has changed dramatically. 

The same can be said of radio, although the reaction time has been rather slower. 

Previously all but dismissed as having been superseded by the more capable 

medium of television, radio is presently finding renewed appreciation for being 

nothing more than it has ever been. (Video killed the radio star ? Mistrial.) And in 

the face of an avalanche of multichannel options, the same appears to be happen- 

ing to mono. 
The accepted view of the human condition has us readily reacting to change 

almost indiscriminately -one study showed am improvement in productivity when 

music was introduced to a production line, and a further increase when it was with- 

drawn. But this doesn't appear to be the case here. We're comfortably beyond find- 

ing valves appealing simply because something else has arrived, and we're way 

beyond mere snobbery. This accepted, there is nowhere else to look for an account 

of the current popularity of valve outboard or the endurance of analogue 2 -track 

machines. It has to be atarashimi. 
Perhaps the situation also bears reference to our night vision: sometimes you have 

to take your eye off the ball in order to be able to see it. Tim Goodyer, editor 
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A Class Apart 
SSL's Axiom large format digital 

production system has been adopted 

as a benchmark console by many of the 

world's most prestigious broadcasters 

and audio designers. 

The unparalleled power and flexibility 

of the Axiom system, with its integrated 

hub router and SSL's DiskTrack 

recording option, is now available in a 

compatible family of application -specific 

digital consoles. 

Utilising the 'knob -per- function' design 

and proven reliability of Axiom, the 

A series family delivers unrivalled 

advantages to those working in live 

broadcast, mobiles, production. 

post -production and motion picture 

environments. 

Distance yourself from the competition 

with a digital console from SSL, world 

leaders in audio engineering, and start 

to enjoy hitherto unachievable levels 

of creative freedom, productivity 

and profitability. 

New York 

+1 (1)212 315 1111 
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System 
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.UK: More Genes rs have ` favour in A with the new 

Genelec 1039 system now installed in Studio Two Is cnu:i uneiner i rico oc rage «nose belief is that the 

compatibility between the facility's three studios in terms of monitors will complement that already offered 

by the choice of SSL consoles throughout. The policy has proven popular with a number of recording projects 

including one by current pop darlings All Saints. Roundhouse Studios. Tel: +44 171 485 0131 

One-stop DVD production 
UK: ;\ new I)\I) production line 
has been opened by la mdon facil- 
ity. Tele -Cine. The move is to 
provide a one -stop I )VD ',Imp :Intl 
follows a careful evaluation of the 
world DVD market and consulta- 
tion with the I :acility :s major clients. 
Head of prtxluction. Jeff Emerson. 
comments: 'We are satisfied that 
there is a large :niche for us in this 
market. Following the nuxle1 of 
digital videotape mastering. we 
have built an integrated facility that 
will not only fulfil our clients DVD 
requirements but will also function 
as aden.i,' ii. , t, !_, 

tit>n w ith our existing digital mas- 

tering resource, allowing clients to 
fulfil honte video language 
requirements whilst utilising the 
sanie elements. With the pressure 
on distributors to get product out 
across the formats on a day -:and- 

date schedule. we know this to he 

the only practical production 
solution. 

One of the key aspects to suc- 

cessful DVD operation is the amal- 
gamation of a range of fn tst- 

production disciplines. \ot only 
do we have the necessary exper- 
thr , work with graphics and 

6 

multichannel audio. but we are 

also developing a true digital post 
environment in conjunction with 
another recently launched service 
called File Exchange. This will 
enable anything from on -line 
delivery of .TIFF files and audio 
tracks. to asset management and 
production tracking. As anyone 
who has made a disc knows. it is 

this organisation and information 
exchange that is half the battle.' 

The venture will employ ele- 
ments from Minerva Systems. 
I)aiken Software ;Ind Dolby Labs. 

Tele -Cine. Tel: +44 171 208 2200. 

. US: Miami studio The 

Gentleman's Club threw 
its all into a recent recording 
project for a new artist 
-including the services of 

studio manager and engineer 

Charles Dye (below). New 

Universal Records signing 

singer- songwriter Billie 
Myers' album Growing 

Pains was the focus of the 
48 -track Pro Tools -based 

session which involved 
importing recordings of 

the rhythm section made 

a Criteria Recording and 

then building up the guitar. 

keyboard and vocal parts at 

The Gentleman's Club using 

a combination of Pro Tools 

plug -ins and a selection of 

Focusrite and Neve preamps. 

Focusrite and Empirical Labs 

compressors. and Neve and 

Pultec EQs. The effort is 

currently rewarded with a 

Billboard placing of 20 with 
a bullet for the debut single. 
'Kiss the Rain'. 

US: The recent Broadway debut of Disney's Lion King saw a cast of 

48 and a 23 -piece orchestra take the boards at the refurbished New 

Amsterdam Theatre along with over 100 puppets. a 13 -foot elephant 

and 26 -foot flying giraffes. FOH sound was handled by a 117 -input Cadac 

1 -type console with 111 motorised faders and 8 programmable dual -input 

modules under the control of Scott Stauffer. On stage were a huge array 

of mics including 45 Sennheiser radio systems. 

Surround 
soundings 
Worldwide: (lie proliferation of 
Dolby's surround formats pro- 
gresses with a number of conti- 
nental television broadcasters 
agreeing to 'flag' Dolby encoded 
programmes with the Dolby Sur- 

round logo for broadcast -for 
which Dolby's figures claim an au- 
dience of over 30m worldwide. 

The latest tranche of licensees 
includes Pro -. one of Germany's 
top five television broadcasters. 
and the French Canal+ and Canal - 
Satellite 71' stations. In addition. 

France 2 in association vv It Fr:unce 3 

is preparing to cover \\ ,rid Cup 98 

with sound in Dolby Stereo. The 
event will be broadcast on a spe- 

cial channel. Superfoot 98. in 16:9 

aspect ratio beginning on June 10 

and offering 10 hours of coverage 
per day including matches, archive 
footage. and behind the scenes 

scenes. The broadcast will use the 
TPS digital satellite system. 

An announcement stade in 

Tokyo by the DVD Form Steering 
Committee has named Dolby Dig- 
ital as one of the mandatory PAL 

DVD audio formats. 
Dolby Labs. Tel: +1 415 558 0200. 
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.UK: Closed since the Arndale Centre bomb blast. the Manchester 
Royal Exchange Theatre is now due for a major refit by the Oxford 

Sound Company. Extensive damage was sustained through the explosion, 
just 150 yards distant: although the distinctive Module Theatre's glass 
dome escaped. Inside, a heptagonal auditorium hosts in- the -round 
productions demands a particularly flexible sound system that will 
consist of a 68 -box Meyer setup including UPA 1Cs. UPM2s. MSL2As 
and USW1s addressed through a Timax level and delay matrix system. 
Audio playback will be from Akai samplers and Denon MD machines with 
Yamaha and Lexicon reverbs via a Mackie 8 -bus desk. The theatre is set 
to reopen its doors towards the end of this year. The Oxford Sound 

Company. Tel: +44 1608 659025 

ï//ÍI[.IM 
// HMI ti111 4. 1rrPpIlu.,j!? 

Belgian 
hospitality 
Belgium: Opening its doors firr a 

general inspection. the Belgian Li 
Chapelle Recording Sttitlios and 
\Ie(lias \ \acmes is expecting to 
attract the industry's attention on 
' -th -29th \Ltrch. 

Audio 98 
UK: Tite details of the Audio 98 
'flow have been :tnnounce(I by. 

the APRS and Single Market Events 
organising hotly. The venue is to 
be London's Olympia 2 hall and 
the show is set to run front Thurs- 
day 12th November to Saturday 

The open invitation is Io coin- 
cide vvith the opening cif its Tl' 
(lit r: it vv ill Also n ci: aeet nitpatlietl hv 

a CI) presentation ?gethcr. \lorc 
information It rll :tll(l formal invitations 
c:ul he secure(I fiont La (:hapclle 
in \\aimes I"fcl: +31 till h-llni'. 
Fax: +32 Nu 6-0029. Email: stu- 
(liosó skyney.hel. 

I ith Ni rvember. The show aines ii) 
attract recording i11(lustr profes- 
sionals and will feature exhibitors 
and workshops in nn recording. 
film. broadcast and audio post - 

APRS. Tel: +44 118 975 6218. 
Single Market Events. 
Tel: +44 181 948 1666. . Music recording facility RG Jones Studios has recently enjoyed a 

major refurbishment that has seen the enlargement of its control 
room and a general upgrade of acoustic treatments and decor. The work 
involved a 3 -week shutdown, but has seen the facility reopen with 
a new Studer A827 24 -track analogue multitrack to accompany its 
existing 32 -track digital recording, and a complete overhaul of its SSL 

console. RG Jones Studios. Tel: +44 181 540 9881 

Nashville's Starstruck Studios has in- 

stalled a Pro Tools 24 system in each of 
its two music recording studios. Each of 
the SL9000jequipped rooms now has 

a 32 -track Pro Tools with 16 inputs and 
outputs, and additional DSP Farm cards 
running on a Macintosh 9600 -300 plat- 
form. Both studios' systems also have 
Antares Auto Tune and VocAlign plug -ins, 
as well as Sample Cell and Studio 
Vision Pro software. Further down Music 
Square. the Underground Sound rental 
organisation has added Sony PCM -3348 
DASH machines. Manley Vox Box mic 
channels and Avalon V -737SP outboard 
units. Its existing 33485. meanwhile. 
have had their filters upgraded. 
Starstruck Studios. US. 
Tel: +1 615 259 5440. 
Underground Sound. US. 
Tel: +1 615 269 7131. 

Swedish commercial radio station 
Radio Rix has installed a further 
eight Orban Optimod FM 8200 digital 
processors at its transmitter sites, 
ensuring that all its broadcasts are now 
Optimod encoded. Rix supplies 70% of 
the country's population with 'adult con- 
temporary' music, news. weather and 
traffic reports. Swedish Radio. mean- 
while, joins the Finnish Broadcasting 
company and Rome's Capital Radio 
in adopting Junger Vamp digital voice 
processors for its broadcasters. To 

date. the Finnish installation has taken 
12 of an intended 50 units while the 
Italian order is for four Vamp2 units. 
Radio Rix. Sweden. 
Tel: +46 705 901 559. 
Orban, US. Tel: +1 510 351 3500. 
Junger, Germany. Tel: +49 30 6777210. 

London's Livingston Studios has 
recently undergone a major refit of its 
Studio 1. Designed jointly by London 
Sound Design and Livingston's Jerry 
Boys, the changes include the con- 
struction of four isolated recording 
areas and the installation of a Neve 
33609 compressor. 
Livingston Studios, UK. 
Tel: +44 181 889 6558. 

Korea's MBC has installed a 20-chan- 
nel Calrec Minimiser in its OB vehicle 
No.10. The 13th such desk in use with 
MBC will see action over on -air sports 
coverage. Seoul's KBS, meanwhile. has 
installed two 12-channel Minimizers, 
one in its TV opening hall for music and 
variety work and the other in its news 
centre for news and documentary pro- 
grammes. A further recent Korean Mini - 
mixer installation is to be found at Sam - 
sung's Studio A. for educational, news 
and special project work. 
Calrec, UK. Tel: +441442 842159. 

Californian post houses, Soundelux- 
Signet Sound and 20th Century Fox 
Pictures, have both placed new Neotek 
Essence desks in ADR and Foley 
stages, while Monterey Post and The 
Enterprise. have installed Miller & 
Kreisel loudspeaker systems. Monterey 
Post's MPS 5.1-channel THX-certified 
system includes MPS -150s for LCR, 
four MPS -150 SUR tripole surrounds 
and MPS -350 SUP active subwoofer 
has gone into its new DVD rerecording 
suite which also contains Euphonix and 
Yamaha consoles. The Enterprise has 
added a further pair of MPS -5000 SUB 
units for its 'living room style' sweeten- 
ing and mixdown studios. 
Martinsound, US. Tel: +1 626 281 3555. 
M &K, US. Tel: +1 310 204 2854. 

London's Sega Digital Studios has in- 

stalled the largest Pro Tools 24 system 
installed outside the US. Running on a 

Macintosh 9600 -350. the 64 -track sys- 

tem uses eight DSP cards. with its 48 
l-Os served by six 888 24 -bit interfaces. 
Operation is via a Mackie HUI interface. 
Storage is handled by two 9Gb Seagate 

Cheetah hard disks in Rourke Data rack 
system. with archiving on Exabyte and 

Jaz drives. Among the plug -ins included 
in the setup is a Dolby Surround Tools 
module. The console is a Mackie 
32:8:2 with two 24e sidecars while 
monitoring is handled by an M2 -based 
DynaudioAcoustics system 
Sega, Europe. Tel: +44 181 995 3399. 
Digidesign, UK. Tel: +441753 653322. 

Mexico's video post facility Virgin 
Television de Mexico has moved into 
audio post. The move is facilitated by 

the installation of an SSL Scenaria witn 
VisionTrack and is a response to cliems' 
needs outstripping Virgin Television's 
previous capabilities. The new system 
will be used to mix and edit audio for 
commercials. 
Virgin Television. Mexico. 
Tel: +1 11 525 546 0113. 
SSL, UK. Tel: +44 1865 842300. 

German take -up of the Stage Tec 

Cantus console continues with a fifth 
desk going to Beyerischer Rudfunk for 
its Gasteig concert hall installation in 

Munich, two desks going to Deutscher 
Oper in Berlin. and one to German uni- 

versity Muzikhochschule Detmold which 
specialises in training audio engineers. 
Stage Tec, Germany. 
Tel: +49 951 71295. 

Tokyo's Studio Crow and Nihon TV 

Video have furthered their investment 
in AMS Neve digital desks. Studio Crow 
has installed a 24 -fader Capricorn in 

its No.4 MA Room following the earlier 
installation of a 48 -fader Capricorn. 
Duties will include posting television 
programmes and commercials. Similar- 
ly. Nihon TV Video's order for a 36 -fader 
Libra console follows its installation of a 

Capricorn. The desk will be used for TV 

programme production. 
Studio Crow. Japan. 
Tel: +81 3 5632 8011. 
Nihon TV Video. Japan. 
Tel: +81 3 3265 4556. 
AMS Neve, UK. Tel: +441282 457011. 

British -based Manor Mobiles 
has bought two Studer D827 DASH 

machines. The 48 -track digital recorders 
will be used in Manor's two main trucks. 
Manor Mobiles, UK. 

Tel: +44 181 756 0660. 
Studer. Switzerland. 
Tel: +41 1 870 7511. 

American music recording facility 
NRG Recording Services is to install an 
SSL SL9000j console in its newly built 
Studio C. The new room is designed by 

Studio 440's George Newborn whose 
themed work sees the 72 -input desk 
sporting a custom 'Gothic' look to 
complement Studio A's Art Deco and 
B's Moroccan themes. 
NRG, US. Tel: +1 800 760 7841. 
551. UK. Tel: +441865 842300. 

Worldwide studios operated by the 
BBC's World Service will be installing 
Audionics Audio Workshop packages -a 
custom version of Audionics' ACE broad- 
cast console -for local preparation of 
programmes that are then submitted to 
London. Among those preparing for the 
new installations are sites in Jakarta 
Belgrade. Sào Paulo, Dar Es Salaam, 
Sofia. and New York's UN building. Addi- 

tionally, the World Service Bucharest stu- 

dio is to install a 6- channel ACE console. 
Audionics, UK. Tel: +44 114 242 2333. 

Swisscom AG telecommunications 
has commissioned the first use of 
2Mbps digital audio switcher for its 
national switching centre in Zurich. 
Handling telephone calls as a side func- 
tion, the Mandozzi Electronics switcher 
is able to eliminate any audio glitches. 
featuring sample -rate conversion to sync 
all incoming audio to the system clock. 
Mandozzi, Switzerland. 
Tel: +41 91 945 2351. 
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March 
3 -5 

CE 
Replitech Europe 

`rJ Utrecht. The Netherlands. 
Contact: Knowledge Industry 

DelDelPublications. 

Tel: +1 914 328 9157. 

22 
Net: www.kipinet.com 

11 -13 

7,11 
ans 

11 -15 

The Production Show 98 
Business Design Centre, 
Islington London N1. UK. 

Contact: EMAP Media. 
Tel: +44 171 505 8130. 
Fax: +44 171 505 8020. 

Musikmesse 
Frankfurt. Germany. 
Contact: Anke Witte. 
Tel: +49 69 7575 6596 

16 -17 
AES UK Conference: 
Microphones and Loudspeakers: 
the ins and outs of audio 
Church House. London. 
Tel: +44 1628 663 725. 
Email: AESUK @aol.com 

16 -19 
Technology India 98 
Bombay Exhibition Centre, 
Mumbai (Bombay). India. 
Contact: Above & Beyond Exhibitons. 
Tel: +91 11 651 0205. 

Email: vikas.gulaty@gems.vsnl.net.in 

18 -21 
ITA 
Ritz Carlton, Laguna Niguel, Dana 
Point, California, US. 

Tel: +1 609 279 1700. 
Fax: +1 609 279 1999. 

23 -27 
4th BTV China 98 and 
3rd COMMTEL China 98 
Contact: Business & 
Industrial Trade Fairs. 

Tel: +852 2865 2633. 
Fax: +852 2866 1770. 

29 -1 April 
SIB 98 
Rimini Trade Fair, Italy 
Contact: Tony Andrew -KMS 
Tel: +44 1323 442747. 
Email: andrewkms @aol.com 

31 -2 April 
World VSAT Communications 
Congress 3 
Cavalieri Hilton. Rome, Italy. 

Contact: AIC Conferences. 
Tel: +44 171 242 1548. 
Fax: +44 171 242 1508. 

April 
14-16 
PLASA: LIgM and 
Sound Shanghai 
Intex Centre. Shanghai, China. 
Contact: P &0 Events. 

Tel: +44 171 370 8231. 
Email: shanghai @eco.co.uk 

27 -28 
DVD Forum 
The Berkley Hotel, London, UK. 

Tel: +44 171 691 9191. 
Email: dvd@iqpcco.uk 

29 -30 
20th ABTT Show 
Hall One, Royal Horticultural Halls. 

80 Vincent Square. London SW1, UK. 

Tel: +44 171 403 3778. 
Email: office @abtt.org.uk 

May 
16 -19 
104th AES Convention 
RAI Conference Centre 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
Tel -Fax: +31 35 541 1892. 
Email: 104th chairman @aes.org. 
Net: www.aes.org 

18 -20 
Cable & Satellite 98 
Earls Court 2, London, UK. 

Net: www.cabsat.co.uk 

21 -27 
Expo Sound & ught 98 
Romexpo Exhibition Centre. 
Bucharest. Romania. 
Tel: +44 171 886 3103. 
Email: info @otsa.prestel.co.uk 

26 -28 

TV 98 
Thermal Hotel Helia, 
Budapest, Hungary. 
Tel: +361 153 1027. 
Email: hiradastechnika @mtesz.hu 
Net: www.mtesz.hu/ 
hiradastechnika 

26 -29 
Midem Asia 1998 
Nusa Dua Beach Resort, Bali 

Tel: +331 41 90 46 31. 
Net: www.midem.com 

29 -31 
5th Annual LatimAmerican Pro 
Audio & Music Expo Miami 98 
Miami Convention Centre. 
Miami, Florida, US. 

Contact: Studio Sound International. 
Email: chris @ssiexpos.com 
Net: www.ssiexpos.com 

30-June 2 
Nightwave 98 
Rimini Exhibition Centre, Italy 
Contact: Ms Gabriella de Girolamo. 
Fax: +39 541 711243 
Net: www.fierarimini.it 

June 
2 -5 
5th Broadcast Asia 98 
and others 
World Trade Centre. Singapore. 
Contact: Overseas Exhibition 
Services. 
Tel: +44 171 486 1951. 

The perfect companion for Pro Tools? 
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Apogee's 24 -bit AD -8000. Eight channels. True 24 -bit A/D & D /A. 
APOGEE'S AD -8000 interfaces 
directly to Pro Tools or Pro Tools - 
24, just like an 888, with a power- 

ful array of extra features. 
Direct computer control. 
True 24 -bit A/D and D /A. 
Format Convert ADAT, TDIF, 
Sonic Solutions, SDIF, SSL, etc'. 
Apogee Bit 
Splitting (ABS) 
record 24 bits on 
16 -bit machines. 
Signal Distribution - run a 24 -bit master 

with ABS and a 16 -bit DAT at 
the same time. 
Sync to Video, Word clock, 
digital input or internal 
reference. 
6 -way metering with peak, 
average, peak hold, cal mode 
and more. 
Numeric Over Indicators on 
each channel, adjustable 

threshold. 
SoftLimit® adds 

level to your tracks 
without overs. 

PQO 

UV22 ®, the Mastering Choice for 
perfect 16- 6 20 -bit masters. 
u Stand -Alone operation - 

Y use your AD -8000 
independently of Pro Tools. 

Apogee's AD -8000. The perfect 
companion for any Pro Tools or Pro 
Tools 24 system. From your Apogee 
dealer. 

For your nearest dealer, check our Web site! 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA. 
Tel: +1310/915 -1000 Fax: +1 310/391-626Z Email: info @apogeedgital.com..(ares subject to availability. 

Toms UV22 and Soft Until are registered trademarks of Apogee Electronics Corporation. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. www.apogeedigital.com 
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The Statt of the Art 
Dream Series 96kHz A/D and D/A converters for music 

AD -2 

96KHZ 24 -BIT A/D CONVERTER 

State of the art performance with Prism Sound's proprietary A/D conversion system 

Dual digital outputs allow (for example) simultaneous 44.1 kHz, 16 -bit noise shaped and 96kHz 

24 -bit recordings 

Built -in digital to digital synchronous sampling rate converter with SNS noise shaping 

system far high- quality down conversion for (D 

Comprehensive range of interface formats: 

TOSLINK, SPDIF, SDIF -2 8 AES ports with both 2 wire 

and 2x speed 96kHz formats 

High quality internal master clock plus proprietary high - order, high attenuation triple PLL system 

to eliminate external clock jitter without incurring long lock up times 

Fully impedance and voltage balanced tronsformerless inputs 

DRE encoder and decoder far hi bit performance using 16 bit media 
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DA-2 

96kHz 24-BIT DMA CONVERTER 

State of the art performance with Prism Sound's proprietary D/A conversion system 

Full 24 bit processing for all inputs avoid: truncation distortion or extra dithering 

Comprehersive range of interface formats: 

TOSLINK, SP)IF, SDIF -2 3 AES ports with both 2 -wire 

and 2x speed 96kHz formats 

Interface jitter effects 100% elininated wi-h clock master mode, 

plus proprietary high zttenuation triple PLL system 

Independently fl rating, tran;formerless balanced outputs 

1 -way multi- format source .elector, wits feed -through digital output 

DRE decoder for hi -bit performance using 

16 -bit recording media 

Dream 
-0.222.2-w... - 
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The Super-Noise- Shaping (SNS) system is o ditherd re- quantiz ng system for digital word length 

reduction with a broad ronge of spectral weightints to suit all cusic tyzes and preferences. 

Typical applications include 24- to 16-bit conversion for (D 

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC. 

BUILDING B -16 

115 ROUTE 46 

MOUNTAIN LAKES 

NEW JERSEY 07046 

USA 

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD 

W LLIAM JAMES HOUSE 

COWLEY ROAD 

CIMBRIDGE 

CE4 4WX 

UK 

TEL +1 973 299 1190 

FAX: +1 973 299 7759 

E -mail: soles@prismsound.com 

Web: help: / /www.prismsound.com 

TEL: +44 (0)1223 424988 

FAX: +44 (0)1223 425023 

E -mail: 100612.1 35Qcompuserve.com 

Web: hip: /,vwww .prismsound.com 
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Sound 
advice 
l ll ember 
issu( -it takes a w bile for 
the is,ues to arrive here in 

the States -and I think 
your writer Dayc Foister 
has pulled a fast one on 
you. From reading the 
'review' of the AKG 
SolidTube, its clear that he 
never used the microphone 
at all -never plugged it in 

never recorded a single 
track with this mic. 

At one point in the arti- 
cle. he talks about the sight 
of the valve glowing 
through a red window in 

the body. In the ads and 
brochures for the mic, this 
glow is quite bright. illumi- 
nating the logo brightly: 
however even in dim stu- 
dio lighting, the actual 
glow visible is so faint that 
one has to look quite close- 
ly to see if the tube is pow- 
ered at all! 

In another point. Dave 
says that all of the mic 
accessories fit 'neatly' into 
the aluminum carrying 
case. In my experience with 
the mie. the case is so 
cramped that its nearly 
impossible to get everything back into 
the case unless you roll the cable into a 

very tight 3 -inch diameter coil. which is 

not a recommended procedure with any 
audio. particularly a non -standard 7 -pin 
XLR cable! (Especially when replacement 
cables would not be readily available.) 
In fact, the cable that accompanies the 
SolidTube is of embarrassingly low qual- 
ity for an AKG product. it has a very 
small diameter l' L- inch), and is highly 
susceptible to kinking and was a con- 
stant problem in actual studio condi- 
tions. Of course, had Dave actually used 
the mic. he would have noticed this... 

I respect you quite highly and I think 
you deserve better from your contribu- 
Ic1I'ti, "ineerely. 
George Petersen, editor, 
Mix magazine, US 

Dave Foister replies: We all know there 
are magazines that print 'reviews' of 
equipment the author has never seen, 
but that's not the way we do things at 
Studio Sound. I have never written a 

review of anything I haven't personally 
used at every available opportunity, and 

10 

I deeply resent your suggestion -nay. 
unequivocal statement -that I did so in 

this case. 
Since, in fact, I had extensive experi- 

ence of the SolidTube over a period of 
weeks, your comments come down to 
mere differences of opinion. You might 
not be able to see the valve glowing in 

the window, but I can and so could the 
many singers and instrumentalists who 
found themselves standing in front of it. 

You might not be able to get the cable 
into the flightcase but I can -it fits in the 
cavity beneath the PSU coiled no more 
tightly than most valve microphone 
cables. You might consider it lightweight 
and awkward, but I regard it as perfectly 
adequate for the job -its more substan- 
tial that the Neumann M149 cable, but, 
perhaps, you haven't seen one of those. 

I note that you don't disagree with 
what I said about how it sounds, so your 
comments are reduced to petty carping 
over trivial details of a good microphone 
at a bargain price. This makes it all so 
pathetic to be almost amusing, which is 

lucky for you otherwise I might be look- 
ing to m'learned friends for advice. 

- 
n I )0`'441I 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS 

AUSTRALIA: AWA LTD 

Tel 02 9898 7666 Fax 02 9898 11; 

Contact Alistan Dewar 

AUSTRIA STUDER AUSTRIA GMBH 

BELGIUM: EMI. PRO AUDIO 

Tel 011 23 2355 Fax: 011 23 2172 

Contact: Luc Hermans 

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD 

lot 416 86 9000 Fax 416 86 1080 

Contact Dare Dvsan 

CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS 

Tel 420 2 322 552 Fax 420 2 323 069 

Contact. Martin Vysusil 

DENMARK: INTERSTAGE 

Tel: 39 46 0000 Fax 39 46 0040 

Contact. Finn Juul 

FINLAND: HEDCOM 

Tel. 358 9 682 866 Fax. 358 9 682 8489 

Contact Jarmo Rowas 

FRANCE: S.A.V. 

Tel 1 42 40 55 22 Fax 1 42 40 47 80 

Contact: Philippe Desgue 

GERMANY: MEDIACOM 

Tel 05451 94690 Fax 05451 946919 

Contact: Uwe Seytert 

GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS 

Tel. 01 674 8514 Fax 01 674 6384 

Contact. Thimi0s Kolikotsis 

HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND BY 

Tel. 030 241 4070 Fax 030 241 0002 

Contact: Peler de Fouw 

HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 

Tel 2 721 0343 Fax 2 366 6883 

Contact Clement Choi 

IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD 

Tel 01 662 3411 Fax Dt 668 5253 

Contact Julian Douglas 

ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIMIVIDEO INC 

Tel. 03 6731891 Fax. 03 673 1894 

Contact Oter Menashe 

ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

Tel: 039 212 221 Fax 039 214 0011 

Contact. Marco Porro 

MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO 

Tel 525 250 6038 Fax 525 250 6038 

Contact Carmen Juarez 

NEW ZEALAND: FILM á TAPE SALES NZ LTD 

Tel 09 378 8778 Fax 09 378 8776 

Contact John Bicknell 

NORWAY: S1V. ING BENUM AIS 
Tel: 22 1 39900 Fax 22 t 48259 

Contact Egil Ede 

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE 

Tel 2 826 4912 Fax. 2 826 4912 

Contact Bogdan Woiciechowski 

PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LOA 

Tel 01 356 0563 Fax: Ot 57 2981 

Contact Jorge Goncalves 

SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD 

Tel 65 748 9333 Fax 65 747 7273 

Contact Helena Lim 

SOUTH AFRICA: EMS LTD 

Tel 011 482 4470 Fax. 011 726 2552 

Contact: Dennis Feldman 

SPAIN: LEXON 

Tel 93 203 4804 Fax 93 205 7464 

Contact Alejandro Palencia 

SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB 

Tel 46 8 603 2300 Fax 46 8 603 2390 

Contact. Mats Mattsson 

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG 

Tel (1) 9104141 Fax (1) 9103544 
Contact Roland Bricchi 

TAIWAN: OMT TAIWAN 

Tel 02 516 4318 Fax 02 515 9881 

Contact Honton Sze 

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA 

Tel 310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311 

Contact. David Beesley 

HHb 
HHB Communications Limited 

73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U UK 

Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk 
Visit HHB on line at http: / /www.hhb.co.uk 
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Film, radio, TV, music recording - whatever the application, PORTADAT delivers. 

From the deserts of Egypt to the jungles of Costa Rica. PORTADAT consistently proves itself to be 

the most compact. reliable and best sounding professional DAT portable on the market. 

No wonder PORTADAT users are amongst the busiest sound recordists in the business. 

And now, PORTADAT is more affordable than ever before. So talk to HHB today about PORTADAT. 

And put yourself in the action. 

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW1O 60U. UK 

Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk 

HHB Communications USA 626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401, USA 

Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales@hhbusa.com 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East, Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada 

Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 8671080 E -Mail: hhbcan ©istar.ca 

http://www.hhb.co.uk 

C:=1110 
PDR1000 4 head. 4 motor portable professional DAT recorder with 
44 1/48 /32kHz recording, balanced XLR analogue I/O and AES /EBU 

. SPDIF digital I /Os. 

POR1000TC z head. 4 motor professonal portable DAT recorder 

egmpped to record, generate and reference to timecode in all 

existing international standards. 
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HE l'\H\IELY DEATH of Colin 
Sanders at the end of January closed a 

chapter on a nx>st extraordinary Ixri(xl 
of change in the world of professional 
audio. Best known as the hounder. 

managing director and chairman of SSL until 
1991. Sanders had not been connected with any 
recording industry interests foi the last seven 
years. Many are conversant with the trnsfir- 
mations he caused. armed with little more than 
a few very good ideas and the determination to 
make them happen. 

His expertise in electronics 
was largely self taught. There are 
tales of his building, aged eight. a 

telephone system between his 
bedroom and that of his twin sis- 
ter. with the option of a light or 
buzzer alert for night and day. 
involvement in local theatre pro- 
duction followed later, and an 
interest in lighting that led to the 
development of automated light- 
ing systems for various projects. 

Solid State Logic was formed 
in 1969 by Sanders to build elec- 
trical control systems for church 
and cathedral organs which he 
designed and installed. His first 
employee. Colin Bateman. joined 
in 19-0 while everything was run 
out of a bedroom in his parent's 
Oxford house where he waked 
as a little dynamo and was into 
everything'. The organ business 
grew and by 1982. over 8.0011 

systems had been installed in 
over 23 countries. 

Sanders had been a chorister 
when young. and had a good 
knowledge of music, but didn't 
play an instrument which often 
caused a surprise to his organ - 
installation clients. He saw music 
as a wider issue and started a 

record label. Acorn Records to 
issue theatre and classical organ 
music. Although this was treated 
as a hobby. it Was where Sanders' 
passion increasingly lay. Ile kept 
designing and building more 
sophisticated recording equip- 
ment and the label gradual! 
became a studio. 

In 1971. a brief mention in Shtdio Sounds 
Studio Directory indicated that the whole 
operation was about to move outside Oxford 
to the village of Stonesfield where a small 
building initially doubled as a workshop and 
studio. Later, fi>Ilotving the purchase of the 
rest of the building. there was then room for 
a dedicated studio that remained a console 
demo facility even many )'ears later. 

The small studio became successful and 
they decided to go niultitrtck. There was no 
likelihood of buying a console so Sanders 
threw himself into intensive R&D. studying all 

Sa n 
the. then, available consoles \\ bile adding tea - 
tures that experience in the studio suggested 
would be useful. 

Although the 'official line' was that he only 
ever wanted to build a console for his own 
studios use. there never being any intention 
of making them fin- others. this is probably a 

romanticised view. Following all the research 
and the development of an original concept it 

seems fairly clear that Sanders designed it on 
a production-orientated basis from the very 

ders 
tionary. and, of course. it later turned the 
whole industry round.' 

Others shared Harries opinions and they 
ended the show with orders for three. what 
there then allocated it )(HR. identities. So 
began a period of console building and devel- 
opment that was to grow exponentially for 
the next five years. The 'A. quickly became 
the 4000B adding features and changes in the 
routeing section with about seven being built. 

One important client for a nnu)B was new 
London studio. the Town House. 
Phil Newell and Mick Glossop went 
to Stonesfield in a sceptical mood, 
but came :may cc>n\inced. Accord- 
ing to Newell it was his 'honesty 
and openness to questions plus the 
solid nature of his answers. Ile was 
a reall straighth)r\ard guy to deal 
with. it was all quite believable and 
I was prepared to give it a chance'. 
On the operational side Glossop 
remembers it being a major step 
forward in ergonomics. and it all 

cause from Sanders. 'He was an 
engineer who had sat up until 3am 
doing vocal overdubs without an 
assistnt! There was never any hard 
sell. you just talked about the prod- 
(ICI and the way it worked.' 

13y 19 -9. continuous R&D and 
user -feedback had created the 

0001, or as it tyas also marketed. 
the Master Studio System. which. 
for the first time. integrated man 
studio functions centrally with the 
console computer. plus auto>niated 
console features. This was the basis 
of the console that was to create 
the company. 

Early 4000E UK clients included 
Ridge Farm Studios. Eden Studios 
and the Town House, again. This 
Last association continued to be par- 
tit iLtrl impo>nant as house engi- 
neers. such a Hugh l'adghani. 
picked up on the facilities of the 
console and became responsible for 
several important hit albums that 
helped establish the creative abili- 
ties of the console. particularly 
those drum sounds. 

The studio technical staff of the 
Town House were also impressed. Chris 
Jenkins had immediate responsibility for 
Town House Two. \ly first recollection of 
Colin was when he came down to commis- 
sion the console he did everything himself in 

those days. If there were any problems he 
would talk me through fixing then over the 
phone. His abilities as a designer were such 
that he could work yen quickly and the 
result worked.' Jenkins and a number of the 
Town House staff joined SSL over the next 
fen years helping Sanders build a staff that 
was almost all experienced in the practicali- 
ties of the recording studio. 

Studio Sound pays tribute to one of the 
few true pioneers of pro audio, whose tragic 

death in January shook the industry. 
Keith Spencer Allen writes 
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hcganning.A key addition to the team was old 
schrx>l- friend Patti Bamlx)rough who brought 
computer and software skills to the project. 
although the relationship between them was 
volatile. A console was assembled, but the 
degree to which it was complete by the l')-- 
Paris AES Convention is questionable. It 

certainly looked good and there was paper- 
work to say what it would do. 

Dave Harries, then of Air. recalls seeing 
the desk at the AES and 'congratulating Colin 
on the build quality. it was an incredible 
concept and he'd obviously paid great atten- 
tion to all areas. The facilities were revolu- 

March 1998 Studio Sound 
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It \\ as Sandler,' hands -on approach in every 
aspect of the company that set the tone for 
everything. The priority was being available to 
customers and this Was appreciated. Chris 
Stone. then of Record Plant in the US. was an 
early customer and carne hack for many more. 
'1 bought my first E- series from Colin in 1979. 

If we had a problem with the console we 
could call him. the president of the 
company. in the middle of the night 
and he would stay on the phone with 
us until the problem went away. EVen 

then he believed) he was setting a stan- 

dard for the industry.' 
Also in 1979. American recording 

engineer Doug Dickey joined SSL. He 
complemented Sanders' approach 
totally. and. nigh they rowed fre- 
quently. the results were spectacular. 
First visible signs were the expensive 
colour advertising campaigns and sales 

literature. \l.t ny of the SSI. staff credit 
Dickey with considerable responsibil- 
ity for the degree of success that the 

company had. particularly in the CS. 

In the mid 19Ms when the industr 
was looking for input from SSL on the 
debate on future console technolo- 
gies. it was Dickey who put himself in 
the firing line with reasoned and artic- 
ulate eloquence. 

Sanders, w-ho \Vas a good. hut 
reluctant public speaker. was keen to 
see Dickey take this role. Piers Plaskitt 
who headed up the ''l. l ' operation 
for many years felt that in public 
Sanders always played down his role, 
being very reluctant to market himself 
feeling that it waas the products that 
imponamt. 

Success brought awards. 1981 saw a UK 
Design Council Award for the SLi000E 
-Sanders had an advanced sense of the aes- 
thetically pleasing and ergonomic design 

-and the same year saw the first of two 
Queens Awards for Export Achievement. By 
1982, 80% of all sales were exported. In 1986. 

he was awarded a CBE. 

Many of the. then. SSL staff tell of a crazy 
time. Console production had gone from one 
even' month to at least a dozen a month. 
While externally the company maintained a 

shop till the early hours of the morning befon 
being back around 'am. Sanders would be 

there all hours even taking to sweeping up if 
that was what was required. 

He was a charismatic figure. with determi 
nation and a very clear vision of what In 
wanted. He paid incredible attention to detail 
with fingers in every part of the compam 

-from approving the design of let- 

terheads. working with external sup- 
pliers. with sales and marketing. The 
outside world saw a unified compam 
image with no obvious shortcomings 
and this could undoubtedly be traced 
hack almost entirely to Sanders. 

He had a profound influence on all 
the people around him even rnose 
doing basic wiring on the shop floor. 
He would walk round the factory reg- 
ularly. and his office door was always 
open. He had the ability to make 
everyone feel very welcome and your 
status wasn't important. 

He loved parties and the annual 
SSL BBQ was famed for the way it 

brought company. clients and the 
industry. plus their families. together 
in a riot of entertainment that was typ- 
ical of w hat made him happiest. He 
also was a very generous person in 
terns of his time. He helped out 
many people quietly in ways that 
were never made public. There is 

more of this than anyone will know. 
As the company became bigger he 

had to delegate and this he found dif- 
ficult when it resulted in work not 
being done quite as well as he would 

have done. Within the company he was 
famous for his temper. 'He'd fly off the handle 
several times a day. and he thoroughly unrea- 
sonala. It wasn't one of his most endearing 
traits,' commented one insider. 

According to Antony David. who » »> 

were 

WHEN JOHN STADIUS and I 

started building mixing con- 
soles in 1980, we were 
already aware of the SSL pres- 
ence in our own business. 

Soundtracs grew, but it wasn't until Novem- 
ber 1986 that I met Colin. He wandered onto 
our stand at Interbee in Japan with a Dalek- 
type robot he bought for his 'kids'. He was 
going home to England that evening and with 
some time to spare, I had an opportunity to 
talk to the man behind what was to become 
the 'Rolls Royce' of mixing consoles. 

In the following years, we used to spend 
hrief moments at exhibitions or in airline 
lounges talking about business. He was 
always bright, cheerful and full of enthusi- 
asm. This side of his character was magnetic 
and it was the reason for his success. He 
pushed himself and insisted everyone else 
went along with that. No hostages. 

In the early nineties after he left SSL he 
purchased a property in France and it was 
there I had the opportunity to socialise with 
Colin and his family. He was a great practical 
joker. On one occasion when we lunched 
with the family, he had a 'nameless' Member 
of Parliament on duty as a butler! He was 
extremely relaxed with his children and any- 
one elses! In fact he made my holidays ideal 

Studio Sound March 1998 

very calm image, internally the workload was 
immense, I2 -hour days were common, and 
18 -hour days not unusual. Several had more 
than one job and because of a shortage of test 
engineers if you were still around in the 
evening many would more down to the test 

base he'd amuse my own children for me. 
I got to know him better. We lunched a lit- 

tle, I had tremendous respect for him 
because I don't believe he was a qualified 
electrical engineer, yet he created, with oth- 
ers something at the forefront of audio tech- 
nology, the SSL SL4000B. He was very bright, 
in some respects eccentric. He was, to me 
like a child (and that's why he got on so well 
with them) yet a child in the sense of having 
no spite or anguish. Everything was fresh 
and an opportunity and much more so to be 
enjoyed. That was one of his attributes 
because, like children, he was very sensitive 
to the real world and could detect the good 
guys from the rest. Colin was very generous 
with his time and he enjoyed nothing better 
than to entertain people of any walk of life 
and listen to the conversation. He'd mix 
kings with paupers (literally) and welcome 
the friendly interchange. His obvious 
well -earned wealth was never garish or 
obscene. He was at ease with himself, his 
friends and much more so, his family. 

In recent years, I 'trespassed' on my social 
friendship with Colin and asked him to give 
me guidance over Soundtracs. He readily 
gave free advice, but much more so encour- 
agement and tried to reassure me about 
being able to achieve everything I wanted. 

This man was, like most successful 111 
insecure. He wasn't shy, but he was pri 
He fiercely defended his family privacy, but if 
he wanted you as a friend on the inside he 
welcomed you with open arms. 

My clearest memory will be of the man 
from SSL who, during a trade show, had time 
to buy a robot for his children. More so the 
outrageously successful 50th birthday party a 

few of his industry colleagues and endless 
personal friends attended February last. 
Nobody could do it better than Colin. I con- 
sidered it a privilege to have known the man 
I had the utmost respect for. An innovator, a 

risk taker, a guy with a great zest for life (the 
helicopter pilot's licence was yet another 
goal he was determined to achieve), a man 
with a tremendous sense of humour and fun. 

Some of the new faces in the industry may 
not appreciate his influence, but it's there 
anyway under the stewardship of John Jef- 
frey at SSL. My own world will be sadder 
with Colin's abrupt, unfair and uncalled for 
departure. I'm angry about that because it 
seems to me it's always the good guys this 
happens to. My thoughts are now with 
Colin's wife and his children. Let's hope 
there's another 'Colin' in there because the 
world needs people just like him. 
Todd Wells, chairman, Soundtracs plc 
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« «< joined in 1983. this was just simply an 

indication of his passion. 'He had such 
incredibly high standards that whenever any- 
thing fell below them it just set him off. But 
he inspired the most incredible loyalty in 

everyone. He set very high standards and 
everyone else adopted them and that became 
the culture of the company: 

Reflecting his own background. Sanders 
never placed much emphasis on formal 
qualifications. being much more interested 
in what other aspects 
people could bring 
to the company. 
Graduate Antony 
David reckons that he 
got a job on the 
strength of his tie. 
Others suggest 
Sanders had a policy 
that if you found a 

good person you 
should give them a 

job and precisely 
what they would do 
could be decided 
afterwards. 

Whatever was true, his management style 
built a capable team. Those that knew him 
well say that he had a short attention span 
and would never persevere with anything if 
it stopped being fun. When it did. he would 
do whatever he felt like. This is the side of 
Sanders that many don't know. The stories 
range from the verifiable riding of a bicycle 
round his office while conducting interviews, 
to teaching the staff of the Japanese office 
how to play leapfrog. something he was 
arrested for in Germany. When Neve cheek- 
ily held a recruitment open -day in the 
nearby town of ubodstOck. Sanders hired a 

coach and took 100 staff there. Everyone has 

a 'Colin story' but the best ones remain 
impossible to verify having attained the sta- 

tus of legends. 
Despite new buildings and moving manu- 

facturing to industrial units away from Stone - 
field. SSL needed a new home under one 
roof. An old convent in the nearby village of 
Beghroke was identified, but Sanders had to 
use immense effort to convince villagers that 
SSL would make worthy neii.11hlwrs (al what 

was a greenfield site. The resulting HQ and 
factory opened in 1986 at which time the 
company employed 300 people and had an 

annual turnover of 18.5 million. 
The company's growth had been stagger- 

ing. New ranges of consoles had been 
added- SL6000 in 1982. SL5000 in 1985 

together with expansion into areas outside of 
music production. The existence of digital 
R&D was confirmed in 1985 and Sanders per - 
ceived a need to alter the structure of the 

company to meet 
future requirements. 
In 1986 he negotiated 
for SSL to join the l'El, 
a group of high tech- 
nology companies. in- 
cluding Quantel, that 
fitted well with SSL. 

Despite owning 99.7% 
percent of the com- 
pany stock he chose 
to convince an ini- 
tially sceptical SSL 

board that this was 
the right direction. 

One of the results of the new corporate 
structure was that Sanders' hands -on -all areas 

management approach was seen as a weak- 
ness for a company of this size -there was a 

distinct lack of middle management. Bringing 
in qualified people to fill these positions fre- 
quently proved difficult because so much of 
the company ran on an instinctive under - 
standing of 'what Colin wanted'. Gradually 
the company structure became more regular. 
In 1988 what is seen as the only glitch in the 
sm(i)th expansion of SSL occurred. 

The Ill was to be the company's first digi- 
tal product. a combined hard -disk and mixing 
system. using the first of the digital building 
blocks developed by its own research. As 

with most companies making the transition to 
a digital technology. there were difficulties. 
Timescales. costs and defining product speci- 
fications, his relationship with the digital team 
became strained and shortly after the initial 
showing of the product in mid -1988 a large 
number of the team left. many of whom 
formed the basis of the team that developed 
the Son' OXF -R3 desk eight years later. 

Exactly whw this had occurred is less » »> 

Ill HE FIRST THING that struck me 
about Colin Sanders was his boyish 
enthusiasm for the product he had 
designed, a product that was obvi- 
ously way ahead of its time. It was 

mediately apparent what a brilliant and 
spired guy he was, and at the same time 

was humourous, witty, and very, very, 
cable. I hadn't seen much of him in recent 

ears, but I'll always remember him wi 
ection. 

rank Andrews. owner Ridge Farm Studios 

urchaser of first SL4000E in the UK) 

E EXTRAORDINARY success of 
Colin Sanders resulted from a fortu- 
itous combination of his own ideas 
about the type of console that record- 
ing studios might require and the age 

in which he had his primary success. 
The SSL console started to become visi- 

ble in the early 1980s. This period was one 
of radical expansion and financial growth 
and change culminating in the stockmarket 
excesses of 1986 -87. In recording studios, 
traditional multitrack techniques had not 
yet fallen prey to sampling, MiDI and syn- 
thesis and great emphasis was placed on 
building luxurious facilities for high -budget 
recording projects. 

The early SSL console was introduced to 
this arena and as a result of its cosmetic look 
and the master stroke of incorporating a 

computer monitor into the console, set new 
standards in marketing for pro-audio equip- 
ment and also new benchmarks in concepts 

of what could be charged for a console. 
Of equal significance, although, perha 

not as visible, was also the profit which 
could be made out of manufacturing them. 
This enabled Colin Sanders to build up the 
most financially successful console company 
ever, and, eventually, through a chain of 
deals in a rapidly- expanding stockmarket, to 
accumulate a vast personal fortune by the 
time he left the company he had founded. In 
a few short years he had turned his brand 
name into the pro-audio equivalent of Gucci 
or Versace, the must of console owners. 

1 only knew Colin Sanders on the most 
superficial level and therefore cannot offer 
praise for the character of the man. His com- 
mercial achievement, however, outstripped 
anything I was able to achieve during m 
24 years at Amek and I doff my cap to him. S 
Transit Gloria Mundi for Colin, and for us 

Nick Franks, former chairman and 

co-founder. Amek 
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DISTRIBUTORS 
WORLDWIDE 

0110 
Austria: ATEC GmbH 
Tel: 00 43 2234 74004 Fax: 0(1 43 2234 74074 

Australia: AR Audio Engineering Pty. Ltd 
Tel: (NI 61 2981053(1) Fax: (11 fil 298105355 

Belgium: EML 
Tel: (X) 32 11 23 23 55 Fax: 00 32 11 23 21 72 

Brazil: Prowarr Audio Innovations 
Tel: 00 55 I 1 55 85 2866 Fax: 00 55 11 55 85 6586 

Canada: Sonotechnique PLJ Inc 
(Toro.) Tcl: 00 1 416 947 9112 

Fax: (1) 1 416 947 9369 
(Mont.) Tel: 00 1 514 332 6868 

Fax: 00 1 514 332 5537 

Chile: Clio Productora Musical 
Tel: 0056 2 274 9621 Fax: 0056 2 204 231(1 

Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia & Serbia: 
Music Export 
l el: 1)140 711 61 titio2 18)49 711 616697 

Denmark: New Music AG 
1ìI: (0 45 86 19(1849 Fax: 00 45 86 193199 

Fudand: Studiotec KY 
Tel: (1) 358 9 5123 5300 Fax: 00 358 9 5123 5355 

France: DM2J Audio Solution 
Tel: 011 33 1 48630443 Fax: 11 33 1 48631809 

Germany: Sound Service GmbH 
Tel: INI 49 3085(18950 Fax: 00 49 3085089589 

Greece: KEM 
Tel: (1) 30 167 48514/5 Fax: ((0 31) 167 46384 

Holland / The Netherlands: TM Audio 
Tel: 00 31 30 24141(7(1 Fax: (1) 31 30 241(102 

Hong Kong: Digital Media Technology 
Tel: 18) 852 2721 11343 Fax: 00 852 2366 6883 

Iceland: Audio Solutions 
Tel: 00 354 8965626 Fax: 00 354 5516476 

India: R & S Electronics 
Tel: 0091 22 636 9147 Fax: 0091 22 636 9691 

Ireland: CFI - Control Techniques 
Tel: (8) 3531 4545400 Fax: 111 3531 4545726 

Israel: Sontronics 
Tel: 00972 3 570 5223 Fax: (81972 3 619 9297 

Italy: Grisby Music Professional 
Tel: 00 39 71 71(18471 

Fax: INI 39 71 7108477 

Japan: All Access 
Tel: 00 852 443 5537 Fax: 0(1 852 443 7738 

Korea: Best Logic Sound Co 
Tel: (NI 82 2 515 7385 Fax: 00 82 2 516 7385 

New Zealand: Protel 
Tel: 00 04 4801 9494 Fax: 00 65 4384 2112 

Norway: Lvdrommet 
Tel: 00 47 22 8094511 Fax: (X) 47 22 809460 

Portugal: faits Tecnologias 
Tel: (8) 351 2 208 4456 Fax: 00 351 2 2(18 6009 

Russia: ISPA 
Tel: 11) 7 503 956 1826 Fax: 00 7 503 9.56 2309 

Singapore: Team 108 

Technical Services Private Ltd 
Tel: (N) 65 748 9.333 Fax: (N) 65 747 7273 

Southern Africa: Soundfusion 
Tel: (Nl 27 I 1 4771315 Fax: (N) 27 11 4776439 

Spain: Media Sys. 

Tel: 00 34 3 426 6500 Fax: 00 34 3 424 7337 

Sweden: Tal and Ton 
Tel: 00 46 3152 5150 Fax: 00 46 3152 81118 

Switzerland: Studio M & M ag 
Tel: 01) 1 162 8495722 Fax: (8) 41 62 8493830 

Taiwan: Advancetek International Co.Ltd. 
Tel: 01) 886 2716 8896 
Fax: (1) 886 2716 0043 

Thailand: KEC 
Tel: 00 662 2228613/4 Fax: 00 662 2253173 

Turkey: Imaj Music Yapim VE Organizasyon 
Ticaret As. 
Tel: 1) 90 212 275 8311) Fax 0090 212 275 8384 

UK: Focusrite 
Tel: +44 (0)1494 462246 
Fax: +44 (0)1494 459920 

USA: Group One 
(NY) Tel: 00 1 516 249 1399 

Fax: (11 1 516 753 11)20 

(('A) Tel: 00 1 310 651) 2521 

Fax: 00 1 310 656 25'24 
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Class A 

The heart of the Red 3 is Focusrite's proprietory 

Class A VCA technology which delivers 

outstanding low distortion performance to both 

Compression and Limiting functions, whilst 

increasing the compression ratio provides the 

punch and warmth from second order artifacts. 

Accept no substitutes 

They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. So, "Thanks Guys!" 
Seriously though, our imitators only go skin deep - their product will not 
flatter your recordings. 
So before you rush off to buy the latest new offering in signal processing, 
allow us to remind you why the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter is 
the choice of professionals the world over. 

Dual Mono or Stereo 

Red 3 is a two channel device switchable to true 

stereo operation under the lower set of controls, 

so you can use it for tracking (great on vocals and 

instruments alike) and across the mix to make it 

jump out of the speakers. 

s Ala s 
a 

Red I (quail \Iii Pie 

Red 5 Pi aet :\mplilim 

Extraordinary Build Quality 

Red Range build quality is the envy of the 

industry. The extruded aluminium front.side and 

rear panels are milled, finished and anodised a 

rich burgundy red whilst the legends are 

anoprinted into the finish so they cannot wear off. 

The brushed stainless steel covers conceal glass - 

fibre circuit boards, the shielded power supply and 

the wealth of electronic components employed to 

ensure reliable, outstanding performance, for life. 

High grade potentiometers and switches 

complete the bill of materials. Even the control 

> 

a IS =-'-c' , 
Red 2 Dual F.ilualis i 

. .a .. 
. i i . . 

Red 6 Mono PT C , tquelix i 

knobs are individually machined and hand polished 

before anodising to feel smooth as silk to the touch. 

Its no accident that the Red 3 was awarded the 

1995 TEC Award for Outstanding Technical 

Achievement - many of the nominatos actually 

own one! 

Make an informed judgement. Before buying 

your next compressor ask your pro-audio dealer 

for a Red 3 to evaluate or ask him to set up a 

comparative demonstration. 

There's no substitute for your own ears! 

Red 3 Dual Compressor Limiter 

Red 7 \lip Pic \ Ihn:unü s 

WA, 
Focusrite 
a u d i o e n g i n e e r i n g 

Red 4 l'rc- amhlitie. 

Red 8 Stereo tic Pre 

1995 
Winner 

For your complimentary Red Range Brochure, contact Focusrite UK Tel *44 (0)1494 462246 Fax: *44 (0)1494 459 920 E -mail sales @focusrite.com Home Page: www.focusrite.com 
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« «< clear. Sanders played down the effect 
of the loss of so many key R &D people hut 
apparently it was really something that he took 
personally. a loss of part of the 'family'. 

The acquisition of L'EI by the Carlton 
Group in 1990 put increasing pressure on 
Sanders to he even less hands -on with SSL 

and spend more time in meetings with l'E! 
and Carlton. He was 

conscientious in this 
but found it hard. His 
concentration contin- 
ued to wane as there 
was less call for his 
entrepreneurial skills. 

By 1991 he decided 
that it was time to 
leave and end all busi- 
ness contacts with the 
industry. even declin- 
ing a seat on the Carl- 
ton board. A number 
of interesting pro- 
jects ensued including 
Water Recover, a 

manufacturer of water 
filtration systems. and 
Induced Energy. a 

company with a high - 
technology line in 
induction cooking 
hobs, and he was 
about to appear in a 

TV food show about 
them. He also became 
involved with the 
Prince's Trust. where 
his efforts were di- 
rected towards engi- 
neers and their status. I le retained man 
close friends among his former colleagues, 
SSL clients and even other pro -audio manu- 
facturers. He expanded his interest in flying 
he'd held a fixed -wing licence for many years. 

hut had turned towards helicopters. In 1991 

he began a year's training and soon gained a 

licence. qualifying to fly in all weathers. 
It is. perhaps. true that unless you were 

aware of what the industry was like prior to 
1979. you will not appreciate how Sanders' 
SSL was a catalyst in change. The approach to 
the console and automation was revolution- 

ary and it took most other manufacturers 
years to catch up. Some aspects of the 
automation made it easier for a single opera- 
tor to pay more attention to the creative 

aspects than that of running the console. The 

design meant that for many studios the con- 
soles were flexible enough to not need cus- 
tomisation. This and the number of units out 

there led to the rise of 
the freelance engineer- 
producer who could 
move between project 
without having to learn 
unique consoles. Total 
Recall gave the record 
companies the power 
of involvement in the 
mixing process and 
triggered the remix 
concept. From the 
manufacturers' angle 
he took audio trade 
show display from the 
cottage industry to the 
professional. While all 
of this may have hap- 
pened eventually. 
Sanders is clearly 
responsible for it 
occurring when it did. 
He simply transformed 
the way that people 
make records. 

The brief item on 
the evening news of a 

helicopter crash near 
Bicester. Oxfordshire 
and the death of the 
50- year -old pilot told 

no stun. To his wife and three children he will 
he painfully missed; to his many close friends. 
likewise. For the rest of us we've lost a vision- 
ary who in a few short years changed much of 
our industry through his ideas. enthusiasm 
and a commitment to being the hest. 

We are indebted to the friends and colleagues of 

Colin Sanders for their considerable assistance 
in compiling this tribute. particularly Colin Bate- 
man. Antony David. John East. Sean Fernbach. 

Chris Jenkins. Mike Large. Piers Plaskitt. Colin 

Pringle. Hugh Padgham, and all those who also 

offered their thoughts and memories. 

WORKED FOR COLIN at SSL f 
1978 -88 staffing before the famous 
E- series consoles were around. 
I worked directly with him on vari 
aspects of the E -series design in 

ing its image. I watched the compa 
flourish from 7-8 staff, in the small re 

ing studio building at Stonesfield (so s 

that Neve couldn't even find it, as the 
goes!), producing a console every 
months, to 12 consoles per month in the 
later 1980s with 300 plus staff members. 

Colin could be very demanding to work 
for, always looking for that perfect, but 
pragmatic solution, within the available 
technology. His approach to any situation 
was always 'bullish' with a touch of inspi= 

rational flair. Since working for Colin 
I often look to him for inspiration, asking 
myself, Now what would Colin do in this 
situation? This I shall continue. Whatever 
the situation, Colin's great sense of humour 
was rarely far away, he was a good mim- 
ick. I caught him mimicking me on several 
occasions, even so he just carried on, right 
in front of me! Away from business, as 

everyone who went to his parties knows, 
Colin's were always the best'. 

John East, In the Sony Oxford camp 

OLIN SANDERS was a unique per- 
sonality. His intelligence, insight and 
playful sense of the absurd were a 

delight to Witness. Colin had that 
special ability to profoundly influ- 

ence the lives of others, either through the 
landmark SL4000 console design, or, for 
those lucky enough to know him, through 
his charm, humour and generosity. 

Despite having achieved so much, revolu- 
tionising music production and in conse- 
quence becoming very wealthy in the 
process, Colin always displayed interest in 
others. His generous parties have become 
legendary, but this generosity also spilled 
into his everyday life. On at least one occa- 
sion he returned to the SSL factory with 
cream cakes for everyone in production; a 

gesture which meant more to people than 
any bonus or letter of thanks. His lack of airs 
and witty `pythonesque' outlook endeared 
him to everyone that met him. 

Personally, I learned a great deal from 
Colin. For example, that willingness to praise 
others is not a weakness. So often in busi- 
ness senior people can feel that praising oth- 
ers in some way robs them of their 
importance. Colin was always liberal with his 
praise and as a result always seemed more 
impressive for it. It also engendered a loyalty 
in others which is extremely rare. Indeed, it 

was this ability to bring out the best in oth- 
ers which was Colin's true skill. 

I am sure that everyone who knew Colin 
will have cherished memories of him. I thank 
him for giving me the confidence to follow 
my own ideas by telling me 'Your instincts are 

good. You know what to do and should 
always follow that.' I thank him for the joy on 
one memorable occasion reducing the entire 
board of SSL to convulsive fits of laughter. 

Most of all, I thank Colin for his friendship 
and for the many friends I made through him 
Colin Pringle, former SSL marketing director 
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Digidesign 

Worldwide Distribution 
ASIAIJA PAN) Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology 

813 3505 7963 

AUSTRALIA Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology 

612 9937 1800 

AUSTRIA 

X -ART Pro Division GmbH 43 3357 43801 

BENELUX (NETHERLANDS) 
Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology 

31 73 613 8080 

BULGARIA 
ACT Corporation 359 32 265 673 

Shark Art 359 52 600172 

CROATIA 

Carmen 385 1 388 5555 

C.1.S. 

Latvia A &T Trade 371 2371141 
Moscow A &T Trade 7 095 242 5325 
Ukraine A &T Trade 380 44 269 2176 

DENMARK 
New Musik 45 86 190899 

EGYPT 

Alpha Audio 202 245 6199 

FINLAND 

SounData Oy 358 9 454 2422 

FRANCE Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology 

33 1 41 49 40 10 

GERMANY: INC. POLAND, CZ & SLOVAKIA 
Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology GmbH 

49 811 55200 

GREECE 
Mellon 301 384 6501 

HUNGARY 

Digital Pro 361383 2481 

MidiSoft 36 1 270 2255 
Kerorg 36 1 270 4591 

ICELAND 
Skifan 354 525 5060 

ISRAEL 
RBX Digital Systems Ltd. 972 3 516 4851 

ITALY Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology sr! 

39 2 57 511 799 

LEBANON 

Electra 961 120 0634 

NORWAY 
Fitzpatrick Import Group 47 2211 4054 

PORTUGAL 

Airdropro 351 1353 8331 

SAUDI ARABIA 
Halwanr Audio 966 2 669 1252 

SLOVENIA 
Deiktop 386 61 152 2035 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Eltron 27 11 787 0355 

SPAIN 
Ventamatic 34 3 430 9790 

SWEDEN 
Fitzpatrick Import Group 46 8 732 4995 

SWITZERLAND 
Giant Electronics 41 32 322 5274 

TURKEY 
Compel 90 212 224 3201 
Erdenur 90 212 286 3429 

If you have any further questions, or should have difficulty contacting 

your distributor or live in a country not listed, contact: 

USA Digidesign a division of Avid Technology Inc. 

Tel. 650 842 7900 Fax. 650 842 7999 
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C redits 

Michael Jackson 

Rolling Stones 

Blackstreet 

INhitney Houston 

Stem Wonder 

Aretka Franklin 

Janet Jackson 

digidesiginW 
A division of Avid 

"Pro Tools 
makes my 

whole life 
e're blushing. Coming from Teddy Riley, 

whose credits include more than 30 platinum and 

multi- platinum records, that's a pretty powerful 
Teddy Riley 

statement. How could Pro Tools° possialy make 

this saperstar's life more complete? 

"If you could see me, you'd think I was a 

real viz. I do everything in Pro Tools. I track 

direc`Jy into the system...take a guitar part and 

loop it. I do fade ins, cross fades. I put together 

the vvhole Blackstreet album so fast - mixing, 

effec s, and everything. And I really d some of 

the TDM Plug -Ins like Drawmer and Focusrite. 

There's always new stuff that truly amazes me... 

like tie 24 -bit, 32 -track system." 

Now, you're probably thinking we had to 

pay Teddy to say all this. But the truth is, he's 

been using Pro Tools on every project since 

Michael Jackson's Dangerous - simply because 

it's the best tool for the job. Based on the number 

of hits he's cranked out, his career and life have 

been nothing short of remarkable. Or, as Teddy 

would say... "complete." 

ore information about Pro Tools and Third-Party 
ment products, call +44 1753 653 322 ext. 

ree Pro Tools video, or to schedule a free 

`vision of Avid Technology 

Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, 

'i'/!i'/9/.i1 11.1 l it l: IÌI 

Wh'/W, 

TEDDY RILE ' ° ' CER I ARTIST 

3aCD"7!s. Ftr`li"' 

is a registered trademark of Digidesign. All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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Otari DX -5050 
The evolution of digital recorders continues with the introduction of Otari's 2 -track 

MO machine. Rob James assesses the viability of the latest generation 
AIMED PRIMARILY at the broadcast 
market. Otari's DX -5056 is a high -qual- 
ity 16 -hit. random- access. digital 

2 -track recorder and editor. As such it pro- 
vides a compact. cost- effective alternative to a 

traditional ' inch analogue tape or DAT 

recorder. Magneto- optical (3' /s -inch) disc has 
been chosen as the primary storage medium. 

A number of extra cost options are avail- 
able. A carrying handle that makes the 
machine transportable. Since this is a purely 
mains powered machine that weighs a not 
inconsiderable 'kg. it is not a Nagra replace- 
ment, nor is it intended to he, but compare 
the weight and case of moving the DX -5050 
around a facility with an equivalent inch 
machine. Alternatively. for more permanent 
applications, there is a 311 -high. 19 -inch. rack - 
mounting kit. 

An input sample -rate convertor may be 
specified. and there are two remote control 
options on offer from Otari, a standard model 
and an 'instant start', while many broadcast 
facilities will no doubt wish to 'roll their own'. 
Full pin outs and protocols are included in the 
comprehensive manual along with a parts list 

and exploded view that will please the mainte- 

The machine is solidly 
constructed to Otari's usual 

high standards. Anybody 
familiar with the MTR -90 will 

know what to expect 

nance department. A 640Mg MO disc gives an 
hour of stereo recording at -+4.1kHz. 

The machine is solidly constructed to 
Otari's usual high standards. Anybody familiar 
with the MIR -90 will know what to expect. 
A glance 'under the hood' reveals neat wiring 
and an uncluttered layout. Servicing. if it is 

ever required, should pose few problems to 
broadcast engineers. The rear panel is popu- 
lated with XLR connectors for AES -EBt' and 
analogue I -O, phonos and optical connectors 
for SPDIF. a 9 -pin D- connector for serial 1 -O 
and a 37 -pin D- connector for parallel I -O. The 
SCSI port is a 50 -pin half -pitch SCSI 11 stan- 
dard item with four associated DIP switches 
which set the SCSI ID of the MO drive and 
enable remote mode. The SCSI connector is 

not intended to expand the storage capacity 
of the machine. at least not in the current soft- 
ware. The interface is intended to allow the 
DX -5050 drive to be accessed by an external 
RAW such as a PC -based device. The 9 -pin 
serial interface is configurable via internal 
jumpers to act as RS232. RS-+22 serial or fader 
start GPI. 

There are external trim pots for analogue 
output level adjustment in the range ±1OdBu 

and a 4- position switch for analogue 'head 
amp' gain. The range is from -60d11 to OdB in 
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20dH steps allowing for the direct connection 
of a suitable microphone. 

Internal tweaks allow in -house engineering 
staff to adjust the Standard Recording Level 

(SRL). left and right channel offset and left 

and right channel level. There is an internal 
switch to reduce output level by 20dBu if 

required. Re- calibration of the A D convertors 
to minimise DC offset can be carried out using 
the front -panel menus and keys. 

The front panel is neat and mostly quite 
obvious with transpon controls in the usual 
position. bottom right. A small jog dial sits 

above the I 
« and » I ( previous and next) 

keys. Jog modes are selected by pressing the 
C.E key which also doubles as record pause if 

set up to do so. Above the jog wheel are 
record selects. left and right, internally illumi- 
nated. When in Stereo mode. pressing either 
key selects both tracks. In mono mode the 
keys toggle. selecting one deselects the other. 

To the right of the record selects are two 
SRL- alibrated- indicator LEDs and associ- 
ated analogue Input Gain pots. For calibrated 
operation the LEDs are illuminated and the 
knobs are almost flush with the panel. Press- 
ing the knobs activates the manual. un -cali- 
brated analogue gain and the knobs emerge 
from the panel to allow adjustment. Under 
the stain LCD are two banks of four keys 
labelled 1 to 8. The top bank contains func- 
tion keys used to select menu items on the 
display in conjunction with the adjacent Wxr 
SELECT key while the bottom row are edit keys 
also labelled Cot. Dam. SPLICE and 'Tr-PO r 

used with the adjacent EDIT ttOtE key. The 
last three keys are MARK and LOCATE which 
work together as a simple. one memory loca- 
tor and PR(ciIda\IMt: SELECT. which is used with 
the main (co. jog wheel and function keys to 
set parameters and to create and edit play 
lists. A bright green LED counter displays min- 
utes seconds and frames running at either 
100fps. 30fps. 25fps or 10fps. A tiny recessed 
button enables the counter to be reset to zero 
in Normal node. Under the counter is a row 
of 8 1.14)5 that give an indication of tinte 
remaining on disc. These are usefully cali- 
brated in a nonlinear fashion to show 1. 2. 5. 

10. 20. 30, 40. 60 minutes remaining so you 
can get really paranoid when you are sailing 
close to the wind on a live recording. Just like 
watching the feed spool on an analogue 
machine (not). 

The numeric counter has four modes 
one of which is time remaining on disc. 
The other modes are Normal which dis- 
plays elapsed time front the beginning of 
the current Program and Total which either 
displays the elapsed time from the begin- 
ning of the playlist or remaining time in 

the current playlist. 
Adjacent to the counter are three LEDs that 

indicate whether varispeed mode has been 
selected, Time Remain indicates one of the 
time remaining counter modes has been 

selected. The 
Emphasis On indica- 
tor should be 
self -explanatory. 

Meters are bright. 
horizontal t.ED lad- 
ders. Adjacent are 
indicators for sam- 
pling rate. 48kHz. 
44.1kHz or 32kHz 
and a h o ye these fur- 
ther LED indicators 
show the selected 
input. Analogue. 
AES -E131'. Co-axial 
or Optical. 

A headphone 
socket and )totter( m 

pot almost complete 
the picture. .\ nice 
touch. there is an 
internal monitoring 
speaker. controlled 
by the monitoring 
pot. Inserting a jack 
in the headphone 
socket mutes the 
speaker. The moni- 
toring point when 
recording is selec- 
table either before 
or after internal 
memory. After intro- 
duces a small (bums) delay and is useful for 
checking the effect of the convertors on criti- 
cal material. 

The DX -5050 records in the Microsoft -IHM 

. \ \ " :\ \' file format and the latest version of soft - 
ware supports Broadcast .WA \' or H\W.aV. The 
actual disk format is 1)05. This is an encour- 
aging sign of the progress of file exchange 
and a wise stove by Otari as it will enable 
material recorded on the machine to be easily 
edited by a variety of DA \ \ "S. 

Each new recording results in a file on disc 
automatically labelled TAKEOLwa y. and so 
on, up to TAKE99.way. Where there are more 
than 100 recordings a letter is inserted starting 
with FIAKEFOI. A maximum of 512 files can 
be created per disc. This includes tiles created 
by editing. 

\When a file is split in editing the new part 
is given a further suffix to the first part of the 
file name.-the new part of TAKE))I when 
split will be named TAKE0101. Files may be 
renamed to something more meaningful. 

If a file is 'dumped" in the editing process it 

is renamed with a AAA' extension in place of 
.\\': \W. This enables material to be recovered if 

dumped in error. The dumped files can. of 
course. he erased to reclaim disc space. 

Each recording or file on disc is termed a 

Program. Recording is possible in two modes 
New which will write new data to disc irre- 
spective of where the 'transport' currently is 

and ASM or assemble which will overwrite 
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data from u:e current transpon position. 
There are two options as to how recording is 

initiated. Either PLAY and RECORD keys together 
or PLAY only when record ready(s) are armed. 
STOP and or ct t. keys may be selected to he 
record pause. A key press pauses. a second 
press restarts recording. If recording is actu- 
ally stopped as opposed to paused no further 
key inputs will be accepted for 2 -t seconds 
while the directon information is written to 
disc. Recordings are given a time stamp from 
the internal time of day clock. 

There are a number of playback modes. 
Normal plays a selected Program. then pauses 
at the beginning of the next. Continuous plays 
all the Program files on the disc. in directory 
order as does Endless except the latter will 
loop hack to the beginning ad nauseum. The 
final option is Memory Start mode. t'p to eight 
Programs may he assigned to the numbered 
\WExt and Ern keys. Any Of the modes can use 
playlists to determine which Programs are 
played and in what order. The directory order 
can easily be changed or playlists created and 
saved to disc on the machine or. since the 
playlist is a simple ASCII text file with the suf- 
fix .OT.A, play lists and Program files can be 
prepared on a PC and copied onto MO for use 
in the DX -íO50. 

\rispeed playback is available with up to 
±12.5% variation possible. Since there is no 
output rate convenor, this should be used 
with caution in a digital environment. 
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Fader start from external equipment is 

catered for by the serial interface. 
The function of the I<< PetymOu s and >>1 

IXI keys can he changed. In Next Program 
mode. the keys are used to locate to the 
beginning of Programs. If the t F key is 

pressed during playback in EDIT mode the 
keys become cue and review with (jerky) 
audio playback at speeds from 2x to 32x set 
by the dial. In Dial node. once the jog dial is 

selected, pressing either key once is equiva- 
lent to turning the dial one step. This mode 
disables cue and review. A further mIlde. End 
Monitor. is in the latest version of software 
and will play the last few seconds of the pre- 
vious Program then pause at the beginning of 
the next. 

Editing is of the simple. cut and paste. vari- 
er: Cutting a Program changes it into two 
files. The PRE -POST key selects either section. 
The Di -w' key erases the selected section from 
view. (although not erased from disc as men- 
tioned earlier). Program files may be joined 
together using the si.il:F key. When the w \l 
sFI.PCT key is pressed after an edit operation 
you are given the option to Undo the last edit 
or Review it which also confirms the edit. 
There is a funkier Edit mode. Programmed 
Edit. which allows edit points to be set within 
a file to remove ( Dump) a section and join the 
remaining bits together in one operation. This 
can be Previewed before executing the edit. 
Similarly there is a Spot Erase function which 

allows tap to 199ms of audio to he erased 
within a Program file. The destructive edit res- 
olution is quoted at 92ms on a 640\1b disc. 
apparently dependant on cluster size. This 
seems a little coarse but this did not seem to 
he the case in practice. so. perhaps. it only 
applies to permanent erasure of material Up 
to four Cue Points can be set in machine 
memory which trigger a tally signal from the 
parallel interface. This information is not 
saved to disc. 

There are many possible applications for 
this machine in a broadcast environment. 

In the ne\Vs department items could he 
recorded into the machine and the ruining 
order decided at the last minute. before or 
even during transmission. It is also perfectly 
feasible to edit interviews for transmission on 
the machine. 

The \lemon Start al(o)e could be used for 
instant spotting of sound effects. jingles. and 
so on. The RS-122 control will make the 
machine attractive to some VT editing setups 
as a lay off recorder or as a quick way of 
assembling voice- overs. music or whatever. 
The adoption of the BViAV format opens up 
many further possibilities. Any DA\X that can 
work in this format and either has a 3' _inch 
MO drive or an external SCSI port capable of 
connecting to the DX -5050 can be used to 
perform complex editing on material recorded 
on a DX- 5050. Equally edited material. which 
could well come from a variety of > »» 
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« «< sources in addition to DX- 5050s. can 

either be recorded to 3'i, -inch MO disc or 
downloaded direct to a DX -5050 for play -out. 
This is a considerable advantage because 
DA's are generally not ideal for on air use 
especially by relatively unskilled operators. 
not to mention the cost of using a workstation 
for such a comparatively mundane purpose. 

It is not difficult to envisage facility wide 
adoption of the machine in a variety of roles. 
In a radio station the DX -5050 could find a 

home in recording channels and field acqui- 
sition where battery powering is not required. 
Further machines could he used in transfer 
hays to upload raw recordings for complex 
editing and downloading the resultant pack- 
ages. The editing functions would allow mod- 
est productions to he completed in simple 
edit channels. In transmission, as well as 

playing out programmes, machines could be 

used to produce entire commercial breaks 
complete with bumpers. Playlists could he 
prepared for different spots with. perhaps, all 
the commercials for a day or week on one 
disc. There are considerable advantages in 
this sort of approach. While complex, net- 
worked systems will one day fulfil all of these 
roles. the cost will be considerably greater. If 
one type of machine can he used in all these 
roles there are obvious sav- 

ings on operator training and 
maintenance costs. If 
machine in a vital role did 
have a problem another 
could swiftly he substituted 
In contrast the failure of 
networked system has the 
potential to really scree u1 

transmissions. 
In any event both otion, 

are covered. The adoption 
of BWAV should enable the 
DX -5050 to feed material into a networked 
system with ease. 

The DX -5050 is far more versatile than the 
' cinch analogue tape recorders it hopes to 
replace. This versatility is both its strength and 

a potential weakness. I think the major omis- 
sion. at least with current software, is the lack 
of user memories for setups. With the huge 

number of possibilities on offer there are a 

considerable number of opportunities for 'fin- 
ger trouble. The menu system is easy to nav- 
igate but for an operator in a hurry it would 
be ttxt easy to be in a mode which would not 
deliver the expected results. For this reason 
and particularly for transmission use it would 
also he prudent to provide a means of 'lock- 
ing' the machine into a given mode via a pass- 

word or similar. There is a menu option which 
allows record and editing to he disabled but 
thi, is not lockable. 

I would also like to have seen word clock 
and possibly video sync options. M it is, the 
alternatives are internal or sync to digital input. 
Subsequent equipment has to sync to the dig- 
ital output or use a sample -rate convertor. 

Otani has succeeded in producing an 

attractive, highly robust and reasonably sim- 
ple to operate replacement for '/, -inch ana- 
logue and DAT recorders in broadcast 
situations with the considerable advantage of 
instant start. The package is neat and corn - 
pact, the displays clear and keys sufficiently 
large and well spaced to inspire confidence. 
The optional sample -rate convertor on the 

input should enable fairly easy 
integration into all digital environ- 
ments and the adoption of the 
Broadcast Way format is a very 
healthy sign of commitment to the 
broadcast markets real needs. The 

-inch magneto- optical discs 
chosen as the storage medium 
combine greater robustness than 
the alternatives with reasonable 
cost. If the idiot proofing can he 
beefed up a little bit and word 
clock sync and time code are not 

an issue there is little to criticise. 
This machine should he given serious con- 

sideration for inclusion on the short-list by 
anyone contemplating the purchase or 
replacement of broadcast tape recorders. 

Germany: Otan. 
Tel: +49 2159 50861. 
Fax: +49 2159 1778. 
US: Otan. 

Tel: +1 650 341 5900. 
Fax: +1 650 341 7200. 
Japan: Otan. 

Tel: +81 424 81 8626. 
Fax: +81 424 81 8633. 
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t.c. electronic 
International Head Office 

Sindalsvej 34. 8240 Risskov, Denmark 

Phone:( +45) 86 21 75 99 

Fax:( +45) 86 21 75 98 

E -mail: info @tcelectronic.com 

http: / /www.tcelectronic.com 

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399 

U.S.A.: TC Electronic Inc., (805) 373 1828 

ASIA: TC Electronic Asia, ( +813) 5456 4071 

ARGENTINA: 1 774 7222 

AUSTRALIA: 2 9975 1211 

AUSTRIA: 1 601 17 

BELGIUM: 1 28 1458 

BRAZIL: 11604 8339 

BULGARIA: 52 600 172 

CANADA: (805) 373 1828 

CHILE: 2 2312356 

CHINA: 02 191 3660 

CYPRUS: 5 36 7985 

CZECH REPUBLIC: 455 622 591/6 

ESTONIA: 6418 006 

FINLAND: 5123 530 

FRANCE: 1 4863 221 I 

GREECE: 1 8837 629/30 

HOLLAND: 302 414 500 

HONG KONG: 02 191 3660 

HUNGARY: 22 328 990 

ICELAND: 588 5010 

INDIA: 22 633 5450 

INDONESIA: 21 829 2202 

ISRAEL: 3 562 2361 

ITALY: 5I 766 648 

JAPAN: (03) 5456 -4071 

LATVIA: 2 296828 

LITHUANIA: 722 3288 

LEBANON: 1 581 188 

MALTA: 554195 

NEW ZEALAND: 09 279 7206 

NORWAY: 22 710 710 

PHILIPPINES: 819 1243 

POLAND: 58 5104 70 

PORTUGAL: 1 4754 348 

RUSSIA: 503 956 1826 

SINGAPORE: 748 9333 

SLOVAKIA: 7 214 051 

SOUTH AFRICA: I 1 482 4470 

SOUTH KOREA: 02 565 3565 

SPAIN: 335 177 62 

SWEDEN: 46 320 370 

SWITZERLAND: 56 450 2170 

TAIWAN: 2 719 2388 

2 2369 5119 

THAILAND: 2 373 2722 

940 9700 

TURKEY: 212 224 3201 

U.A.E: 4 626683 

UK: 181 800 8288 
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Introducing FinalizerTM Plus 
Improving on the Multi -Award winning Finalizer platform, the Finalizer Plus delivers an 
unprecedented level of clarity, warmth and punch to your mix. 
With an all new set of advanced features and enhancements, Finalizer Plus puts the 
world of professional mastering within reach of every studio - large or small. 
Inserted between the stereo output of your mixer or workstation and your master 
recording media, the Finalizer Plus dramatically rounds out your material, creating 
that "radio ready" sound - previously unattainable outside a professional mastering 
house. 

Finalizer 
STUDIO MASTERING PROCESSOR 

The Finalizer knocks out the industry 
heavyweights: 
"TC Electronic has come up with a winner by The Finalizer is capable of producing first - 
packing tremendous flexibility into this unit. rate professional results. There's a lot of 
The Finalizer contains all the latest thinking in "bang for the buck" in this single rackspace 
dynamics control and it is easy to use." mastering tool." 

Bernie Grundman Bob Ludwig 
Bernie Grundman Mastering Gateway Mastering Studios 

Six Time TEC Award Winner Seven Time TEC Award Winner 

tc electronk 

NEW features 
24 bit resolution AID & D/A converters 
Real Time Sample Rate converter 
Industry standard connectivity - AES /EBU, 
S /PDIF, Tos -Link and ADAT I /O's 
Word Clock Input 
Dynamic Filtering 
External Insert. Simultaneous Inserts 
MS Encoder /Decoder 

MowSN/PPMC/ 

The Finalizer Digital Master Fader 

OTHER features 
Multibanc Compressor 
Five band 24 bit Parametric Equalizer 
De- Esser, Stereo Adjust & Digital 
Radiance Generator 
Real Time Gain Maximizer 
Variable Slope Multiband Expander 
Variable Ceiling Limiter 

TC ELECTRONIC A /S. SINDALSVEJ 34. DK -8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK PHONE' + 45 8621 7599 FAX 45 8621 7598 
E -MAIL INFO @TCELECTRONIC COM HTTP / /WWW TCELECTRONIC COM /FINALIZER 

TC ELECTRONIC GMBH FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B 22335 HAMBURG TEL (040) 5310 8399 FAX (040) 5310 8398 
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tc electronic FireworX 
Throwing up a storm of digital effects processes, tc's latest box combines professional processing with 

the reckless indulgence of early musicians' MIDI multieffects units. George Shilling has a ball 
I\\ INTRIGUED to see a couple of die - 
II. id. a nalogue-loving, colleagues there 
salivating over some new equipment. 

I presumed it was another valve compressor 
or some such thing -hut no, they were thirst- 
ing for this new to box. Surely those Danish 
digital boffins hadn't gone analogue? Not a 

chance. Their interest was aroused because 
this latest offering brings to a digital world 
treatments that were previously thought 
exclusive to obscure crackly old loxes from 
the 1970s. Wonderful effects such as vocoding 
and ring modulation. which are great. hut dif- 
ficult to do properly with the current crop of 
multieffects boxes. and hard to track down in 

original form. Not only that. but press releases 
mentioned fantastic unheard -of effects such as 

fractal noise generator and aliaser. 
The FireworX looks similar to other recent 

tc units. It occupies a 1U-high case with the 
familiar large -ish green Len screen on the front 
panel. Despite my one -man campaign for bet- 

ter legibility on studio equipment the multi- 
tudinous grey and black buttons are graced 
with tiny white lettering. the only colour pro- 
vided by LEDs. Three continuous -type knobs 
grace the right -hand side. one intriguingly 
labelled ALPHA NROD and accompanied by a 

row of 1.0)5. Over on the left are a couple of 
small knobs for input and output level -I like 
this a lot: if you want to tweak the level. you 
don't want to do it via a menu. However they 
will not completely kill the signal, haying only 
a 32dB range of tweakage. Two rows of LEDs 

are provided for input level metering. hut. 
strangely. an Overflow light situated below 
them blinked occasionally when input level 
was around -I2dI3 to -6d13. and. occasionally. 
glitching was audible. 

There are physical similarities with the 
Finalizer Plus model, such as a PC memory 
card slot on the front panel and that the entire 
hack panel looks identical- stereo analogue 
inputs and outputs appear on XLR connec- 
tors.: digital inputs and outputs appear on 
optical connectors for ADAT or SPDIF. XLRs 

for AES -EBU and phono sockets for SPDIF. 

Internal resolution. A D and DA convertors 
are all 21-bit. The digital In and Out levels can 
be trimmed here. (useful to stop the Overflow 
flashing). There is a Sync In phono socket for 
Word Clock. MIDI In. Out and Thru and a 

mono jack socket for external control. An IEC 

mains socket is happy with voltages from 
100V- 240V, and a rocker mains switch is pro- 
vided in addition to the 'soft' STANDBY switch 
on the front. 

System navigation is fairly intuitive: left and 
right arrow keys select different menus within 
each display section. and a t'.aRA E ER wheel 
moves the cursor while the t Alt E wheel adjusts 
the selected parameter. Two hundred presets 
are included. all numbered and named. and 
are found by pressing RECALL and scrolling 
through with the \A LIT: wheel. When you see 

what you want. you simply press ENTER. 
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Presets make use of one or more of the 

12 effects Blocks. One useful feature is the 
ability to apply a 'filter' when searching for a 

particular type of effect. The user chooses one 
of the 12 effect types. a nd only presets that 
include that particular Block will be available. 
This system is simple and more practical than 
some of the more complex 'keyword' search 

menus found on other units. The Alpha Mod 
wheel is much like the Lexicon PCM80 -90s 

AI>.t 'ST knob. Each preset can include one or 
more settings patched to the wheel and there- 
fore instantly adjustable. a description of its 

function appearing with each preset. The row 
of a ns gives an indication of the current set- 

ting. Storing edited presets is simple: just 

press sit mE then ENTER to fill the next free User 

memory space. Two hundred spaces are 

available internally: a standard PCMCIA card 
will hold 999 user presets. 

The 12 basic effects Blocks each have a 

corresponding key with LED on the front 
panel. much like the Lexicon MPX1. These 
effect Blocks comprise: Dynamics. which 
includes compression and gating: Filter. all 
sorts including one sub- algorithm that emu- 
lates a phaser with a sweeping notch filter: 
Formant. variations on the oval -wah theme. 
with other vowels and diphthongs achievable: 
Distortion. Drive resembles amplifier distor- 
tion. with unusual Both and Smasher para- 
meters. while Crunch performs aliasing and 
quantising simultaneously. making use of 
uniquely 'digital' types of distortion: Vocoder 

is impressive. this Block including Ring Mod- 
ulator. both effects including useful filter para- 

meters: Synth. which contains curve. chaos 
and noise generators useful for example as 

carrier input to the Vccoder block controlled 
by MIDI: Pitch. which can generate two high - 
quality pitch shifts with a range of ±2-+00 

cents: Chorus- Hanger with all the parameters 
you would expect plus a few unusual ones 
such as LFO Phase and Golden Ratio: Delay. 
which has available up to six taps. plus a 

wacky Reverse :algorithm: Reverbs are varied 

and of high quality: Pan- Tremolo includes a 

pseudo -surround effect using phase shifts: 
finally. the EQ Block includes a -band para- 
metric and a t -hand 'ndulatable' parametric. 
Active Duos' keys are lit. but may be 

defeated by a single press. or edited by a 

quick double -hit. This takes you to a list of 
parameters which are available by scrolling 
the istR.a>irrER wheel. There are usually many 
more parameters than can be seen on the 
screen at one time. but the familiar tc vertical 
scrolling system is used. It is enhanced on this 
unit by the display of a little bar on the left, 
much like a PC's scrolling bar. to show you 
how fir down the list you are. 

A Tnew'o key can he tapped to provide in- 
time delays. auto-with-wall, and so on. and 
this can he set globally or pertain to each 
.individual preset. MIDI Clock can be used 
to set this. 

The I -O Setup menu comprises four main 
pages where, for example. you can switch 
between -10dB and + +dB operation. You can 

select whether a word clock input,controls the 

digital clock. and switch dither options. Indi- 
vidual ADAT tracks can be selected for the 

Optical input and output. A comprehensive 
MIDI setup page is accessed from here. with 
multitudinous options available. A Utility 
menu contains odds and ends such as view- 
ing angle and MIDI dump: although you 
would expect the latter to come under the 
M11)1 menu. A Card page contains functions 
pertaining to the memory -card capability. 

If you want to rearrange Blocks or create 
your own presets, the next port of call is the 

Routeing page. accessed from the EFFECTS key. 

Here you can chox)se your effects blocks. 

From each of the aforementioned Block types 

you can choose from up to six sub- algorithms. 
For example. under the Dynamics heading 
you can choose Compressor. Compressor - 

Limiter or Gate- Expander. On the Routeing 
page you can insert Blocks and Route them in 

various ways. using an 8 x 8 matrix. You are 

not always limited to one Block of each type. 

For example you could have a Compressor 
and a Gate -Expander: although you can only 
have one type of Distortion in a setup. Paral- 

lel or Serial routeing can be used. and one 

Feedback Send and one Feedback Return can 
be inserted as Blcks. Also available are exter- 
nal Insert Loop Send and Return which enable 
you to use redundant rear -panel connections 
(selected from the I -O page) to hook up 
another device in the chain. Each Block can 

have its own In -Out settings to choose 
whether it takes its input from Left. Right or 
Both. and how the Output is mixed. This is a 

bit of a fuss as you have Wet. Dry or Mix. 

where the Mix parameter is set up on yet 

another menu page. Each Block can also be 

assigned one of five Mute modes. 
The Layout page is a list of options to 

change the grid size and move, insert or 
delete rows or columns. The possibilities of 
getting confused are endless... Another page. 

the Tool page. shows you. as a percentage. 
how much DSP power the current setup is 

using. Some of the sub -algorithms can use 

25% or more of the available DSP power, so 

there is a limit to the combinations you can 

have. The Edit menu displays your effects 
blocks in a much neater waay than the Route - 

ing page. and you can see at a glance what is 

going where. The Tool menu gives you a list 

of choices as to what is displayed in the Edit 

menu on each Block such as little level meters 
or the percentage of DSP power used. 

Pressing the \ton key brings you to the 

Modifier display that initially consists of three 
main menus: \l trix. Modifier and Dials. 

There are further sub- menus. but hang in 
there... There are up to nine 'external' modi- 
fiers available: these are Ext 1 -8 plus the 
Alpha Mod wheel. External controls can he 
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MIDI controllers or the external jack input 
using a pedal or the tc Digital Master Fader. 
The Matrix page allows you to select one of 
these or an internal Modifier such as an LFO. 
ADSR, Envelope Follower. Then you can 
scroll down a list of available parameters from 
the current preset and choose what to control. 
Not all parameters are available: it depends 
on the sub -algorithms used. When you have 
alighted on a parameter that takes your fancy, 
pressing ENTER takes you to a Link page. Here. 
a number of parameters control the curve 
determining the relationship, and a setting 
controls Glide Tittle. This is stuff for dedicated 
boffins only. 

Undeniably. some interesting possibilities 
are available, but it would take some time 
before I felt confident enough of navigating 
my way around all these various menus and 
submenus to start fiddling with this at some- 
one else's expense. The hours could easily 
turn into days. 

When I had recovered from Modifiers. 
Matrixes and Glide Slopes, it was time to try 
some of the effects. A quick whizz- through 
gives the impression that this machine is heir 
to the wonderful Eventide II3000D SE. with a 

Studio Sound March 1998 

measure of the infuriating complexity of the 
DSP +0011 thrown in. Plenty of imaginative. 
unusual. wah -wah. flangey and over- the -top 
effects are contained within the presets. 
Renlixers and ambient specialists will have a 

whale of a time with some of the outlandish 
effects contained within. several of which 
made me laugh out loud. There are also 
plenty of high- quality 'useable daily' effects. 
One marvellous rarely found feature is the 
ability to generate 'true -stereo' rc\rrhs :nnl 
other effects. lour stereo posi- 
tioning will be apparent on the 
reverb returns if you use a stereo 
send and pan it appropriately 
between the inputs. However. It 

becomes apparent as you select 
various Presets that there are 
varying degrees of dry signal 
mixed in with some of them. Each effect 
ßkxk has its own signal mix setting tt-Iuu 
wet. as well as a choice of Dr. Wet or Mix 
output mode. So if you have the unit con- 
ventionally attached to your mixer's sends 
and returns. you will always want llll wet 
at the Outputs. but will not always get it with 
the supplied presets. You must then mess 

with the menus and edit the necessary set- 

tings. which is not entirely straightforward. 
requiring several button pushes. It baffles ale 
why manufacturers do this. Answers on a 

postcard please... 
The review model cause with a preliminary 

manual, but an insert promises a proper man- 
ual will he forwarded after the guarantee card 
is received. I think this is a bit naughty: they 
should have finished writing the manual 
befixe shipping units. 

Despite some niggles I really 
liked this unit. The major irrita- 
tion is the mix settings contained 
in the presets. There is inevitably 
something a bit 'shiny' about the 
sound which is inherent in a dig- 
ital unit. and I missed some of 
the warmth )>f analogue process- 

ing. Inevitably. digital processing is subject 
to a delay. and this is increased if an exter- 
nal loop is inserted. so care with phase is 

needed when assembling effects. However. 
the sheer variety and quality of the effects 
slake the Firewor\ very good value. and 
perhaps in the future a Plus version alight 
improve operation. 

tc electronic 
3, PO Box 14 
8220 Braban 

Tel: +45 86 2 

Fax: +45 86 

, Grimhôjvej 

20, DK- 

d, Denmark. 
62 800 . 

262 928. 
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Prism Sound Maselec 
Master Series MLA -2 MEA -2 
Impressively specified and patiently awaited, Lief Masses 'Maselec analogue compressor and equaliser 
designs have made the transition into available hardware. George Shilling weighs them up 

LL KNOWN FOR its A -D and D -A 
convertors. Prism Sound enjoys a 

prominent place in CD mastering. 
classical recording- and higher- quality studio 
recording circles. Its key engineering staff have 
been developing DSP audio equipment since 
the late 19 -0s, and the company has devel- 
oped sophisticated measuring equipment to 
assess the perfonnance of its digital conver- 
tors. These devices are now widely used by 
recording studios. manufacturers and broad- 
cast facilities worldwide. 

Meanwhile, producer and engineer Leif 
Masses. known for his work with the likes of 
Led Zeppelin. Jeff Beck and Black Sabbath. 
has also been involved in equipment design 
for some years. He began by setting up and 
modifying equipment at Abbas Polar Studios in 
Sweden. and is widely known for his develop- 
ment of an alternative equaliser circuit for the 
SSL E- series desk -known as the Maselec. He 
also designed a brick -wall limiter for broadcast 
use which became popular with mastering 
engineers. 

In recent years, 
Masses has recorded 
new bands, but lately 
he has scaled down 
recording commitments 
to concentrate on 
equipment design. This 
is a lengthy procedure 
as equipment is tested 
extensively by trusted 
colleagues in real situa- 
tions during the devel- 
opment stage. In fact, it 

was as a consequence 
of a coproduction pro- 
ject with Metropolis 
Studios' Carey Taylor 
that Masses made the 
acquaintance of Prism 
Sound, whose name 
now graces the front of 
these units. 

The compressor 
I(x)ks like it may be test equipment. This 2V- 
high stereo unit has a front panel dominated by 
two huge vu meters. These look as if they 
belong in a schcxal science lab, with black -cm- 
white legending instead of the usual red and 
black -on- cream. The weight' (91b) case is no- 
nonsense bare steel: the (perhaps slightly 
thin) front panel is finished in a durable matt 
grey. with clear white legending. The two 
channels are arranged side by side and 
between them there are small toggle switches 
for t>oWFR oN -oFF and LINK (a\ -OFF. Each chan- 
nel features huge. stepped -rotary -gain con- 
trols for input and output levels. Smaller rotary 
controls adjust Ratio. Attack and Release 
tines: each of these have six switched p(si- 

lions. The vu meters are accc)I1.inied by 
yt' /cR and compressor IN of r toggle snitches. 
On the rear panel, inputs and outputs appear 
on well -spaced XLR connectors. Mains is sup- 
plied via an 1EC socket with a fuse, and there 
is a primary power switch on the back with a 

built -in light. An external switch allows volt- 
age selection. There is also a large binding 
post with a screw -top for earthing. and. 
unusually. a toggle switch labelled NORMAL 

tutu TttRSSnot.n. When the unit is turned on. 
there are no flashing lights. If die compressor 
channels are switched in. you will see a green 
light glowing on each channel, and. well. 
that's all. The vu meters are not illuminated. 
which I found a little disappointing. However. 
the meters are so huge that even in fairly low 
light they are still visible. Not only that, but 
the green lights on each channel turn red 
when the compression threshold is crossed. 
The Input gains have a range from -20d13 to 
OdB in 1dB switched steps. The Output gains 
are similar and range from OdB to +20dB. 

(Kaput to compensate. as you would on other 
designs. Unlike the t'rei. the Input and Output 
gain knobs have no effect if the compressor is 

switched out. which helps when matching 
compressed and uncompressed levels. 

This unit has a much more refined charac- 
ter to it than many of its competitors. The Mas- 

elec is no slouch it you want heave 
compression. but it is harder to make it pump 
than most. It has a very musical sound to it. 

allowing the signal to breathe. yet smoothing 
the level in a ven' pleasing way. Nominal 
attack times range from O.005ms /dl3 to 
1.5ms, dB, which represent average attack 
times for typical audio programme. Similarly, 
the Release times can he set from O.02s dB to 
1.Os "d6 which represent the maximum release 
times. One of the key features of the MLA -2 is 

the ability of the circuitry to vary these times 
according to programme content. Short dura- 
tion peaks will cause shorter release times. 
This enables more transparent operation than 
can he obtained with less sophisticated 

units. and I thought 
it sounded great on 
a variety of pro- 
gramme material. 
The Ratio can be set 
between 1.4:1 and 
8:1 (five positions). 
Changing this set- 
ting also adjusts the 
threshold to cleverly 
maintain output 
level for small (less 
than 6dB) amounts 
of gain reduction. 
This system works 
well, and enables 
the user to hear the 
difference between 
different ratios with- 
out the usual corre- 
sponding jumps in 

gain. It is at this 
point I should ex- 
plain the back -panel 

ntRFstiotn switch. The manual suggests setting 
this to High for mastering applications and 
Low for recording. Actually. the legending on 
the unit indicates High and Normal rather than 
Low. As a recording engineer I would agree 
-we are much more normal than mastering 
engineers... The large toggle switch locks into 
place and has to be pulled outwards to 
change its position. The Normal (Low) setting 
puts the threshold about 9dB lower than in 
the High position. (The actual threshold 
depends on the other settings.) The philoso- 
phy assumes that you want substantially more 
compression when recording as opposed to 
mastering. This is mostly true. and even when 
not the case. the 20dB rangy- ot tiff » »> 
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Every single position is labelled. and. with 
such large knobs. there is no chance of confu- 
sion when recalling previously noted settings. 

T 
HE COMPRESSOR works optically rather 
than the more commonly used 'CA 
method. This provides a smooth transi- 

tion across the threshold as the compression 
starts to work. Like the [rei I F0. the MLA -2 
has a fixed threshold: increased compression 
is obtained by increasing the input gain. The 
advantage of this is that when increasing the 
input gain to increase compression. the output 
level remains fairly constant (depending on 
the chosen ratio). You do not have to alternate 
adjusting threshold lower then turning up the 
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cool on the outside, 
warm on the inside 
5001 
4 Channel Valve 
Mic Pre -Amp 

£399 
EX VAT E469 INC 
LISA PRICE $699 

5013 
2 Channel Valve 
Parametric EQ 

£399 
EX VAT 0469 INC 
USA PRICE 5699 

5021 
2 Channel Valve 
Compressor 

£399 
EX VAT 0469 INC 
USA PRICE $699 

5051 
Mono Valve 
Voice Processor 

£399 
EX VAT E469 INC 
USA PRICE 5699 

5050 
Mono Valve Mic 
Pre -Amp S. Compressor 

£249 
EX VAT L293 INC 
USA PRICE 5449 

_ Y Y. - ly I ' II 
. .. 

Chris Fogel 

(Engineer - Abnls Monssette) 
1 was amazed at what the C -1 

did for the track The bottom 
end was warm and solid and the 

high end was Dear and open. 

C -1 
Dual Valve 
Compressor 

£999 
EX VAT El 174 INC 

USA PRICE $1375 

EQ -2 
Dual Parametric 
Valve Equaliser 

£1299 
EX VAT 01526 INC 
USA PRICE $1775 

Andy Aldtlon Pink Floyd 

(Sound engineer' -All the ead 
vocals on the "[Wesson Ben' 

album mu were run through the 

EQ-1 and the new EQ -2 n 

probably the best all -round EC 

I've ever used " 

L Audio Valve Technology compressors, 

equalisers and pre -amplifiers charged the 

sound of modern music. 

Since the famed EQ -1 4 -band Equaliser was 

introduced in 1993, professional musicians, 

studio enginee's and :op producers the world 

over have been using TL Audio valve signal 

processors to acid warmth to sessions in the 

studio and per`ormances on stage. Vocals 

simply sound better, clearer and more 'human' 

with TL Audio valve compression. Drums and 

percussion have more attack and more impact 

with TL Audio valve equalisation. 

And it's the same with bass, guitar, piano or any 

other source. With the launch of the new Ivory 

Series, TL Audio have taken the outstanding 

valve performance and 

flexible cperation loved by 

professionals, packaged it in 

enclosures oozi -g style and 

presence, and combined it 

with an ultra -affordable 

price tag. 

There are simply no better 

sounding or better value 

valve signal processors. 

Chris Porter (Producer - 
Take That) - -I bought one 
of the first EQ -lsand Ive 
enjoyed using R immensely 

It gives a unique qualit, to 
the vocals In particular - 

rake that's 'Back For Good' 
is a typical example of the 
EQ -1 adding depth and 
presence to a vocal track. " 

Worldwide distribution: 
Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd. 
Letchworth, 5G6 - IAN (UK) 
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700 
Web: http: //www.tlaudio.co.uk 

SAsconn 
DIRECT 

Canada 8 USA: SASCOM DIRECT 

Tel: +1 905 - V27 9740 
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129 
Web: http: //www.sascom.com 

Germany: S.E.A. 
Tel: +49 5903 93 880 
Fax: +49 5903 1463 

ALJ 
France: Music Business 
Tel: +33 1 43 38 15 95 
Fax: +31 1 43 38 70 79 
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input and output controls allow you to 
set a wide variety of compression amounts. 
However, l have a natural aversion to switches 
placed on the hack panel of any unit. as you 
inevitably want to change them at some point. 
This is obviously a nuisance when the unit is 

in a rack. 
The Link feature does what you expect. but 

again features enhanced circuitry. The 
ImageLink. intelligent, dynamic, stereo -linking 
system is programme dependent. Momentary 
gain reduction due to short duration peaks 
will not he linked. This means that the 
integrity of the stereo image is maintained, but 
obvious pumping effects from short peaks on 
one channel are avoided. This system works 
beautifully. and enables a clarity and smooth- 
ness that you just cannot obtain from most 
stereo units. The manual states that the 
ImageLink system is independent of all other 
controls -different ratio. attack and release 
can be set on each channel. i cannot imagine 
wanting asymmetrical stereo compression 
very often though. 

The manual examines every detail of the 
unit's functions and contains many charts of 
test results. no doubt obtained with Prism test 

equipment. All the theory has been put into 
practice impeccably. The audio performance 
is exceptional: the manufacturers figures 
quote huge dynamic range and a flat fre- 
quency plot over a huge range below and 
above the generally acknowledged range of 
human hearing. 1 am a great believer in the 
importance of this extended range. 

1 ant really sold on this unit. It is by no 
means cheap. but I believe the right combina- 
tion of scientific practice and recording engi- 
neers' desires have come together in this unit. 
Less fully featured than some similarly priced 
competitors. it nevertheless delivers in the 
important area: it sounds superb. It worked 
well on vocals, but would not necessarily he 
my first choice for that panicular application. 
However. on stereo programme material it 

really comes into its own. 

THE EQUALISER. the MEA -2. is a dual - 
channel affair housed in a hulks M.-high 
case. with a similar build to the MLA -2. 

1 really feel that a thicker front panel would be 
more appropriate. as lazy people often bolt 
units into racks with just two Jolts. I predict 
there might be a few warped front panels on 
sonic of these units before too long. Apart 
from that criticism, the unit feels very solid 
with the important practical aspects thor- 
oughly satisfied. The legending is large and 
clear. and the array of large switched knobs all 
feel solid. They are easy to set. clicking posi- 
tively into place. 

The back panel features inputs and outputs 
on XLRs. an earthing binding post, a fused iEC 
mains socket with voltage selector and a pri- 
nian mains switch with a light. In the centre 
of the front panel. a small toggle is provided 
as a secondary stains switch. There is no indi- 
cator of the presence of mains power on the 
front panel. however if power is switched on 
and present. the two large EQ bypass switches 
glow dimly green when pushed in and EQ is 

on. These are centrally mounted and usefully 
adjacent to each other. 

Each channel comprises four bands of EQ. 
but when you look at the legending you will 
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realise that this box is something out of the 
ordinary. For a start. each band's gain control 
can boost or cut the following amounts. 
O.íó6. ¡ (k1B. 1.5d1. 2.0dB. 2.5dB. 3.0d13. 

4.0d11, í.1k16. 6.0dß and 8.0d11. This suggests 
a mastering rather than recording application, 
with the stepped rather than continuous con - 
trols. and the seemingly small amount of max- 
imum boost and cut. However. a look at the 
frequency selector knobs reveals an unusual 
approach here. too. The two low- frequency 
bands and the two high -fre- 
quency hands of each channel 
are paired thus: each control has 

21 frequency settings: 1.F1 

ranges from 19Hz to 53011z. 

while I.F2 ranges from 2111z to 
í -211z. filling in the gaps. Simi - 
larly. HFI ranges from 61'Hz 
-2+kHz. while IIF2 ranges from 
665Hz -2 -kHz. This gives a com- 
plete set of an astonishing 8-+ 

frequencies to select from for each channel. 
about 8 per octave. The overlap of the paired 
bands means you never have the problem of 
running out of frequencies having started with 
the wrong hand. A corresponding set of con- 
trols adjust bandwidth or set shelving charac- 
teristics for each hand. The two LF bands can 
be set to a low- frequency shelf and the two 
HE bands to a high- frequency shelf. The tt.aw- 
IX1n111 control has five hell-curve settings 
labelled -+, 6. 9. 14 and 20. The cures are 
asymmetrical to give a more useful and nnusi- 

cal EQ. so without diagrams it is difficult to 
explain the exact settings. Suffice to say they 
work well in practice for a broad range of 
applications. The limit of only 8dB cut and 
boost may preclude the use of this unit in 
sonie recording applications. However. at the 
cost of losing one frequency band. you can set 

two bands to adjacent frequencies and by 
overlapping them virtually obtain ±16cß 
cut boost at any frequency. Boosting two 
adjacent narrow hands gives a pleasing spread 

of coloration. The superb design 
of this unit means that such 
gains can be applied without 
fear of distortion or nasty phase 
shifts. 

internally the construction of 
both machines is similar. and 
most impressive. In each. two 
circuit boards are linked via rib- 
bon cable. The main board 
mounted behind the front panel 

includes a huge number of resistors. including 
one for each position of the knobs -no con- 
tinuous pots are used. At the rear, another 
bard is mounted horizontally and connected 
to the inputs and outputs. next to a huge 
encased toroidal mains transformer. 

Like the MLA -2 this unit boasts astonishing 
audio performance figures and i would love 
to have one of these strapped across my mix. 
whether in the studio or in the mastering 
none, where I am sure their use will be pop- 
ular despite the high price tag 
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"fogeh 3eyer " foyader of keyerdyaamic, qnfkly & Go. showh 
testi'rg tae World's firs;- moving coil Headphones 

74 Bright Past... 
74 &'////Q/fi future DT48 

Audio hitori In 1937, beyerdynamic introduces the world's 
first moving coil stereo headphone, the legendary DT 48. 

Audio fìrtur: In 1998, beyerdynamic introduces the world's first 
digital recording microphone, the MCD 100. 

O 
O 

Established in 1924, beyerdynamic's legacy of innovation, 
fidelity and reliability is recognized and honored by 
audio professionals around the world. 73 years of 
audio excellence. 

for m'ore i ,rformation 
Germany 
Tel. (07131) 617 -0 
e -mail: beyerdynamic @t -online.de 
D -74072 Heilbronn 

An ear to the past, an eye to the future. 
beyerdynamic... /We /ity iti Audio. T^^ 

United States 
Tel. 1.800.293.4463 
e -mail: salesUSA @beyerdynamic.com 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

beyerdynamlc 
United Kingdom 
Tel. (01444) 258258 
e -mail: sales @beyerdynamic.co.uk 
Burgess Hill, RH15 9TN 

France 
Tel. (01) 44.09.33 
e -mail: beyer -France @compuserve.com 
F -75017 Paris 
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Earthworks LAB 101 -102, 
QTCI and Z3OX 

/+ I 

Despite its alignment to omni ideals, Earthworks now has a cardioid 
to join a new omni and mic preamp. Dave Foister opens the faders 

THEY ALL SEEM to have to do it eventu- 
ally. No matter how keen a company is 

to promote the virtues of omnidirec- 
tional microphones, or with how much justi- 
fication, sooner or later it has to face the fact 
that the world wants cardioids and if it does- 
n't give them one it ends up looking like an 
evangelical fanatic. Earthworks was in danger 
of heading down that road. but a collection of 
new products includes that very thing. The 
last time we looked at Earthworks micro- 
phones (omni of course) there was a pream- 
plifier in the pipeline aiming to do justice to 
the high specification of the microphones 
themselves. That design has since appeared. 
in no less than three guises, along with a new 
variant on the omni microphone and the 
aforementioned cardioid. 

The LAB102 is one of those three versions 
of the preamp. all of which share the LAB des- 
ignation by way of suggesting their capabili- 
ties. One version. the LAB1 is, indeed. 
intended for measurement with appropriate 
calibration and connections, but the other two 
are specifically for recording. the 102 being 
two of the mono 101s in a 1t' -high package. 
Some equipment tries to attach credibility to 
itself by pretending to be fit for measurement 
when, in fact. it is no such thing; the specs for 
the Earthworks preamp make it clear that this 
is not the case here. The circuit offers a fre- 
quency response from 2Hz to 100kHz within 
0.1dB. can deliver 8Vrms at 0.02% THD, and 
can handle input peaks up to 10V. Gold - 
plated switches and an absence of electrolytic 
or mylar capacitors in the signal path are cited 
as the reasons for absolute transparency, with 
specific claims of suitability for 96kHz 24-bit 
recording. The noise specifications make inter- 
esting reading. as the equivalent input noise 
figure goes down as the gain is increased, 
dropping to -136dBV at 60dB of gain. 

All this might be expected to he accompa- 
nied by the most rudimentary. sorry. minimal- 
ist facilities, but there's more than the basics 
on the 102. Phantom power and phase invert 

are both switchable, and a sT.ANURV -oN 

switch gives an unusual facility to mute the 
output while repatching or moving micro- 
phones. Gain is switchable in 6dB steps. 

and a Clip LED offers a rather more help- 
ful guide to its setting than you might 
think. Rather than wait until the damage 
has been done before informing you of 
high levels, it begins to flicker when the 
signal reaches 90% of clipping level; 
thereafter its On time is proportional to 
the excess over its threshold, and it stays 
alight for one second when clipping 
actually occurs. 

This stepped -gain output appears on 
a rear -panel XLR, but there are two addi- 
tional outputs, both separately buffered, 
which allow further control with a fine 
GAIN pot down to 20dB below the cali- 
brated level. One is on an XLR and the 
other on a TRS jack, and these extra 
feeds allow the preamp to be used for 
multiple destinations without the need 
for a DA. And, indeed, it would be a 

shame to put any other electronics in the 
way of this fine preamp. It is, as claimed, 
extraordinarily quiet and transparent. 
joining that select band of preamplifiers 
which can truly present the microphone 
signal to the recorder untarnished. Any 
microphone can benefit from this kind 
of performance. and the Earthworks 
models, with their similar aspirations to 
accuracy, deserve nothing less. 

One such microphone is the new 
Earthworks QTCl, described as a Quiet 
Omnidirectional Microphone. Earthworks 
has always felt the need to apologise for 
the noise levels of its microphones. even 
though (as the literature always points 
out) self -noise within the diaphragm of 
an omni is impossible to eliminate. The 
trade -offs between diaphragm » »> 
Elegant and distinctive, Earthworks' 
'house style' mit design and preamp 
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THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY 
IN MONITORS 

FROM THE FIRST NAME 
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New multichannel formats are challenging old monitor concepts. 

While traditional stereo is still prevalent, 4, 5 or more channels are 
being monitored in modern production environments, daily. The 

LSR Family applies new technology to meet these requirements. By 
LgR going beyond traditional design techniques with Linear Spatial 

41,J Reference performance, JBL has literally redefined how a sys- 
tem is created. The LSR concept helps to dramatically 

7. expand the listening area, creating a larger, more accurate 
Ir mixing space. 

The LSR32 introduced the world to the Linear 
Spatial Reference philosophy. This 12" 3 -way mid 

field monitor offers maximum performance in 
both vertical and horizontal configurations. 

The LSR28P is an 8" bi- amplified near 

h ÿ field monitor, ideal for multichannel 
° mixing in small to medium -size pro- 

duction environments. 
The LSR12P is a 12" powered 

\ subwoofer that easily integrates 
into a wide variety of stereo 

and multichannel formats, 

FIBER and complements both 
O d the LSR32 and LSR28P. 
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diameter. noise. frequency response, 
sensitivity and SPL handling are well docu- 
mented. and are no more or less of a problem 
for Earthworks than for anybody else. How - 
ever, awake to the demands of increasing 
recording resolution. Earthworks has a new 
response to the challenge. 

THE QTCI sacrifices little of the excep- 
tional frequency response of the existing 
models. with a quoted spec. on axis. of 

4Hz-40kHz within 1dß. 
but does it with a noise 
equivalent to 22dB SPL (A 
weighted) coupled with 
an ability to handle peaks 
of 142cIB SPL. This is all 
done with an extremely 
small microphone element 
in the tip of the distinctive 
probe shape. a shape dic- 
tated by acoustic consider- 
ations as much as by any 
intention to imitate a mea- 
surement microphone. 

Like all Earthworks 
models. the QTCI is 

claimed to possess 
unusual accuracy in the 
time domain. This is. per- 
haps. Earthworks' most 
significant selling point in 
its supporting literature. 
with other microphones 
accused of smearing the 
impulse response unacceptably with 
diaphragm ringing and reflections within the 
housing. Certainly experience shows the 
Earthworks omnis to have a quite remarkable 
degree of clarity. but whether this is clue to 
this impulse response. the extended fre- 
quency response. other factors altogether or 
indeed whether all these are interrelated is not 
clear and probably not relevant as far as the 
user is concerned. What is of the utmost rele- 
vance is the fact that the QTCI produces an 
absolutely beautiful sound. It has an 
uncoloured transparency that in my experi- 
ence can only truly come from an omni. with 
a big sntcxxh bass which once again exposes 
the idea that only big diaphragms can deliver 
low frequencies as nonsense. The smoothness 
goes all the way up to the top and beyond: 
the sound is as open as you could wish fur. 
with all the edge of the source 
intact but without a trace of 

hardness. Forget any precon- 
ceived ideas about omnis hay - 

ing a limited application -yen 
could record anything with 
these, getting as close as you 
like in the knowledge that 

there is no proximity effect. or 
as distant as ambient pickup 
demands without fear of 
excessive noise. 

In a sense. both these items are no ubre than 
we would expect from Earthworks. fitting in as 

they do with the company's established aims in 
life and recording philosophy. The same cannot 
he said of the 730X. which appears to fly in the 
face of everything Earthworks has been telling 
us all these gars and display a willingness to 
compromise and diversify that I would not have 
expected. But then again. as I suggested at the 

Ixginning. in a world where cardioid micro- 
phones are the norm and omnis a specialised 

variant. a company. perhaps. has to establish its 

credentials with a microphone that has a 

broader appeal. No doubt the hope would be 

that once people were impressed by the car - 
dioid model they would be more inclined to 
buy an Earthworks when they decided they 
needed a dedicated omni. 

Hence the Z30X, a cardioid microphone 
sharing the styling of its omni siblings as far 

as the capsule dimen- 
sions will allow and 
attempting to bring the 
Earthworks sound (or, if 
you like. lack of it) to this 
new territory. Its cardioid 
nature is given away 
immediately by the much 
wider nose and the grille 
slots along its flanks, but 
from there on down the 
tapered shoulders, the 
satin silver cylindrical 
body and the black iden- 
tifying collar are identi- 
cal. When held up beside 
the specifications for the 
omnis in the range, the 
figures for the Z3OX look 
almost mediocre. until 
you remember what is 

generally expected of a 

cardioid. The response is 

clammed to he within 
1.5dB from 30Hz to 30kHz: the SPL limit is 

145dB without any kind of pad. although the 
sensitivity is reasonably high at 10mV per 
Pascal: and the noise level is equivalent to 
22dB SPL. not the lowest one has seen hut 
creditable nonetheless. 

The important point. and one whose sig- 
nificance is easy to miss. is the fact that the 
frequency response is quoted at 15cm. This is 

close enough that for most cardioid designs - 
this one included -the proximity effect is 

having a distinct influence. Clearly the aim 
has been to produce a microphone that when 
used up close sounds like an omni, but with 
the reduced rear pickup advantage that draws 
most people to cardioids in the first place. 
The published polar plots go on to suggest 
that primary consideration has been given to 
the response at 90 rather than smoothness at 

the hack: the variation with fre- 
quency :n 90 and 270 is rela- 
tively small. while at 180 the 
shape is more like hypercar- 
dioid at 4kHz and suhcardioid 
at high frequencies. 

Certainly at close quarters 
this has the desired effect. with 
an unusually open and com- 
plete sound, with a smooth. 
extended top. but it must be 

said that at greater distances there is an unde- 
niable lack of bass. This is not a problem as 

long as one is aware of how the microphone 
is intended to be used. which is clearly 
explained in the literature- assuming it ever 
gets read. Once again Earthworks is treading 
its own path. producing a microphone that 
challenges the established norms and encour- 
ages us to take a second look at the way we 
use our equipment. 

The important point, and 
one whose significance is 

easy to miss, is the fact 
that the frequency 

response is quoted at 
15cm. This is close 

enough that for most 
designs -this one 

included -the proximity 
effect is having a distinct 
influence. Clearly the aim 

has been to produce a 

microphone that when 
used close up sounds 

like an omni 
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IN A WORLD WHERE 
16 -BIT AUDIO IS NO 
LONGER ENOUGH 
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ONLY ONE 
DIGITAL 8 TRACK 

HAS WHAT IT TAKES 

The Genex GX8000 8 -track MO disk recorder isn't just the future of recording - its the here and now. 

Simultaneous 8 -track 20 -bit recording on ISO standard Magneto Optical disks -a random access, removab'e format with 

industry -proven reliability. 24- bit/96Khz recording via external converters for DVD Surround Sound work. 

Comprehensive on -board synchronising facilities with forwards, backwards and varispeed lock to timecode or bi- phase. 

Just some of the features that equip the Genex GX8000 uniquely for the new recording requirements now upon us. 

For the full picture. call HHB today. 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genex Research 

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK Tel 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 

HHB Communications USA 626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401, USA Tel 310 3191111 Fax: 310 319 1311 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 

Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications 

E-Mail salesahhb.co uk 

E-Mail sales®hhbusa com 

E -Mail: hhbcanàistar ca 

Visit HHB on line at http:vwww hhb conk 
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Weiss Gambit EQ1 

Digital control with an analogue feel is an oft -attributed quality, yet few can truly say they have conquered all 

the points on the agenda. Dave Roister discovers a high definition digital EQ that gets pretty damn close 
DIGITAL EQ has come a long way. and 
eventually its path was hound to cross 
that of Daniel Weiss. Several times now 

I have seen Weiss' convertors held up as the 
reference to which others should aspire. par- 
ticularly in a mastering context. and my own 
experience with the ADC] mic amp -convertor 
(Studio Sound, September 96) supports this. 

There are many people who depend on 
Weiss' DSP expertise for critical work, and 
they will no doubt be first in the queue for the 
new version of the company's digital para- 
metric. the Gambit EQ1. 

The box and overall design are in them- 
selves not new. having been available for 
some time; what is new is the double -sam- 

piing capability. and since the unit has not 
been covered in these pages before a full run- 
down is in order. 

The Gambit EQ1 is a full -blown 7 -band 
parametric equaliser, operating entirely in the 
digital domain, but offering analogue -like con- 
trol. It is rare, and very refreshing, to see a 

digital processor with quite so many controls 
on it, and the way those controls are used, 

and the interaction with the display, makes 
this a masterpiece of ergonomic design. 

The front panel is dominated by 21 black 
control knobs, immediately indicating that all 
seven hands have real controls for all three of 
their parameters. A further encoder handles 
other functions. and sits next to a big bright 
display screen that manages to convey a lot of 
information at once. Eight dedicated pushbut- 
tons deal with memories and channel gang- 
ing, leaving only four softkeys beside the 
display to worry about. controlled in turn by a 

MENU key. 
The joy of the system is that these softkeys 

are only really needed for set -and- forget utili- 
ties and 'are- you -sure ?' type confirmations; the 
real job of the equaliser is always live on the 
panel. Most of the display screen is given over 
to a real -time frequency response curve. com- 
plete with flags showing the selected frequen- 

cies of the seven hands. The rest changes 

function according to what you're doing. gen- 

erally showing the numeric values for the 
band currently being adjusted. 

All seven hands are identical. and offer a 

wide range of filter and EQ configurations. 
Each hand can he independently configured 
as a high or low- frequency shelving equaliser, 
or as a high -pass or low -pass filter, or as a 

conventional peaking parametric. Each hand 

can be individually bypassed. so that you only 
activate as many bands as you actually need 

to use. Its two channels can he ganged for 
stereo operation or used entirely separately; 
although since the unit only has digital I -O 

I imagine most users will he processing com- 
plete stereo signals. 

Apart from the fact that the two channels 
share one set of controls. nothing is dupli- 
cated on the equaliser panel itself. The hands' 
knobs are sensibly laid out, with boost -cut at 

the top, frequency at the bottom and slope or 
bandwidth as appropriate in the middle. All 
are continuous rotary encoders. and all are 
touch sensitive, placing the relevant hand's 

details in the numeric read -out section of the 
screen display as soon as they are touched. 
Alongside each of the bandwidth knobs on 
the main control panel is a line of five LEDs, 

showing a surprising amount of information 
about the status of the hands. First, if a band 
is bypassed. no Leos will be showing at all. 
Second. the currently selected configuration 
for an active hand is shown by one brightly -lit 
LEI) next to the appropriate shape. Finally, the 
hand currently shown in the panel in the main 

display screen has all its LEDs glowing at half 
brightness. As a further luxury, the overall 
brightness of all the unit's LEDs has two set- 

tings to allow for darkened control rooms. 
Control ranges are more than adequate. hear- 

ing in mind that for extreme correction or 
treatment two hands can he overlaid precisely 
on top of one another -with the luxury of 
seven hands there's usually at least one spare. 

Boost and cut is up to 18dB, and every 
hand can operate from 16Hz to 20kHz; in 
peaking mode the Q runs from 0.4 to 8.6, 

while the filters have a choice of slopes. offer- 
ing 6dB or 12dB per octave. Of course, since 

this is a digital system. the parameters are not 

continuously variable. hut stepped in small 

increments. a fact that Weiss is happy to admit 
by printing lists of the available values in the 
manual. This reveals that there are only six 

possible values for the parametric bandwidth, 
but the frequency centres are at 1 /- octave 
intervals, giving control almost as fine as a 

continuous pot, but with the bonus of preci- 
sion and repeatability. The stepped nature is 

always a potential stumbling block on a digi- 
tal EQ, as it can so easily give rise to zipper 
effects when the controls are turned quickly. 
and the fast nature of the EQ1's controls 
should make it more vulnerable to this than 
an EQ with nudge buttons; however, it does- 

n't seem to he a problem. as the response to 

control movement is smooth and natural. The 
same applies to the gain settings. which are in 

half -dB increments up to ±10áB and progres- 
sively more widely spaced after that. 

Overall gain is also adjustable. to allow for 
the possible increase in level brought about 
by the EQ. and setting this is made easier by 

high -resolution peak logging and Over indica- 
tion. In line with Weiss' convertors. the system 

allows the number of consecutive maximum 
samples representing an Over to he adjusted 
by the user up to a rather reckless 16. Overs 
then light a little dot next to the peak value 
display, and further usefulness is added by the 
fact that the peak doesn't stop at 0dB but 

shows positive values as well. showing just 

how far over the top you've gone. Simple as 

it is, this is a huge bonus and something we 
should see more of. 

This level of detail. showing us things oth- 
ers don't bother with. reflects Weiss' high -end 
approach to the job of a digital processor, and 

further evidence is there in the way the » »> 
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Calrec Range 
Over 35 years of experience 

Open natural sound 

Proven ergonomic designs 

High standard of construction 

Excellent sales support 

There is only one UK based audio 
manufacturer who can offer you 
all of the above. 

For broadcast consoles there is 

only one place where you can 

believe everything you hear... 

Calrec Audio. 

CALREC 
Calrec Audio Ltd. 

NJtclough M II. Hebden Bridge 

West Yorkohire, HX7 BEZ, UK 

Telephone : +44 (0) 1422 842159 

Fan : +44 (0) 1422 845244 

E-mail : en auiries @calrec.com 

Website : v.ww.caIrec.com 
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4ìù System 600A Active 

Néarfield Monitor from Tannoy offers :he 

evelatcry experience of full bandwidth, phase ccherent 

rOnt rep'oduction that is a un que property of Tannoys 

Dual Concen:ric driver technology. In the System 600A this 

exceptional zbil ty to produce such untainted sound qua ity is 

coupled with 50 watts a side of fully linear, transparent power 

amplif cation (each speaker features 2 x 75 watt integrated 

power amplifiers. providing up to 117dBSPL at mix position). 

Not only does tnis classic Tannoy design offer an exceptionally 

affordable means of obtaining uncompromising standarcs of 

studio monito-i-ig bLt ensures that monitors and amplification 

comprise a ful -y matched, high performance system. Such 

corfidence it the accuracy of what you are listening to cannot 

be purchased at this price with any other monitor. 

TASCAM 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WD1 8YA Brochurc Hotline 01973 819630 
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««< unit can deal with various digital for- 
mats. Where most digital equalisers would 
simply pass the incoming format out 
unchanged. the EQ1 allows it to be switched 
from consumer to professional or vice versa, 
and to be dithered. using second -order noise 
shaping, down to 20 or 16 hits. A further 
nicety is auto blacking, which turns off the 
dither when the input signal is digital zero to 
avoid adding noise to digital silence. 

Huge amounts of memory are available 
for storing presets, or Snapshots as Weiss 
calls them, along with two complete work- 
spaces for instant comparison of settings. 
Four of the dedicated buttons deal with 
switching around this lot, allowing swapping 
between A and B settings and copying either 
into memory. 128 snapshots are available. 
known simply by their numbers, and the dis- 
play can show the outline curve of a snap- 
shot before it is recalled. Further memory 
space is available for hacking up two com- 
plete sets of snapshots. These aren't strictly 
extra presets as they can only be stored and 
recalled as a complete block of 128, over- 
writing everything in their path, but the 
amount of storage available means that 
whole banks can be swapped in and out of 
current memory at will. 

THE SNAPSHOTS can. of course, he 
selected remotely with MIDI program 
changes. but the MIDI implementation 

doesn't stop there; perhaps surprisingly. the 
EQ1 offers full dumping of all 128 snapshots 
to a sequencer. and complete remote con- 
trol, using control change commands rather 
than sysex. This level of access is also avail- 
able via RS232 and RS422 using the same 
command set, and the degree of automation 
this could offer for broadcast or installation 
use is clear. 

The chief recent addition to the facilities is 

the ability to handle double -sampled signals, 
making the unit ready for 96kHz -24 -bit work. 
This thrust runs right through the Weiss range, 
making sure that the gear remains a strong 

contender at the 
top whatever may 

Weiss Engineering, he around the 
Florastrausse 10, 8610 corner. 
Uster, Switzerland. Sonically you'd 
Tel: +411 940 2006. have a right to 
Fax: +411 940 2214. expect the EQ1 to 

he superb. and it 
won't disappoint. The days when digital EQ 
was a poor substitute for analogue designs are 
now behind us, and the Weiss shows just how 
far. Its enormous power and flexibility is com- 
plemented by a quite remarkable sound, as 

smooth and musical as you could wish with 
the surgical precision only digital can offer. 
Not once did I ask anything of it that it could- 
n't deliver. and not once did I feel I was com- 
promising anything in the interests of digital 
convenience. Quite clearly the EQ1 has a 

claim to being an ideal mastering equaliser. 
and, indeed, I used it to remaster a distinctly 
dodgy flute and piano CD, producing a result 
1 didn't think the source had in it. Beyond 
that. it has the potential to fit in to any digital 
environment, where its impressive combina- 
tion of sound, ergonomics, thoughtful facilities 
and raw muscle could make it the only EQ 
you'll ever need. 

Studio Sound March 1998 
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Last year, over a billion people 
listened to remarkable audio 

just passing through 
our domain. 

Lookdown the avenues where 
the world's most 
listened -to audio 

travels. The view would look something like 

the one you're seeing now. In theaters, 
concert halls and arenas where chance is not 
an option, the XTA DP226 Speaker 
Management System is the only choice. 

In a two-by -six format, the DP226 
provides total control over multiple 
crossover formats, including full stereo 

3 -way. Plus input and output EQ, 

Limiting and Delay. But the secret's 
in the elegant algorithms and 
uncompromising electronics of our 
proprietary AudioCoreTM design. 

The DP226's precision 
removes the guess -work from 

speaker management and system 
optimization. And as with all XTA 

products, the audio quality is simply 

unparalleled. That's why XTA is 

specified by the most demanding 
engineers and sound designers. 

In addition to its multi- function 
DSP capabilities, the DP226 provides full 

metering, mutes, and on -board RS232, 

RS485 and MIDI control. A PC card interface 
provides data storage of settings, programs 
and allows for easy software updates. The 
DP226 can be controlled from a PC with our 
popular AudioCoreTM software for Windows'. 

We didn't achieve this functionality and 
precision trying to build the most economical 
system. The new DP226 reflects XTA's 

reputation for no- compromise performance. 
Because when it comes down to your sound no 

detail is too small, safe is better than sorry- 
and it all matters. 
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A short list of some of last year's "XTA 
performances" includes: 

The 1997 Super Bowl, Grammy Awards and 
Academy Awards 

The Lollapalooza Tour 

Broadway Shows, including A Doll's House, 

Titanic, Jekyll & Hyde, Bring in 'Da Noise, Bring 
in 'Da Funk and Rent. 

Jane Eyre (Royal Alexandra Theater, Canada) 

Providence Performing Arts Center 

Ice Capades 

Howard Schwartz Recording 

1996 Summer Olympic Games 

Royal Opera House 

Glastonbury Rock Festival 

The Prodigy 

Riverdance 

Bjork World Tour 

So why not send your audio on a 

remarkable journey. Insist on the DP226 

from XTA. Another in the family of the 
finest audio tools available anywhere. ;xta 

ELECTRONICS 
XTA Electronics Ltd. 
Tel +44 (0) 1299.879977, 
Fax +44 (0) 1299.879969 
Internet: www.xta.co.uk/xta 

Distributed in the US by: Group One, Ltd. 
Tel 516.249.1399, Fax 516.753.1020 
Internet: www.glltd.com 

For a list of list of world wide distributors see the 
XTA web site or contact XTA Electronics Ltd. 
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GQ -600 Dual- Channel Graphic Equalizer DP202 Digital Equalizer 

AudioCore is a trademark of XTA Electronics Ltd. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

0 
RTl Real -Time Spectrum Analyzer 
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Shure net 
Shure's UA888 networking interface system 
can be used remotely to control and mon 
tor 32 Shure UHF receivers and consists of 
a rackmount interface module, Windows 
software and connecting cables. Monitoring 
features keep tabs on RF levels, diversity 
signal strength, audio levels and available 
battery power at the transmitters. Monitor- 
ing and control capabilities are offered for 
group -channel selection, frequency, user 
name, squelch and lock -unlock status. 

A walkaround RF plotter function is 

included together with a frequency scanner 
to indicate local RF activity. The system will 
interface with any Shure DSP device and is 

password protected while the software pet 
mits scenes to be setup, stored and recallec 
Shure, US. Tel: +1 847 866 2200. 

ART valve EQ 
Art's Tube EQ i :.umd single- channel 
equaliser uses a 12AXTa and fully adjustable 
input and output controls. The fixed LF and 
HF bands can be switched betwee 
50Hz -80Hz and 5kHz -15kHz respectively, 
while the two frequency variable mid hands 

both sweep from 20Hz to 20kHz with the 
help of x10 multiplier switches. All bands 
offer t12dB of boost and run to balanced 
XLR and unbalanced jack connectors. 

The Tube Pac, on the other hand, uses 
two valves to combine a mic -line preamp 
with phantom power, phase reverse and an 
optical compressor. Equipped with fully 
variable threshold and output pots, switches 
select limiting or compression and auto- 
matic or fast release times. 
ART, US. Tel: +1 716 436 2720. 

Small lavalier 
The latest mic front Countryman Associates 
is the B3 small, round, omni electret, which 
is said to be resistant to moisture and 
makeup. The mic is available in black, white 
light skin, cocoa and grey, and boasts a 

claimed frequency response of 10Hz to 
25kHz and an SPL handling of up to 150dB 
on 48V power. The model is accompanied 
by the Isomax headset mic which has a 

headband that fits around the back of the 
head. Available with hypercardioid or car 
diod patterns with a frequency response 
designed to create a 'warm' sound at the 
side of mouth position, it features a tele 
scopic adjustable mini -mie boom. 
Countryman, US. Tel: +1 415 364 9988. 

Accessorise 
Rolls continues to expand its range of small 
fix -it accessories. Latest in the line that 
already includes a direct inject box, high 
low impedance matcher, personal monitor 
system, headphone tap, phantom power 
adaptor, cable tester, headphone mixer, 4: 

mixer, 2:1 mixer, tiny 2 -way crossover, mini 
mie preamp and test oscillator is a » »> 
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Tascam MD-301 and MD-501 

Joining the burgeoning MiniDisc market are two new machines from 
Tascam. Jim Betteridge asks if they're up to professional use 

TIIF, \I ;\RCH OF \Iinilisc continues 
unabated. and not only in the protes- 
sional market. Like the penultimate 

scene in a Hollywood disaster movie. the now 
sometime-lifeless body of our hero coughs, 
splutters and opens its eyes. 'Domestic \lini- 
I)isc. you're alive!' 

And. if the \liniDisc hasn't suffered brain 
damage in the interim. the pro -sales market 
certainly is now. With discount stores in the 
11: offering the Son)' MDSIE510. a full -size hi -fi 
unit at around .t.1'5 1.1.299 rrp). margins are 
shrinking and the rusts of offering full after - 
sales support are looking less sensible. The 
same could he said of DAT when it was still 
on the ventilator as a domestic format hut. 
unlike its tape -based cousin. AID is starting to 
catch on with the punter. ,\ keen young sales- 

man in a very well -known London retailer told 
me excitedly that the Sony \IDs were selling 
'unbelievably quickly' and he was definitely 
going to get one himself. Of course. as inven- 
tor of the format. Sony has more reason than 
most R) plunge the adrenaline -filled syringe Of 

underpricing into its darling's ailing chest. 
The MI) -301 and AID-i01 are two new Ml) 

record -play machines from 7ascam. Roth are 
21' -high rackmounting with large. bright dis- 
plays and plenty of dedicated controls. clearly 

Divide function and erasing the two unwanted 
end cues. Having pressed the Fury button 
while in flay. an edit point is initially entered 
on the liv by pressing the 'Es button. At this 
point the machine automatically cycles around 
a few seconds starting at you mark. Turning 
the rotan. TRM:n control either advances or 
retards that point by a digital frame and con- 
tinues looping from the new position. This is 

then confirmed by pressing YES again. Its all 
very simple for the inexperienced editor. 

Having recorded. titled and trimmed your 
various recordings you can chain up to 
2S tracks together into a Progrun. A silent 
recording can he entered as spacing 
between tracks. 

There are some things an MD can't do as 

compared to a stereo hard -disk editor and 
they're to do with data retrieval times. Most 
typically, tracks constnieted from lots of 
recordings with lots of edits may not happily 
combine with other tracks in a Program with- 
out losing audio the !machine simply can't get 
around the disk quickly enough. This is where 
Taunt's Ml) -801. their original and profes- 
sionally speed machine. can claim some supe- 
riority. It boasts the fastest transport in the 
known universe. In the case of the two mod- 
els under review. however. a standard trans- 

marked in simple English. The more expen- 
sive \ID -51)I has balanced analogue ins and 
outs on XLR as opposed to unbalanced RCA 

phonos. and permits the connection of a stan- 
dard P2-type PC keyboard for titling and some 
degree of remote control. This latter facility is 

particularl important as neither machine 
offers a wired remote. opting 
instead for well -speed wirek - 

units. Otherwise the tss 

Machines are yen similar. 
Recording is straightforward: 

press the Kit. button alone and 
you get line -in monitoring and 
the display tells you how much 
time you have left. Then hit the 
I'L\y button and the display counts your record 
tine. Considering the :audio is data com- 
pressed I ATRAC I the results sound quite 
excellent. During or after recording you can 
name the track using up to 2Sí characters 
which scroll across the display when you sub- 
sequently select the track -for once a format 
offers a really useful titling capacity. 

You can then trim the top and tail using the 

port is used and no advantage offered. 
It is a strange and difficult market into 

which these two new Tascam models arrive. 
As with all Tascam equipment they are both 
well built and ergonomically pleasing. What 
puts them firmly in the domestic or perhaps 
semi -pro market is their lack of any wired 

remote control facilities, and the 
absence of a wired digital out- 
put. They have an SPDIF input 
but only an optical digital out- 
put. not commonly used by pro- 
fessionals. \\'ith a price several 
times that of the Sony a which 
even has a co -axial SPDIF out- 
put) it would seem that these 

models might fall between two stmx>Is. They 
are unquestionably !mire solidly constructed 
and would probably stand up to hard daily 
use letter. but then with only consumer -level 
facilities that degree of build quality is. per- 
haps. unnecessary. Its also true to say that for 
ltro more than the MD -501 you can get a 

fully -speed pro !machine from Denim, the 
D\- ,\110í0R. Possibly not. 

US: Tascam. 

Tel: +1 213 726 0303. 
Fax: +1 213 727 7635. 
UK: Tascam. 

Tel: +44 1923 819630. 
Fax: +44 1923 236290. 
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Sony PCM -R300 

From consumer to professional and back again, DAT's role remains 

undefined. Dave Foister test drives Sony's latest recorder 
S(.\H codes and copying ut some subcodes. 
The type of digital signal being received can be 
displayed via the menus, showing whether the 
source has identified itself as DAT, CD, Mini 

Disc or whatever, including indication of the 
Pro broadcast status. 

Mechanically the machine is responsive and 
quick, without ux) much clanking and 
whirring accompanying the expected fast 
wind speeds. The operating buttons are large 
enough not to be fiddly. but the little symlx)Is 

in the display showing what the transport is 

currently doing are not duplicated in button 
illuminations as they are on the 700. ID 

searches are efficient. and the infrared remote 
allows direct access to a specific program 
number. The ID writing functions include a 

rehearsal mode which allows placing of IDs 

with 0.3s precision. and this mode can also 
move existing IDs. 

Several facilities help to further the 300's 
claim to pro or semi -pro status. Less notable 
than it would once have been is the ability to 
record analogue sources at 44.1kHz, and this 
is hacked up by the presence of Super Bit 

\lapping. No information is given in the man- 
ual about the nature of the A - convertors, but 
presumably they must be capable of more 
than 1b hits in order to warrant the inclusi n 

of SBM. More interestingly. the display allows 
for an error read- out; once this was unheard - 
of on a machine that might have found its way 
into somebody's living room. presumably on 
the basis that Joe Public wasn't supposed to 
know that DAT had errors. On the R300 both 
heads are continuously monitored and the 
errors can be shown on -+ -digit displays in 

place of the timing information when 
required. Besides this. there is actually a head 
hours counter down at the bottom of the 
menus: the combination of the two should 
make diagnosis of playback difficulties, and 
the timing of head cleans. unusually easy. 
Funnily enough. with only two hours on the 
clock of the review machine I didn't once see 
it show an error. 

On the down side, the construction is hardly 
designed with roadworthiness in mind - I 

wouldn't bolt this into a rack and throw it in 

the hack of a van - but unless you have partic- 
ularly clumsy clients this is no problem in a 

control room. Also the head- 
phone output is pitifully low in 

level, but that's not unusual and 
anyway who ever uses them? 

After a while the PCM -R300 
starts to feel like a scaled -down 
professional machine rather 

than a domestic machine trying to break in to 
the big time. Everything you need in a basic 
machine is there and readily to hand. without 
clutter and unnecessary frills, and at a very 
attractive price. It sounds good ux), and could 
turn out to be another example (lust like the 
DAT format itself) of something intended for 
the layman finding itself sought after by the 
specialist. 

JI ST A \\ L START R) believe that DAT 

has finally died as anything other than a 

professional medium, along comes 
another consumer machine to prolong the 
death throes for a while. Sometimes it's a little 
portable, producing another crop of amateur 
recordings for us to salvage; less often, its a 

full -blown table -top model. which immedi- 
ately has us asking if its suitable for studio 
use. Whether Sony's new PCM -R300 is truly 
aimed at the consumer market I'm not sure. 
although its styling has as much in common 
with Sony's domestic cassette decks as with its 

professional DAT machines; its facilities toe) 

''ílÍiui'ljlll 
look at first glance as though it meant for 
home use. but a closer look reveals a surpris- 
ing number of features the small studio would 
find useful. 

Despite its similar moxJel number. this new 
machine doesn't appear to he intimately 
related to the 5(X) and 7(X) models (Studio 
Sound. July 199'). Gone are the balanced XLR 

analogue connections and AES -EBII. and the 
integral rack ears which narked those down 
immediately as pro machines. Yet the 300 
comes as standard with a rack mounting kit: 

and with digital ins and outs on both optical 
and phono connectors, the lack of professional 
analogue interfacing (and any lurking doubts 
about the convertors) becomes irrelevant to 
anybody with a digital mixer. Suddenly the 
machine starts to look like a studio contender. 
Incidentally, I don't have any serious reserva- 
tions about the convenors, which in the 
absence of any specs sound very good indeed. 

The transpon itself appears similar to that in 

the 11700, both in the way the motorised 
drawer sucks the tape inside and 
in the layout of its controls. 
There is a complete set of all the 
expected functions. including full 

ID handling. and still more is 

available on a well- planned 
menu arrangement which is 

accessed from the counter mode button when 
there's no tape moving. Here we have settings 
for the Auto ID functions. allowing level 
thresholds and gap lengths to be programmed. 
as well as control over how the digital inputs 
handle incoming IDs from DAT or Cl). The 
machine supports the broadcast version of the 
IEC -958 format, allowing transfer of material to 
and from similarly- equipped machines with no 

Europe: Sony 
Tel: +44 125 
UK: HHB Co 

Tel: +44 181 

6 55011. 
mmunications. 

962 5000. 
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« «< suc and a phono preamp. 
The splitter is transformer coupled with a 

ground lift while the phono preamp offers 
RIAA EQ on phono inputs and outputs plus 
a stereo jack output. 
Rolls Corp, US. Tel: +1 801 263 9053. 

PC -based restoration 
DART Pro 32 is a PC- based, 32 -bit, noise- 
reduction software package with CD burn- 
ing capability. The system includes noise 
algorithm layering for combining processes, 
pitch shifting, 3D spectrum analysis and a 

function that allows the recording of a 

78rpm record at 33' /3rpm and then translate 
it in the computer to the original speed. 

DART is complemented by Diamond Cut 
audio-restoration tools v2.0 real -time noise- 
reduction application again for PC. Algo- 
rithms are provided to remove clicks, pops, 

L -!L l m© 

- ßw..11 

O I= 19 

hiss, surface noise, hums, buzzes and static. 
The package includes a variable speed con- 
troller for correcting varispeed problems 
within a sound file and a forensic -type 
application for pulling voices out of 
extremely noisy material, for instances 
where the noise ration outweighs the good 
signal. An intelligent harmonic reject filter 
used for hum and buzz can remove 500 har- 
monics in one pass. CD quantisation allows 
a complete album to be recorded on to the 
hard disk, markers to be dropped at the 
end of each song and then the appliance of 
a `chop file into pieces' function that breaks 
the recording into track -sized chunks. 
Tracer Technologies, US. 

Tel: +1 717 843 5833. 

E' 
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Vox Box 
Manley's Vox Box is a combination com- 
pressor, mie preamp, 33- frequency Pultec- 
style equaliser, de -esser and limiter based 
on several of Manley's existing valve 
designs including the 40dB microphone 
preamp. the electro- optical limiter, and the 
all -tube mid frequency equaliser. However, 
it achieves this with a significantly shorter 
audio path and more processing power than 
the individual units. 

Features include a variable attack -release 
opto- compressor located before the mix pre- 
amp, instrument and line inputs, vu meter, 
high -pass filters, phase and phantom -power 
switching, and is said to be well suited to 
drums, guitar, synthesisers and bass. 

The EQ is based on the Pultec MEQ, but 
the low and high frequency peak » »> 
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CDR -18 the PRO among the professionals - and you thought you 
couldn't afford it! Call your nearest Otarf dealer now and find out about 
the difference to consumer gear! 

... for more details visit our web site: www.otari.com 

Audiosales 
Tel: +43- 2236 -26123 

Art Ramos Studios 

Mediatech Int. 
Tel; +420- 455 -622591 

New Music 

Audiosales 
Tel: +36 -1- 2149549 

Grisby Music Prof. 

Auvid Cientifico 
Tel: +351 -1- 4754348 

Megavox 
Tel: +45 -86- 190899 108471 0 -1- 621778 

11 t 
ASC Audio Systems Studiotec TM Audio A & T Trade 

-2 5200827 Tel: +358 -9- 5123530 1 -30- 2414070 Tel: +7- 095 -9569069 

Mega Music Audiocom Siv. Ìng. Benum Gedelson 
809331 Tel: +33 -1- 60642121 

7 

-22- 139900 3 57411 

Audiosales Bon Studio BCP Broadcast Audiosales 
Tel: +420 -2- 544173 Tel: +30 -1- 3833572 Tel: +48 -61- 8657601 Tel: +421 -7- 722249 

Mediatech Int. 
21-7-5424051 

Pol Teknik 
7087570 

Audio Bauer Pro 
Tel: 230 

Stirling Audio 
-171 -6246000 

!ie 

Otani Europe GmbH 
Fax: +49- 2159 -1778 
Tel: +49- 2159 -50861 
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Jünger Vamp1 

Jünger's digital voice processor eschews fashion in favour of an 

ingenious approach to practical operation. Rob James reports 
Bl'ILI MN( i )\ ITS considerable reputa- 
tion in the digital dynamics field. 
Jünger is branching out into other 

areas. This new box, the Vamp1 appears 
deceptively simple to the casual ohsener and 
lxfore you think not another voice processor' 
Jünger has delivered something very different 
to others in the market. 

The V:nnpl has been designed to be 
extremely simple to operate by non -technical 
people. Suggested applications include univer- 
sal interface for audio or video workstations. 
sound reinforcement. and as a sophisticated 
voice processor in studio applications such as 
for radio and TV broadcast. To this end the 
power of the device is well hidden from the 
user. and indeed. it is possible to lock out 
accidental tampering with the settings. The 
memory key receptacle allows a small mem- 
ory chip (ROM or RAM ) in the form of a stain- 
less steel button set into a plastic key fob to 

Ix used to store personal presets. A ROM 
'administrator' key enables access to the edit- 
ing facilities when the internal DIP switch is 

set to Edit Lock. All parameter editing can be 
achieved from the front panel: although this is 

somewhat frustrating due to the scarcity of 
controls. Perhaps there is a case for a PC edit- 
ing package connected via the RS -232 port. 

Connections are macle mostly via SLRs 
with additional connectors being a BNC for 
digital sync input a headphone jack and an 
9 -pin D- connector for RS232 and parallel 
remote. The front panel is more interesting. 
smart graphics divide it into three main 
blocks. Voice Processor, Mic and 
Source mix and Monitor. The 
\òice Processor section has a 

strange chrome bezel. on the 
left. with what looks like a but- 
ton battery inside it -this is the 
memory key 'socket'. A green 
alpha- numeric display with three 
illuminating preset buttons com- 
plete the section. The mixer has 
two alphanumerics one each for 
Mie and Source both with illumi- 
nating orr buttons. Source selec- 
tion also uses one of the rubber' 
push and turn knobs seen on 
other Jünger devices. A central knob with a 

shocking pink Clash nixes between mir and 
source. The monitor section also has an 
alpha -numeric with associated orr button and 
sEt I (:r knob plus knobs for LINE and Pnu»rs 
with a jack socket. 

Functionally. the signal paths contain the 
following blocks: the Mie section has a 24-bit 
A D convenor un the tic input and 20 -bit 
convertors on the analogue line inputs. The 
AES -EB1' and SPDIF inputs go into an SRC. 

The outputs from these are ted to input selec- 
tors which allow any input to be routed to the 
Mie chain and either analogue or digital ins to 
the Line in chain. From here the Mie chain 
consists of a w TE switch. gain. compressor- 
expander. parametric filter and de- esser. The 
Line chain has a -ff. switch and AGC. The 
two chains are combined in a mixer and fed 
to the digital output via a limiter. The mixer 
can also function as a ducker. There is a sep- 
arate analogue mono tit output which is 

routed before the mixer with its own limiter 
and 21) -bit A D convertor. The selected moni- 
tor input may be combined with the mixed 
out signal. after the limiter. 

The Monitor section works in a similar way 
with the inputs routed via a selector to a t.I\r 
MUTT switch. level control and 20 -bit DA and 
to the headphone level control and 20 -bit 1)A. 

The parallel remote functions (GPIs) allow 
remote tic muting and 20dß attenuation of 

the monitor output. This is use- 
ful for preventing howl -round 
where talkback is required. w Inputs and presets can be given 
meaningful names which will 

then appear in the displays. 
Gain is adjustable from -lidß to +1íc16 in 

IdB steps. Adjustable parameters of the 
dynamics are deliberately kept simple and 
are limited to expander threshold and release 
time. fixed compression ratios of 1.3:1. 1.6:1, 
2:1. 3:1 and 4:1 and range OdB -15(111. The 
de -esser is simpler still with either Female or 
Male characteristics and range -211dß to -0dß. 
The limiters are fixed: although output atten- 
uation is provided giving a maximum output 
-5c1ß -OdBFS. Dither is selectable as none for 
21 hits. or 20 -bit or 16 -bit. The equaliser pro- 
vides two peaking hands. Low -Peak covers a 

range of 50Hz -500Hz and Mid -Peak of 
50Hz - MHz. Q varies 0.5 -8.0. 
In addition, there is a high shelf 
from 1kHz -15kHz with ±15dß 
ranges. Lastly, there is a High 
Cut ranging 1.l1kHz- 15kHz. 
These ranges may seem restric- 
tive at the top end but given the 
intended purpose are more 
than adequate. The ducking 
function is the most program- 
mable with threshold, range. 
attenuation and attack and 
release times. The AGC has no 
variable parameters. 

Vaunpl performs just as you 
would expect a Jünger device -the accent is 

on clean. smooth control with extreme 
effects possible. but really outside the more 
likely applications. Jünger has provided 
harassed engineering staff with a very high 
quality front end that can be set up for a 

wide variety of applications and then 'idiot 
proofed'. The dinky key fob remora keys 
Will. i am sure. prove popular with ark!, 
All -in -all. its a went' useful addition 
the armoury. 

Jünger, Rudo 

5 

12489 Berlin 

Tel: +49 30 
Fax: +49 30 
US: G Prime. 

Tel: +1 212 
Fax: +1 212 
UK: Michael 
Partners. 
Tel: +44 181 
Fax: +44 18 

ower 

Geb 9.51, 
, Germany. 

6777 210. 
6777 2146. 

765 3415. 
581 8939. 

Stevens & 

460 7299. 
1 460 0499. 
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« «< boosts are extended to another six 
positions. The opto de -esser /limiter circuit 
has four notching frequencies and a `flat' 

limit position which is claimed to be almost 
identical to the El: OP limiter. 
Manley. US. Tel: +1 909 627 4256. 

CS3 facelift 
EVI lias announced revisions to the DDA 
CS3 mixer to bring it into line with the CS8 
and the Midas range of desks. The revisions 

consist of cosmetic and component changes 
such as a new colour scheme and higher 
profile pots as used on the CSR. 

EVI Audio. UK. Tel: +44 1562 741515. 

MultiMax 
Designed to give any console with eight 
buses the ability to handle multichannel 
post, MultiMax offers control of three loud- 
speaker systems with individual muting. 

The main surround can be set up for 
stereo, 4- channel Dolby matrixed, 5.1 or 
7.1. In Dolby 4:2:4 mode, MultiMax pro- 
vides one -switch insertion of a matrix 
encode -decode system. it permits direct - 
playback (PEC- direct, bus -tape) switching 
of all eight monitor inputs or the addition of 
switches to a console panel for individual 
PEC- Direct and mute -solo on each of the 
eight inputs. It also provides the ability to 
bring surround- formatted premixes in to the 
monitor mix without having to mix them 
into recorded signals and without using up 
the console buses. 
Neotek, US. Tel: +1 626 281 3555. 

Perfect pitch 
AnTares Systems has released a hardware 
rack version of its Auto-Tune TDM plug in. 

According to the company, the Auto-Tune 
Rack permits any solo vocal or instrument 
track to be instantly and automatically cor- 
rected to the proper pitch without losing the 
nuances of the original performance. 

The Rack comes with preset scales 
including major, minor and chromatics in 
any key and can save 100 different custom 
scales. Any scale can be detuned to a dif- 
ferent pitch centre and the box can be set 
up to ignore vibrato, bends, slides, and 
other performance frills. A retune speed 
parameter controls the time allowed for the 
pitch to remain out of tune while vibrato 
can be added with programmable delay, 
depth, rate and waveform. Extensive MIDI 
control is supported. 
Cameo International, US. 

Tel: +1 408 399 0008. » »> 
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A revelation.. 
a reliable, bulletproof PC Workstation, outstanding value for money. '1 

MEL LAMBERT MIX MAGAZINE. FEBRUARY 98. 

Windows' 95 or NT' 

12 to 196 track playback 

"Rock Solid" sync. to tape and MIDI sequencers 

Full digital connection to Yamaha 02R /03D, Korg, Mackie 

and Tascam Digital Consoles 

Free 24bit recording software upgrade (in the works for '98) 

Balanced +4dBU XLR's 20 in /24 out (optional) 

Real time custom mixing and EQ's 

Simple to use powerful editing tools 

Punch in /out on the fly (tape machine style) 

Optional effects plug -ins including Reverb from 

TCWorks and Wave Mechanics Inc. 

Optional removable hard drives 

(IDE /EIDE up to 26 hours per disk) 

EDL file support (optional) 

ADAT /DA88 editing 

Fully networkable 

SSN1:11R1 

24 TRACK SYSTEM 

(20 IN /24 JUT, ADM, TDIF) 

FROM í7,800 + VAT (sRP) 

:- 
.r.- rarr.fiiimr..s. 

ii,iïii, -7 

16In/Out TDIF" 

16 In/Out adat .. 

D..i9n.d for ; 
Microsoft 
Wmoows Nr 
Wondows'95 

internet:http:/'www.soundscape-digital.com 

4 In /8 Out S /PDIF 

20 Analogue Ins 

4 In /8 Out AES /EBU 

c :-,,, mow Itttttt ---- . . 

International Sales Enquiries: 

TEL: +44 1222 450120 FAX: +44 1222 450130 

email :salesasoundscape- digital.com 

U.S. Sales Enquiries: 

TEL: (805) 658 7375 FAX: (805) 658 6395 

em ai l:us -sa les ,vsoundscape- digitaI.com 

COPYRIGHT 1993 TO 1998 BY SDUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. SOUNOSCAPE IS A REGISTEREC TRADE MARK HF SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. ANY OTHER TRADE MARKS MENTIONED ARE TdE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS 
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ADL 1500 stereo compressor 

Valves and compression continue hand in hand. Dave Foister 
reports on a box that has both, and a strong reputation to match 

TI ¿ERE ARE \I:1 \1 AREAS where charac- 
r is a disadvantage. and compression 

sn't one of them. Here people have their 
favourites more than anywhere else. and right 
now several people's favourite seems to he 

Anthony DeMaria. For some time we've been 
hoping to have a look at ADL's 1500 com- 
pressor- limiter, and here it is. 

First glance reveals the unit's roots. Four 
valves per channel protrude bravely from the 
rear panel -only one is protected by a can 
-proclaiming immediately which camp the 
1500 belongs in. The chassis looks almost 
home -made. an impression that is only par- 
tially countered by the austere front panel. 
This is dominated hs a pair of big double - 
function vu meters. flanked by two pairs of 
good -old black rotary knobs. making this the 
ultimate minimalist compressor. 

The 100 provides combined compression 

channels' Peak Reduction and Gain controls 
matched as closely as possible so that each 
contributes equally to the overall gain reduc- 
tion: and secondly. there are screwdriver 
presets within holes in the front panel for 
precise calibration of the stereo link. There is 

a line -up procedure outlined in the manual 
for making sure the gain reduction at a given 
signal level is the same on both sides, but 
curiously the instructions insist that the cali- 
bration presets should he returned fully anti- 
clockwise when the channels are to be used 

separately in mono. I can not see anybody 
being prepared to go through all this palaver 
every time they want to use the unit for a 

single vocal track rather than a full stereo 
mix. and there's no explanation offered as to 
why this should he necessary. On the other 
hand. once Ed put right the appalling mis- 
calibration of the review sample. the differ- 

ence required to set up the stereo 
link was quite small and could 
probably be left there. 

Inputs and outputs are on XLRs 
nestled between the valves. and 
surprisingly both input and output 
impedances are 6000. I am aston- 
ished to see anything these dams 

being offered with such a lo%v 

input impedance; just feeding my console's 
insert sends into it made the desk go into 
serious distortion at just over +12dBm as its 

circuitry couldn't handle being so heavily 
loaded. The problem remained with the 1500 

fully in circuit: although the wide range of 
gain adjustment available meant that I could 
drive it at a lower level and make it up within 
the unit. This is not, however. a comfortable 
way to work. and wastes around 10dB of 
desk headroom. 

All these quirks could he justified by the 
unit's character, and it has plenty of that. If 
you want good old- fashioned fat compres- 
sion. this could he for you. Its a real blunt 
instrument, whose vocabulary doesn't include 
the word subtle: as the Peak Reduction knobs 
are advanced the compression suddenly kicks 
in and rapidly gets heavier. I found it difficult 
to achieve any kind of gentle control. but on 
the other hand very easy to get a big thick 
punchy effect. Across a complete mix it does 
a terrific job of making it much more dense 
and present. perfect for the client who wants 

everything louder than every- 
thing else. It manages to do 
this with no tonal trade- 
offs. avoiding the dulling 
effect common to heavy 
compression. 

The ADL 1500 is an unusu- 
ally specialised compressor. 

extremely goxxl at one aspect of compression. 
but not, perhaps. the ideal all- rounder. It will 
unquestionably give you big fat mixes with 
the absolute minimum of adjustment, with a 

sound that has already won it many fans. 

and limiting. and each channel has just one 
control to adjust its behaviour. Marked simply 
Peak Reduction. it appears to set the threshold 
for the limiter. with the compressor coming 
into play a certain amount below that, pro- 
ducing a classic double -kneed slope. As tar as 

the compressor stage is concerned, its thresh- 
old is fixed in relation to that of the limiter. 
and its ratio and time constants are outside the 
user's control. Although no figures are given, 
it seems that the ratio increases as the thresh- 
old is reduced. starting at around 1:5 or 2:1 for 
high thresholds and getting up to 4:1 or 5:1 at 

lower ones. and has a soft knee characteristic 
at all settings. This makes the Peak Reduction 
knob very much a more compression' control. 
Attack is fixed, and the release characteristic 
has a 2 -stage decay, coming quickly back to 
50%, and then having a variable time to full 
recovery depending on the amount of the pre- 
vious reduction. The meters can be switched 
independently to show either the output level 
or the resulting gain reduction. and the only 
other variable control provides gain make up 
following the dynamic process- 
ing. Neither control is calibrated. 
both showing simple arbitrary 
numeric values and with knobs 
far enough from the panel that 
parallax is a problem when try- 
ing to match them. 

Matching remains important 
when the 1500 is switched to stereo. The two 
channels are linked with a single switch. but 
the resulting stereo operation is not as sim- 
ple as on most compressors. In the first 
place, it remains necessary to have the two 

Anthony DeM 
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PreSonus M80 
The PreSonus M80 8- channel mic- instru- 
ment preamp with mix bus houses Jensen 
transformers, FET, Class A discrete input 
buffers, twin servo gain stages, and an XLR 
balanced output on each channel. 

Each channel has switchable phantom 
power, phase reverse, 20dB pad, high -pass 
filter, pan, insert, routeing to the stereo bus 
and a gain control. Additionally, an IDSS 

pot adjusts harmonic distortion from 
0.001% to 0.5 %. 

The box is described as a suitable front 
end for existing DAW A D convertors. 
PreSonus, US. Tel: +1 504 344 7887. 

Line mixer upgrade 
Speck Electronics has upgraded its Xtramix 
40:8:2 4U -high rackmount line mixer. New 
features include true stereo -effects sends 
and eight stereo -effects returns that are fully 
assignable to the 8 buses, lower -noise elec- 
tronically balanced inputs and a talkback 
section with an internal mic and level con- 
trol. All inputs and outputs sections have 
undergone significant circuit improvements, 
a new grounding architecture and lower 
noise pots and switches. 
Speck, US. Tel: +1 760 723 4281. 

Sonorus 
enhancements 
The Studi/o 16- channel digital interface for 
PC and Mac DAWs is soon to be made 
available in a version designed to comple- 
ment Steinberg's Cubase VST 3.5. Studi/o 
users are currently able to use Cubase 

VST via the standard Windows WaveAudio 
drivers, Asi/o drivers will noticeably improve 
the overall performance. Drivers will also 
be released for Windows NT 4.0. 

Other news includes the Sync Backplate 
for Studi/o which provides word clock in and 
out, ADAT time-code input and MTC input. 
Sonorus, US. Tel: +1 212 253 7700 

Rupert Summit 
In a collaborative agreement with the 
designer Rupert Neve, Summit expects to 
unveil a new product line under the Rupert 
Neve signature in April. The new line will 
include 'innovative technology', according 
to the company, and will combine » »> 
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SPL Machine Head 

An absence of tape saturation effects is one of the objections levelled 

at digital recording. Dave Foister finds a box to solve the problem 

WHIA I VEK s( ) \II :THI \l, new comes 
along. there are those who maintain 
that something has been lot. Sorting 

out valid claims from mere nostalgia is often 
difficult. but there are clear -cut cases. such as 

the time Hammond found a wav to stop the 
keys on their organs clicking and then had to 
design the click back in to the solid -state 

instruments because everyone stopped buying 
them. The fact that valve technology. once the 
domain of the misty -eyed enthusiast. is now 

taken seriously again. shows that going solid - 
state was just one path to progress. alongside 
further refinement of tube designs. and both 
have something to offer. 

On the other hand those who mourn the 
passing of the steam engine have little prac- 
tical weight to their arguments. sad though 
its demise may be. In between these 
extremes are many developments with less 

clear -cut consequences. One such is 

undoubtedly digital recording. which divides 
the audio fraternity into two camps: one sees 

it as liberation front the frustrating limits of 
analogue and a step closer to the truth. while 
the other sees it as an unmusical travesty. 
That both technologies have their place has 

been shown by those who run analogue and 
digital multitracks alongside each other. 
recording some instruments on one and 
some on the other according to which char- 
acter suits them better. In particular. it has 
been common for some producers to record 
drums analogue in order to exploit the 
squashing or frequency- dependent compres- 
sion analogue tape produces when driven 
hard. There are also those who make sure 
everything they do goes on and off analogue 
tape at some paint during its preparation. 

input and output gain controls with corre- 
sponding meters. giving vent' flexible control 
over the gain structure through the box. in a 

way this allows the \lachine Head to mimic 
the eles tied level approach. where the 
recorders electronics were adjusted to put 
more level on the tape while maintaining 
overall unity gain, either to take advantage of 
high- headrexmi tapes or to deliberately utilise 
the effect of slight over -mudding. 

The last adjustment is for the 11F content, 
which can simulate the slight treble loss and 
compression often found with analogue 
tape. or even mimic a bright misaligned 
recorder. This is fairly subtle -not an EQ by 
any means -and it. more than anything. is 

affected by the single pushbutton. which 
actually alters the characteristics to simulate 
Hips or 3Oips. 

If this were the April issue I'd now he 
going on to describe the variable wow and 
flutter knob. the hiss level and spectrum con- 
trols. the asperity simulation and the azimuth 
error adjustment. not to mention the gradual 
progressive HF reduction that is reset by 
pressing the mF.ao CLEAN button. None of 
these. of course. is present. and that's the 
point: here we have the aspects of tape non - 
linearity people like without any of the nasty 
mechanical problems. And, although I con- 
fess to having approached the Machine Head 
with a liberal helping of scepticism. I have to 
say that it works. 

I proved this by passing a digital source 
simultaneously through the Machine Head and 
a Studer Bti running at Isips. monitoring off 
tape. Even while calibrating levels for a fair 
test it was immediately obvious that the hkxxn 
around the I kHz test tone was identical in 

Michlne 
Meal to to 1st 

0141,111 ,w ,.....,.. ..w..,. 

Given a perceived need for this effect it \s . 

only a natter of time before someone put it 

in a box. and it may have been worth a small 
wager that it would have been SPL that 
would do it. 

No. it isn't April. this is for real: the SPL 

Machine Head Digital Tape Saturation Proces- 
sor sets out to duplicate the effect of analogue 
tape recording. with enough variable parame- 
ters to simulate various modes of analogue e 

working. It belongs in the saute 

family as the Spectralizer and 
Loudness Maximizer. being a 

highly dedicated. fully digital 
processor with no analogue I -O 
at all. 

The crucial control is the 
Dirt F knob. simulating the 
amount of level piled on to the 
virtual tape. This has a wide range. from very 
subtle effects to extreme saturation. and it has 

a pair of Ito meters showing the notional 
recording level. This is complemented by 

nature to that on the real tape. As seem as 

music passed through the systems the similar- 
ity was obvious: an extra thickness and 

warmth. especially around the top end. The 
tape speed button opens up the top a little. 
moving the whole effect upwards and 
smoothing out the middle. Varying the drive 
and III: controls ekes just what it should. eveo 
producing unpleasant (yet still characteristic) 
distortion at the extremes. 

For every person that wants 
what the !Machine Head clues 
there will be another who was 

glad to see the back of the arte- 
facts it simulates and will he 

:astonished that an'lxxfy could 
possibly want them reinstated. 
That doesn't alter the fact that 
there will be countless digital 

studios on the phone to SPL right now to buy 
one of these to stick between their consoles 
and recorders. to give them hack that charac- 
ter they sacrificed on the digital altar. 

SPL. German 

Tel: +49 216 
Fax: +49 216 
UK: beyerdyn 

Tel: +44 144 
Fax: +44 144 

Y. 

3 8761. 
3 83 028. 

amic. 

4 258 258. 
4 258 444. 
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the traditions of Summit and the 
sound quality of the designer. 
Summit, US. Tel: +1 408 464 2448. 

Schoeps filters 
Schoeps has introduced a new line of active 
high -pass filters for removing wind, infra- 
sonic and handling noise. The phantom 

powered LC60 and LC120 filters (60Hz and 
120Hz frequencies respectively) have low 
output impedances for low long -mn cable 
losses and RF pickup and are inserted in 
any convenient point in the mic cable. 

Although designed primarily as an acces- 

sory for the CCM series compact mics, the 
devices are applicable to other manufactur- 
ers' products. 
Schoeps, Germany. Tel: +49 7 219 43200. 

Energy efficient amps 
Three amps in Yamaha's Energy Efficient 
Engine range are the P1600, P3200 and 
P4500 offering 230W, 520W and 720W per 
channel into 4Q respectively. The company 
claims the models require around half the 
input power of traditional designs to 
achieve the same output power. Three out- 

YAMAHA 

pz 
ll 

:.. 
{A.\ 

put modes embrace normal stereo, parallel 
and bridged mono. All models have power - 
on muting, quiet variable -speed cooling 
farts, noise filtering, PC limiter for short cir- 
cuit protection and an attenuator security 
cover to protect level settings. 

Input attenuators are 31- position and dB 
calibrated while balanced XLR, standard 
jacks and a barrier strip handle inputs con- 
nection. Speaker connection is via 5 -way 
binding posts. 
Yamaha. UK. Tel: +44 1908 369269. 
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SOLID TUBED 

AKG Acoustics, 
the leader in studio 

microphones for over 
50 years, proud y brings 

yoL the latest in tube 
microphone technology, 

the SOLIDTUBE 

A full complement of 
accessories is included 
with every SOLIDTUBE. 

Arbiter Pro Audio, Unit 2. Borehamwood Ind. Park. Rowley Lane, Borehamwood. Herts WD6 5PZ 
Tel.: ( +44) 181 207 5050. Fax: ( +44) 181 207 4572 
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Demeter HM -1 

A new line of valve outboard from American specialist Demeter 
opens with a preamp. George Shilling lends an ear 

TI IF BEST k\ I \\ \ rf Jim Demeter's pre- 
amplifiers arc tor guitar. These are 
the ones that many players aspire to. and 

Demeter has built up an impressive list of well - 
known users. To understand the popularity of 
his designs you have to look at the philosophy 
behind them. and the build quality of these 
units. Every box sold is painstakingly hand 
wired, then tested with Demeter's Audio Preci- 
sion System One Audio Analyser to make sure 
published specifications are met or beaten. 
The H- series is a new range of three similarly 
priced tube solid -state designs: a parametric 
stereo equaliser, a mono optical compressor 
and this stereo microphone preamplifier. 

My initial impression on seeing the preamp, 
the I IM-1. was that it is not exactly pretty. 

A well- finished deep metallic -blue front 
panel enables the white legending to be vis- 
ible in low -light situations. However. the 
push -buttons appear somewhat cheap and 
old- fashioned. looking like refugees from an 
early- eighties Eventide Harmonizer or 
something similar. This is a functional 
design. with none of the visual appeal of, 
say, a Focusrite Red. However. the two 
knobs on each channel are pleasantly 

quality input transformers supplied by Jensen. 
Distortion figures are astonishingly low. It 

seems the trend of throwing any old circuit 
around a valve and labelling it as 'vintage 
sounding' is over. More people are realising 
that it is possible to achieve very low noise 
and distortion designs with good valve cir- 
cuitry. examples of which put some solid -state 
designs to shame. 

On the rear panel. mains is supplied via an 
IEC socket. accompanied by a protruding 
fuseholder and voltage selector. Inputs and 
outputs feature on XLRs and TRS jacks. The 
mic inputs have an impedance of 1ke. The 
front panel features an instrument input on 
each channel with an impedance of 1M52. 

The front panel arranges the two channels 
side by side. with a power switch to the right. 
A small red LED glows when the unit is on. The 
aforementioned instrument jack is leftmost. 
somewhat cheap and plasticky, nevertheless 
usefully turning the unit into a valve DI box. 
A row of push buttons follows. First. Low CUT 

which applies a 6dB per octave high -pass fil- 

ter which starts at about 200Hz and is 12dB 
down at 40Hz. The gentle slope reduces phase 
shift. There follow a -20dB Pad. PHANTOM 

POWER (with corre- 
sponding LED) and 
PHASE INVERT buttons. A 

GAIN control gives. a 

range of 30dB to 60dB. 
controlling the amount 

of feedback going to the tube using solid -state 
components. A VOLUME knob follows for fine 
tuning: this behaves like a channel fader. 
Finally. there is a switch to change the meter 
scale to -10dB. A row of 10 LEDs along the top 
in three different colours forms a vu meter. 
The mic preamp has over 18dB more head- 
room than the highest +3dB LED. An Overload 
in) separately indicates distortion in the tube 
amplifier. This actually lights 6dB before dis- 
tortion. so some flickering is permissible. 

In use the performance of this unit ensures 
a particularly clean signal direct to tape or 
'uh.cyucnt processing. The high overload 

margin is extremely useful, 
enabling easy setting of lev- 
els with a variety of micro- 
phones and recording 
formats. Sound quality was 
every hit as pure and cle.tr 
as you would expect from a 

high -quality unit. and the 
instrument input gave my 
Strat a bright, full tone. 

While the price may be 
higher than that of smarter 
and more stylish- looking 

units, the performance speaks for itself. It 

will not be the design of the front panel that 
influences the choice of a unit such as this: 
it is the 'gubbins' inside that is important. If 
you are looking for a superior mic preamp to 
that in your console this fine unit is well 
worth a listen. 

damped and inspire confidence. 
The box itself is sturdy enough. a standard 

1U -high rackmounter. Positioning will need 
careful thought. as the top features a long row 
of vents. precluding the placement of anything 
immediately above. Having said this, the HM -1 

does not generate as much heat as you might 
imagine. Through the gaps. two 12AX7A- 
ECC83 valves are visible. and weighing the 
case down is a substantial toroidal trans- 
former. Inside, the home -made approach is 

fairly apparent. but this preproduction model 
may not fully represent the nature of the fin- 
ished products now shipping. For example. 
the small PCBs at the rear of the 
case for the connections were 
all rough. and the cut -out holes 
in the front panel for the meters 
slightly too wide. This is 

unusual in this age of com- 
puter-designed mass- produced 
electronics, but obviously does 
not affect audio performance. 

This unit is unusual in that it 

features a full' regulated power 
supply providing 200V to the 
tubes and +18V and -18V to the 
solid -state components. This is double the 
voltage of some other units. but this high volt- 
age uses the valves the way in which they 
were designed. This gives tremendous head- 
room: up to +28dB output into 600e. A huge 
signal -to -noise ratio is one of the benefits of 
this design. partly due. no doubt. to the high- 
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Crown's cheapest 
Crown's CE series amps are described as its 

most affordable yet. The CE1000 and 
CE2000 produce 560W and 975W into 252 

respectively, and are said to guarantee 0.5% 
or less THD at rated power. 

Both models have fan -assisted cooling, 
front -panel controls, signal present LEDs, a 
rear -panel fault jack that permits remote 
monitoring of the fault light circuit, and a 

three -year warranty 
Crown, US. Tel: +1 219 294 8066. 

Fancy caps 
French company SCR has developed a 

range of capacitors for audio filtering corn - 
prising aluminium metalised polypropylene 
capacitors, coated or encapsulated in plastic 
or aluminium cases. 

The range includes components with tin 
foil electrodes and the capacitors are cylin- 
drical or rectangular in shape with tinned 
copper leads, and a polyurethane resin seal. 
SCR, France. Tel: +33 2 54222724. 

Acoustic modules 
IAS -A1 /A2 and IAS-Dl are acoustic modules 
for the low -priced acoustic optimisation of 
smaller studios. The modules are accompa- 
nied by general installation instructions free 
of charge. An alternative to on- the -spot con- 
sultation is the measurement CD which can 
be used for simple measurement of reverber- 
ation time in the rooms which can then be 
evaluated by the acoustic engineers of IAS. 

The modules are extremely flat in design 
and serve to provide absorption of reso- 
nances and the optimisation of reverbera- 
tion time. The Al is a low -mid frequency 
absorber, the A2 a broadband absorber 
for reverberation time correction » »> 
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The Soundcraft 

B 400 

"Addressing radio production,on -air and outside 

broadcast requirements in a single console is a 

demanding brief. Drawing on experience gained - 

in designing the highly successful Soundcraft i x '°7 
B800, we have produced a desi that is more 

than equal to the task. The B400 is flexible, ¡: iI 
configurable and provides a cost -effective ;MP 

solution for facilities of all sizes." 9' 4p 

Chas Bridger, MOO and v 
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24, 32, 40, 48, 56-module frames 1 stereo and 3 mono 

auxes LED indicaion on all switches Wide variation in 

module audio and Ir gic / control functions via internal 

jumpers Stereo ISDN cleanfeed facilities via direct outputs 

on Telco channels Versatile and highly configurable 

monitoring via speakers and studio and guest headphones 

limiters on master output Wide range of meterbridge 

options Balanceo audio inputs and outputs throughout. on 

XLRs and EDACs Balanced internal bussing 

Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000 

Soundcraft US 1-615-399-2199 

www.soundcraft.com 

kr ' Soundcraft 
H A Haman International Company 
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Totalsystems DBM 3 

A capable digital metering unit from a British company. 

Paul Mac plugs it up and gets its measure 

IF VOL-RE WORK !\ti with digital, you 
need metering that is up to the job. Its no 
good throwing money at the most obvious 

trappings of audiophilia, only to sold short by 
not working at optimum levels. Remember. 
peak is paramount. Not many engineers buy 
into a digital format because of its distortion 
characteristics. Some time ago we looked at a 

wide array of metering options. from econ- 
omy analogue to first degree digital. This time. 
one meter gets all our attention: The DBM 3 

from Totalssstents. 
The box itself will fit just about anywhere. 

Panel or chassis mounting is a good option for 
permanent installations. though a standard 
11.7-high. 19 -inch box is available that will 

3. -5ms. As we mentioned earlier. the deem 
time is internally adjustable, but is factory set 

to the comtòrtable. IEC directed. 1.-s from 0 to 
-20d13. The metering resolution changes over 
three linear scales. top being the 0 to -20dB 
stretch that allocates 0.adB per segment. 

Anybody who has seen single -colour, high - 
resolution metering before will know that it is 

extremely easy to read. The DBM 3 demon- 
strates that. Brightness might be an issue. as 
the red glow can soon become a blaze at the 
back of the eye, but is tempered with the 
Bright -up facility in place. That dims the lower 
end of the scale. and brightens the upper end. 
above a user -set threshold. The hrightnc,, 
'ratio' is adjustable. but overall brightness is 

not. In general, the combination 
of black surround. large legend - 
ing. and red illumination is noth- 
ing short of ohyious. and the 
factory preset ballistics are just 

fine for anything other than very 
special cases. lust don't stare 
-you'll lose. 

Two front -panel buttons 
administer the peak hold 
options. The PEAK button 
switches peak hold on or off. 

while the \tni( ) button activates 
infinite hold ( until reset). With- 
out that, peak hold updates 
every 1.5s. The memory function 
includes the overload indication: 
two circular LEDs. positioned a 

few millimetres past the end of 
the scale. The overload threshold 
can be set anywhere from 1 -15 
full scale samples on the back 
panel. It's a shame that there's 

not more control over the peak hold tines. 
not just for 'comfort setting'. but so that source 
material can be matched by the metering. 
More specifically. transient signals would be 
better served by shorter peak hold times. 

That's the important stuff covered. The rest 
of the front -panel indicators cover incoming 
sample frequency. emphasis presence, and an 

alarm LED for major signal 
errors. The three sample fre- 
quencies indicated are 48kHz. 
-14.1kHz, and t t.056k11z. with a 

tolerance of 400ppm. All that 
remains on the back panel is a 

remote memory reset socket for 
lazy operators or automated 
monitoring. 

The strength of the DBM 3 

is its simplicity. You don't get 
the option to do ouch fid- 

dling. so the preset parameters make the 
meter. If you spend too much time meditat- 
ing on the bobbing fluorescence it's likely 
that you'll end up talking to pot plants, but 
no one gets that attached to a meter. The 
important thing is that the DB\I 3 is easy to 
read. and accurate. and has just enough 
adjustments to be friendly. 

accommodate two DBM 3s without so much 
as a squeeze. Front -panel paraphernalia is 

minimal, leaving the pair of boldly labelled. 
100 -segment bar graphs to dominate the avail- 
able space. Some settings appear at the rear of 
the unit. so anybody thinking of throwing a 

variety of jobs at the DBM 3 should make sure 
there's a back entrance. The only internal set- 
ting is the decay time. for which 
you'll need a frequency counter. 
a trimming driver, and a calcula- 
tor. That makes it a good candi- 
date for setting and forgetting. 

1 -0 is simple: AES -EBU in, 

and the very same out again. 
The output is a straight through 
connection provided for the 
next input in the chain, and a 

1105 terminating switch lets 
you arrest the signal safely. just 

like ending a SCSI bus. Next stop. the meter- 
ing. 

The DH:1 3 is a peak reading meter with 
zero integration time. That means you see 
exactly what's what. There's no mechanical or 
arithmetic delay. so the only delay of any con- 
sequence is purely down to the display. which 
can do a dash from -60áB to 0 (full scale) in 

UK: Lanford 
Tel: +44 191 
Fax: +44 19 
Denmark: Ca 

Tel: +45 80 
Fax: +45 80 
Italy: Canfor 

Tel: +39 167 
Fax: ;39 16 

Audio. 
415 0205. 

1 416 0392. 
nford Audio. 

01 7659. 
01 7662. 

d Audio. 

7 80427. 
77 90426. 
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« «< while the Dl is a diffuser for mixin3 

the generated sound energy. 
IAS Germany. 
Tel: +49 2241 62918. 

Dalet5 
Many applications and features have been 
added to the Dalet Version 5 of the hard 
disk audio system for radio. 

Dalet News attempts to create a paperless 
central newsroom and staff can create, 
review and modify their news stories using a 

single application from any networked work- 
station. NewsWalk transforms a portable 
computer into a mobile newsroom using 
Digigram's PCX Pocket Type II PC card 
Reporters can record and edit audio, into 
grate audio into a text document and transfer 
it back to the newsroom by modem or ISDN. 

Dalet Web Publisher enables radio stations 
to build and maintain a web site that incor 
porates audio, graphics and text. The site can 
be updated or modified by dragging and 
dropping audio, text or logs from the Dalet5 
databases into the web publisher window. 

Database replication is a new feature of 
Dalet5 and allows multisite exchange and 
management of audio. By dragging and 
dropping a file from one database window 
to another the audio is transferred to th 
local server. New database management 
tools take advantage of client -server tech- 
nology that permits Dalet to install much 
larger networks. 

Dalet's tradition is in providing an open 
architecture: Windows NT operating system, 
Sybase Client -server database and Digigram 
audio cards. ISDN, Internet and satellite 
technology connects stations within a group. 
Dalet France. Tel: +33 1 40 38 01 39. 

SPL tubes 
SPL has extended its Golden Tube series with 
the availability of the Stereo Vitalizer MkII in 

a MkII -T valve version and the Qure EQ. The 
former uses E83CC valves for the high fre- 

(4- o ,1 ' o dl 

quency and harmonic processing while the 
Qure dual channel, 3-band parametric uses 
LC filtering to create a vintage sound. 
Beyerdynamic, UK. 

Tel: +441444 258258. 

Mini stagebox 
Deltron has launched a low -cost mini stage - 
box that will accept 40 universal XLR con- 
nectors front or rear mount. Of simple mild 
steel construction it can be supplied as a 

plain box or prewired assembly painted 
matt black. 
Deltron UK. Tel: +44 181 965 4222. 

SuperMini and monitor 
Martech's Super:Miniconsole is targeted at 
Flying Faders users and adds 32 channels 
with automated faders, EQ. aux sends, 8 

buses, panning, direct outs. inserts. solo. 
mute and dual inputs. As an option, » »> 
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; 
Mott, di:1;;1;;!';i11;; 

The new Alesis AI); \'I' X'l'20 is a 20 Bit Digital Audio 

recorder offering a new standard in audio quality while 

remaining completely compatible with the huge 

foundation of over 100,00(1 AI)A'l's in use worldwide. 

l sing AI)A'l' Type II, the only modular digital multi- 

track recording format that writes 20 bits to tape, the 

X'1'20 raises the standard of sonic excellence that Al 

recorders have established since their introduction in 

1991. Rather than just a 25'; increase, the jump from 

16 -bit to 20 -bit recording provides audio quality that's 

sixteen times more detailed than the 16 -bit sound of 

compact discs, resulting in a wider dynamic range and 

lower quantisation noise. 'Phis, coupled with high 

quality A -to -I) and 1) -to -A convertors and the lack of 

any form of data compression gives unparalleled sonic 

quality. 

Mz0 

ALYIS 
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111111111111111 Uá 
.. 
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TYPE II 
1'20: 24 -bit x128 tines of oyersampling A ' A/D convertors and 20 -bit x128 times A/ 

lI hen Sound Onnhly .I /n/te/s o ersampling 1) /A convertors (44.1 and 48kHz 

For a free brochure on the new AI). \'I "I' pc II range please call input 
sampling 

0-bit) data onto`tape)[ical 
Sound Technology on 01462 480000 
Sound 'technology plc. Letchworth Point. Letchworth. Hertfordshire. SG6 I V1) Fax: 01462 480800 wss.soundtech.co.uk 
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Beyerdynamic MCE 82 

7. I. Frequently a possession of the elite, the stereo mic has become 

attractive to the masses. Dave Foister looks at a new contender 
IN OUR ROUNDUP of stereo microphones 

a while hack there was a clear division into 
two leagues. In one category were the top - 

end models, based on, or equivalent to, exist- 

ing grown -up mono microphones and suitable 
for use as a main (or only) pair in a purist 
setup; while in the other were the conve- 
nience models with no pretensions to such 

roles, but suitable as good solid workhorses. 
A decent microphone like this can save the 
bother of rigging two equivalent mono mod- 
els with the attendant risk of the carefully 
aligned lashup getting knocked out of whack, 
and can he a real boon on location. Indeed 

the growth of stereo TV production has been 

directly responsible for the ever -increasing 
number of such microphones. At the time of 
our survey heyerdynamic's only contribution 
was the expensive and flexible MC 833, 

belonging firmly in the first division. but now 
the range is joined by the MCE 82 which sirs 

happily in the second. 
The MCE 82 contains two cardioid cap- 

sules fixed at 90 to each other. This is a 

pretty common arrangement; although it dis- 

regards the preference many of us have for a 

slightly wider angle between cardioids. 90 is 

optimum for figure -of- eights as anything 

K).,ÒJjo 
The classic 4006 omnidirectional microphone from DPA Microphones 

(formerly known as Danish Pro Audio.) is a proven, no- nonsense cost effective workhorse 

with an enviable pedigree. The audio professionals' choice, the 4006 embodies the finest 

available materials. Utilising advanced production and quality assurance 

techniques, the 4006 is an indispensable tool for the professional studio 

or broadcast environment. Outstanding performance is characterised 

by an extremely linear frequency response and a very low 

noise floor. 

The 4006 is just one of the high quality 

products from the renowned 4000 series, 

evolved from over 50 years of 

innovation and customer 

service - available now 

from DPA 

Microphones. 

AUSTRALIA (Oil 99575)19 NEIHEAUNDIVLUK 0101 4111055 

AUSTRIA 1021161 26113 NEW ZEALAND. It) 7191101 

BELGIUM- 1071 5100811 N0RWAY 671 O11 90 

BAWL 1111 7468166 POLAND. 1011) 1174154 

(NINA 24981188 PORTUGAL 104 1531131 

(AOAIIA 51 675 ISO RUSSIA 095 155 31 25 

(11(K REPUBLIC 1541111 SINGAPORE 7489131 

DENMARK 15 4811 1018 SLOVAK REPUBLIC 171 {51 21149 

ESTONIA 6118006 SOUTH AFRICA (011) 466150571 

fINLAN0 109, S12 3730 SOUTH KOREA 101) 505)515 

FRANCE 101, 46610710 SPAIN, Ln0N ICI 3 203 40 04 

GERMANY/HIM 1061711 1026 SWEDEN 10461 370370 

GERMANY /NORD 10401 3551730 SWITIERLAND 1011 1400144 

GE1000Y /LD 10811 1751980 TAIWAN 1021 7139303 

GREECE 1011 3101218 THAILAND 1011 717 7330 

HUNGARY 1 711 9549 TURKEY ¡III) 1713201 

INDIA 176335450 UKRAINE 1055, 317500 

INDONESIA 10111 8192207 UNITED ARAB [MUM 101, 653116 

1AA4 101711 3855365 UNnlO KINGDOM 101711 8907070 

ISRAEL 1033 3411113 UL 6 CANADA 3197151158 

ITALY. 10511 766648 VENEZUELA 1021 358087 

JAPAN (031 37798672 

Series 000 Micropho m DPA 

Hejrevang I I , 3450 Allerd, Denmark 
T: +45 48142828 F: +45 48142700 
www.dpamicrophones.com M I C R O P H O N E S 

« «< the events control facilities of fly- 
ing Faders may be used to automate the 
input select, EQ and insert functions. 

The news coincides with the release of 
the Martech Recorder Monitor System a 

multi -input monitor matrix that provides 
programmable headphones, loudspeaker 
and vu meter monitoring of recorder inputs, 
sync outputs and repro outputs of multiple 
8- channel audio sources. The listening paths 
provide LCR placement of each track, sepa- 

rate volume and mute controls for head- 

phones and speaker and single track solo. 
The metering path, consisting of 8 meter 
buses with auxiliary balanced output drivers 
on each bus, permits metering of one 
machine at a time or the summed outputs of 
several machines /stems. 
Martinsound US. Tel: +1 626 281 3555. 

VST 3.5.5 
Steinberg has released Cubase VST 3.5.5 for 
Windows which now features channel 
inserts meaning that every channel of the 
VST mixer is able to run four additional 
effects and realises 32 x 4 additional effects 
for the entire system. Other features include 

M 4 Mr .... Km. M I. t.. r 
ion 6M%7 ..e+>!n: I I f 

.112 

4Ó 

..-1111.141M3 
n 1',1'k'f"''II- 

o BIs 

- 

an updated implementation of DirectX Plu- 
gins, support for Recycle Export Files, and 
the VST Audio Engine can now be disabled 
while VST is running. 

Cubase VST for Windows has also been 
integrated with the Lexicon Studio System. 

The Steinberg ASIO system provides com- 
plete support for LexiPowerCore technol- 
ogy for 32 tracks of 24 -bit audio. Cubase 
VST directly supports the PC90 complete 
PCM90 effects daughter hoard for the 
Lexicon Core 32 card. 
Steinberg, Germany. Tel: +49 40 201330. 

5-disc CD 
The CD305 is a 5-disc CD multiplayer in a 

3U -high rackmount designed for installation 
and extended playback applications. Outputs 
are balanced XLR, phono and SPDIF co-axial. 

A programmable playback sequence 
mode enables custom playlists of 32 tracks 
from all discs to be created while a shuffle 
mode plays out tracks in a random order. 
Repeat play repeats playback of all tracks on 

all loaded discs, various tracks on several 

discs, all tracks on one disc or just one track. 
The unit comes with a infra -red remote. 
Tascam, UK. Tel: +44 1923 819 630. 
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wider can lead to out -of -phase elements. but 
for cardioids it can give rather a narrow cen- 
tre- clumped image. Pushing out towards 120 
can often give a more natural stereo pic- 
ture-1 seem to recall 117 being the theoret- 
ical optimum for even pickup of the 
reverberant field. That aside. for many typical 
studio stereo applications -piano, drum 
overheads. horn or string sections -the stan- 
dard arrangement works fine. the stereo 
image being determined by how close to the 
source the microphone is placed. Its also 
useful in the field to have a pickup that is not 
too wide. 

The capsules in the MCE 82 are electret 
elements. which has the advantage that it can 
be run off a single AA battery for quite some 
time. An ON-OFF switch is fitted, complete with 
a battery check position that lights a LEI) if all 
is well. Naturally. it will also run happily from 
phantom power, which as well as 48V can be 
anything down to 12V. The only other switch 
is for LF roll off. introducing a 12dB per octave 
filter at 100Hz. 

The shape is unusual. with only a central 
bar through the end grille. and a left -right ori- 
entation graphic. indicating the stereo nature 

of the micro- 
phone. The over- 
all appearance is 
more like a hand- 
held radio micro- 
phone than a 

studio condenser. 
but the net effect 
is to make it rea- 

sonably neat and unobtrusive. It is end -fire: 
although its big enough to make you check 
before setting it up for the first time, and 
comes with a simple hut effective stand mount. 
Although this provides no shoxkproofing. the 
transducers themselves are mounted in an elas- 
tic suspension to reduce the effects of han- 
dling, stand and cable noise -particularly 
important in location recording. one of its tar- 
get markets. 

The other accc.,r i, the expected cable 

Germany: beyerdynamic. 
Tel: +49 7131 6170. 
Fax: +49 7131 604 59. 
UK: beyerdynamic. 
Tel: +44 1444 258 258. 
Fax: +44 1444 258 444. 
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to convert from the -pin V.R on the micro- 
phone to a pair of 3 -pins. colour -coded red 
and yellow; and numbered. but without any 
hint in the instructions as to which is which. It 

turned out red was left. which threw me for a 

while. The cable is too short to be of much 
use to get directly to a recorder. mixer or tie - 
line. yet longer than it needs to be to perform 
its 1 -cord function. and coupled with the 
strange. stiff. oval cable used. this makes it a 

bit of a liability. The quality is not in doubt. 
however. and in any case the standard i -pin 
stereo wiring stakes it possible to substitute 
any suitable cable. 

The sound it delivers has a presence that in 
most cases is going to be very helpful. I found 
it lent bite to a big grand piano which was 
particularly appropriate for jazz work. and 
gave a crisp clear picture of a drum kit when 
slung overhead, handling the high levels com- 
fonably. It also worked very well for overall 
pickup of a small chit her , nip .in :tnged in 

a horseshoe with the microphone alx)ve the 
conductor's head: imaging was clearly defined 
and the sound lacked nothing, except, per- 
haps. a hit of bottom-end grunt. This is hardly 
surprising in a microphone of this type, and 
does not detract from its general usefulness. 

This broad category of microphone covers 
models intended for the whole range of 
recording applications, and some of them are 
only really fit for use with portable cassette 
recorders. There's a definite trend here. hut it 

is not easy to son out the sheep from the 
goats. The MCE 82 inspires confidence in its 
ability to do its job professionally, and not just 
because it's got beyerdynamic written on it. 

This is a microphone that would always be 
handy to have around; it's clearly built to last, 
and can deliver a good solid sound fit for 
quality recording. Whether stuck inside a 
piano or waving around on the end of a 

boom. t! \ICE 82 will unquestionably do the 
bu.inl. 

INTERNATIONAL 
The extensive range of Micron radio microphone systems offers one of the 

widest choices of compatible products available. 

Specified for their audio quality and ruggedness in the field they are used every day all over 

the world, in television studios and theatres, for outside brpadcast and location sound. Micron 
systems have an excellent reliability record, with products in cortiruous service for over 20 

years - engineered by a company which specialises solely in ratio microphone equipment. 

MICRON 

1:L°]0'\\: 
FITZROY HOUSE ABBOT STREET LONDON E8 3LP JNITED KINGDOM 

TEL +44 (0)171 254 5475 FAX +44 (0)111 249 0347 
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Sill 
SO 
audio i 
reco 

T 
E AMSTERDAM AES Convention in 

May 1998 will be the setting for the first M 

SSAIRAs -the Studio Soun dAudioIndus- 
try Recognition Awards. Following our call 

for nominations there follows a list of prod- 

ucts that have been put torward in the various cate- 

gories at the time of going to press. 

While the voting process is now effectively open, 

products can stia be nominated and indeed will he 

should our readers choose to vote for products that 

are not currently listed.Theonlycondition is that the 

product has to have been released onto the market 

since last year's European AES Convention in Mu- 

nich. Nominations will he updated on the Studio 
Sound website www.prostudio.com /studiosound. 

While anyone can nominate a product for a cate- 

gory, only qualified readers of Studio Sound are el- 

igible to vote and this will be verified by the require- 

ment for readers to quote their unique reader 

identification number. 

Ways to vote 
Readers can vote for one product in each 

category in four ways. 

1. By filling in the form and posting it to: 

SSAIRAs, Shudio n dMa£ vine. 

THE UNIQUE READER IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER IS THE NINE -DIGIT NUMBER 
STARTING WITH A ZERO THAT IS LOCAT- 

ED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TOP ROW OF 

YOUR STUDIO SOUND ADDRESS LABEL. 
IN ALL INSTANCES THE INCLUSION OF 

THE UNIQUE READER IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER IS ESSENTIAL 

Miller Freeman Entertainment, 
8 Montague Close, London Bridge, 
London SEI 9UR, UK 
2. By faxing the form to +44 171 401 8036. 

3. By emailing their unique reader identification 
number, the category numbers and their votes to 

zschoepe@unmfcom 

4. By filling in the interactive voting form on the Stu- 

dio Sound website: 

www.prostudio.com/studiosound 
Readers will only be allowed to vote once. 
Readers may only vote for one product in 
each category. 

The object is not necessarily to identify the best 

equipment in each category but to identify those 

items that genuinely warrant recognition as being 

special in some way. 

It should be noted that in the case of outboard 

equipment, the categories describe a function rather 

than a product type. Thus a 'voice channel' may le- 

gitimately qualify under dynamics and -or EQ if you 

feel it excels in these areas. Readers are not obliged to 

vote in all categories and their attention is drawn to 

Special Category 13 which serves as a 'catch all' for 

any products not covered in the other 12. 

Any questions can be directed to Zenon Schoepe and 

Tim Goodyer at Studio Sound. 

Tel: +44 171 921 5010. 

Fax your vote to: 
+44 171 401 8036 

1 Large scale 

Calrec Q2 

D &R Octagon 

Lawo MC82 

Soundtracs DPC II 

SSL Avant 

Stage Tec Cinetra 
Studer D950S 

2 Medium to small 
scale console 
ATI Pro' 

Audio Developments AD149 

Allen & Heath GL3300 

Amek Soho 

Calrec C2 

Summit TMX -420 
Tascam TM -D8000 

3 Outboard dynamics 
Amek 9098 compressor- limiter 

Aphex 661 
BSS Opal DPR422 

BSS Opal DPR522 

dbx Blue 160s 
Drawmer MX30 
Drawmer MX40 

Empirical Labs Distressor 
Fairman TMC 

Focusrite Green 4 

Joemeek SC3 

SPL Machine Head 

Symetrix 562E 
Prism Maselec MLA -2 

4 Outboard preamp 
AMS Neve 1081 
Cadac mie pres 

CLM Dynamics DB400 

DACS Micamp 

Grace Model 201 
Martech MSS10 

Oram Octasonic 

5 Outboard equaliser 
AMS Neve 1081 
HSE EQ1 

IC Vac Rac TEQ 1 

VC5 Meequalizer 

selec MEA -2 

-1111111.1.145013 
6 Outboard Reverb 
tc electronic FireworX 

7 Combined outboard device 

Cedar CRX 

dbx 1086 
Junger Vamp 1 

Manley Vox Box 

Orban Optimod 9200 
SPL Spectralizer 
Symetrix 606 
Symetrix 628 
TL Audio 0 -2031 

8 Monitors 
DynaudioAcoustics C4 

FAR AV5 

Hafler TRM8 

Harbeth Monitor 30 
Harbeth Monitor 40 
JBL LSR32 

Meyer HM1S 

Miller & Kreisel THX monitors 
Quested F11 

9 Microphones 

AKG Spie 
Audix D4 

beyerdynamic MCD100 

beyerdymanic MCE 82 
BPM CR -10 
Brauner VM1 
Earthworks QTC1 

Elation KM -201 
Neumann TLM50 
Oktava MK319 
Pearl C -22 

Rode NT1 

Sondelux U195 
Sonodore RCM -402 
Trantec S4000 
10 Convertors 
Apogee AD -8000 
dCS 972DDC D-D 

Prism AD2 /DA2 
11 Audio editor 
Creamware TripleDat 16 

Digidesign Pro Tools 24 

Orban 

Otari D 

Otan PD-80 

SA &V Octavia 8/24 
Soundscape v2 

12 Audio recorder 

DAR OMRB 

Digigram PCXpocket 

Fostex 0160 
HHB CDR800 

Sonifex Courier 

Sony PCM -R700 

Tascam DA -98 

Tascam DA -302 

Tascam MMR -8 

Zaxcom Deva 

13 Special category 
Antares Auto-Tune 

Calistan Solutions Wave Safe 

Dolby Surround Tools 

Graham Patten Sound Pals 

Klein & Hummel TRA60 /NA 

Lab Gruppen DSP24 

Lexicon St 

Maycom N 

i 

SSAIRAs Voing starts now 
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SSAIRAS FAX VOTE 
1 

2 

Large scale console 

Medium to small scale 
console 

3 
Outboard dynamics 

4 
Outboard preamp 

5 
Outboard equaliser 

6 
Outboard Reverb 

7 
Combined outboard 
device 

8 
Monitors 

9 
Microphones 

Io 
11 

12 

Convertors 

Audio editor 

Audio recorder 

1 
Special category 

Your Unique Reader 
Registration Number 

SSAIRAS FAX: +44 171 401 8036 
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New York 

+112121 1151111 
Los Angeles 

4 I 21 S1463 4444 

Tokyo 

+RI S 14 -4 1144 

Rusper Road, Cape!, 
Surrey, RH5 5HG, UK 
Phone: +44 (0)1306 711202 
E -mail: info" ridgefarmstudio.com 
http: / /www.ridgefarmstudio.com 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1 RU, England 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

E -mail: sales @solid- state- logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com 

Paris 

- 1460 4666 
Milan 

+39 (2) 2622 4956 

Toronto 
+1 14161 431 9131 

Singapore 

+65 285 9300 
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FEW NAMES are as synonymous with 
the title 'producer' than that of Arif 

Mardin. His is inextricably linked with 
five decades of milestone recordings 
and artists, and with Atlantic Records. 

where he began work in 1963 as an assistant 
to Nesuhi Ertegun, brother of company 
founder Ahmet. and where he remains today 
as senior vice president. 

Since then, Mardin has accumulated over 
40 gold and platinum record sales awards and 
an extraordinary six Grammy Awards. and 
was nominated for what could be his seventh 
in this February's round. NARAS has also hon- 
oured him with membership in its Hall of 
Fame and as a NARAS Hero. The roster of 
artists he has worked with as a producer and 
arranger is encyclopedic in scope. including 
Barbra Streisand, Carly Simon. Bette Midler, 
Phil Collins. Roberta Flack, Average White 
Band, Hall & Oates. Aretha Franklin, Whitney 
Houston, the Bee Gees, Ringo Starr, Cher. 
Dr John and Smashing Pumpkins. 

Mardin's speech is precise and quick. as 
much a product of his UK higher education as 
his 35 years living in New York City. Born in 

Istanbul, Turkey, Mardin graduated from 
Istanbul University and then studied at the 
London School of Economics. Although he is 

a self -professed life -long jazz aficionado (his 
oeuvre includes records with the Modern Jazz 
Quartet, Sonny Stitt and Max Roach), it was 
not his intention to pursue a career in music, 
despite his intense love of it. But a chance 
meeting with Dizzy Gillespie, when the trum- 
peter was on a European tour in 1956 and 
passed through Turkey. proved to be a life's 
turning point. 

'It was the biggest event of my life to that 
point,' recalls Mardin. 'I had the chance to 
meet him and he wound up playing one of 
my pieces and giving me some pointers.' Two 
years later, in 1958. Mardin became the first - 
ever recipient of the Quincy Jones Scholarship 
at the Berklee College of Music in Boston. 
After graduation, he stayed on to teach for a 

year. (He was ultimately made a trustee of the 
school and awarded an honorary doctorate.) 

He then travelled to New York in 1963 to 
work as an assistant to Nesuhi Ertegun, and 
soon became a staff producer and arranger for 
Atlantic Records, as well as manager of the 
large recording studio that Atlantic maintained 
on upper Broadway in Manhattan. 1 was still 
leaning towards jazz at that time,' he recalls. 
'hut within a few years, Atlantic had signed 
The Young Rascals, and they wanted a team 
to produce them: me and lengineerl Tom 
Dowd.' Dowd was then chief engineer at 
Atlantic, and would go on to an impressive 
career of his own as a producer. centred 
mainly out of Criteria Recording Studios in 
Miami. But from this pairing of a jazz -starred 
young junior executive, a budding technical 
genius, and the record label that. perhaps, 
had done more to foster American R &B as a 

viable, profitable mainstream idiom. came 
'Good Lovin', the band's second single. which 
was released later that year. It went to N0.1 in 

the charts, becoming one of the biggest 
records of the decade. It also set the course 
for Mardin's career as a producer. 

'l was bitten by the hug after that record,' 
he says. They didn't call us producers then: 
the term, I recall. was "supervisors ". 

Studio Sound March 1998 

From a chance meeting with jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie 
to laying the ground rules for electronic dance, Arif Mardin 
has helped define the role of record producer. 
Dan Daley greets a genuine great 
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at a blow! BEHRINGER audio processors help you to concentrate on what really counts. Our audi 
engineers included the ideas and suggestions of many customers developing three new all -digita 
devices, that will turn heads. Solving digital transfer or conversion problems? Eliminate feedback or 
acoustic problems? Do you want completely authentic virtual acoustic revert)? As you have come to 

expect from BEHRINGER, we have solutions in distinguished audio quality by means of 
20 bit AD /DA converters and 24 bit internal signal processing. Our new DSP models can 
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But that's what we were doing -pro- 
ducing. 1 learned a lot from Tom 'Dowd'. 
Mainly. I think. I learned how to mix from 
him. I would always ask him. "What do think 
about this sound or thatr. Then I started mix- 
ing a little more myself and I was enjoying it 

tremendously by the time I was working with 
the Average White Band and doing Aretha's 
'Young. Gifted and Black' record. Mixing was 

a lot of fun at that time, though much of the 
sound was determined during the recording 
prcxess with microphone placement. and so 

on. There was less you could do to change 
things in the mix other than relationships 
between parts and EQ. Things like that. It was 

truly an art. But now, I rely more on younger 
engineers for mixing. Techniques and tech- 
nology have changed. But the essence of mix- 
ing is still the same -more vocal, more bass. 

Its all in the relationships: 
Mardin claims that he consciously never 

tried to develop a signature sound, the way 
producers like Phil Spector had as the concept 
of the producer evolved through the 1960s. 

But he was hardly passive in the studio. 
'I try to have certain desires when I start a 

record,' he explains. 'What I'm always trying 
to do is to have the elements in a record in 
the background that can create depth to the 
sound. I put the sound together in layers. and 
they can be made up of instruments or things 
like revert).' Mardin cited Bette Midler's 1991 

hit single From a Distance'. That record has 

so many layers: he says. There are string or 
synth pads in the background. There's a small 
percussion instrument that has revert) and 
repeats on it that is mixed in very softly but 
which gives the illusion of depth to the 
panorama. of three- dimensionality to the 
record. Most of my pop records have ele- 
ments like that in them. Its not a sound, but 
a technique. But you still want to produce for 
the song and the artist -if its a rhythm- driven. 
dry-sounding thing. then that's what it is.' 

When Arif Mardin came to Atlantic Records 

in 1963, the labels studio, at 18.11 Broadway. 
was still reserved for in- house projects. It would 
not become open to the public for another 
year. It had a large. open recording space and 
only one iso booth, and sessions tended to be 

done ensemble and mired on the fly. 
It was big enough to have 20 -piece to 

30 -piece string sections in there.' he remem- 
bers. ;Jerry Wexler. and Ahmet. and Tom 
Dowd would record there. and even when 
there was an 8 -track recorder available, they 
would still often use that just for a safety and 
record right to a 2 -track or to mono. You only 
went to the multitrack if there was some dis- 
aster. But usually you got what you wanted 
on the very first take.' 

The 8 -track was an Ampex. as were the 
mixdown recorders. which had interchange- 
able mono, 2- track. 3 -track and -i -track head - 
stacks. Despite being essentially a private 
facility, the studio saw almost the entire range 
of American music, thanks to Atlantic's 
emphasis on R&B and the creative mission of 
Wexler and Ertegun to move those artists in a 

pop direction, and because Atlantic still had a 

strong jazz division. The studio hosted records 
for MJQ and King Curtis, as well as early 
efforts by Aretha Franklin. for whom Wexler 
would bring in musicians from Muscle Shoals. 
Alabama. and mix them with the cream of the 

The Queen of Soul: Aretha Franklin 

crop of New york studio players like guitarist 
Cornell Dupree. later on in the sixties. it was 

also the site of sessions for Creams Disraeli 
Gears and some of the Bee Gees earlier 
records. It was watching \ \'exler. Ertegun and 
Dowd work that \Lahti says he learned what 

it means io produce a mixlern record. 
They were not afraid to bring up the kick 

and the bass on a record.' he says. 'I liked that: 
when Marlin and Dowd were teamed 

for 

the Young Rascals (the 'young' was dropped 
two gars later in I96'. along with the stage 

costumes the group used). he found he could 
not have asked for a better first project. To 
work with the Rascals in the studio was really 
funny. like working with the Marx Brothers: 
Madill laugh.. There were lways jokes and 
they'd be planing basketball in the sane hall - 
ways we used to sing the harmonies in. IKey- 
boardistl Felix Cavaliere planed the bass to 
"Gtxxl l.ovin" on the pedals of the Hammond 
organ and on stage. a:though sometimes we 
used a bass player. often Chuck Rainey. who 
played on "Grcx)yin ". The great thing about 
the Rascals was. they could duplicate the 
sanie excitement in the studio as ori stage so 

we wanted to record them the same way as 

they played live, and that meant using 
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« «< the foot pedals 
for bass a lot. I had 
seen them play live in 
a small club before the 
sessions and they were 
great. The Leslie was 

recorded with two 
microphones. one on 
top and one on the 
bottom. Which ones. I 

don't recall. I'm not 
what you'd call a 

microphone person. I 

know that this one 
works great on Aretha's voice. or that's a great 
one for somebody else. I don't get bogged 
down in those kinds of technicalities when I 

do a record. I know what can be done in a 

studio. I know what a gate is and how it 

works but don't ask me about brands.' 

Phil Collins ' 'solo' career 

MARDIN did travel outside the 
confines of Atlantic as his 
career progressed. (His con- 
tract with the company speci- 
fies that he can produce for 

other labels.) He worked at the legendary 
American Studios in Memphis on the classic 
Danny O'Keefe track 'Goodtime Charlie's Got 
The Blues'. .1 believe that was a 4-track ses- 

sion.' he says. 'Sessions used to go very 
quickly in Memphis. I think we got the Dusty 
Springfield I19641 record done there in a 

week. We would often get three songs done 
in one day. When I worked with a real poet 
like O'Keefe, or Steve Goodman or John 
Prine, I always looked at the lyric as a mini - 
film. It's going to he a 3- minute recording. so 

I choose certain sounds and hooks to sur- 
round the lyric with.' 

And. he adds, the way the recording 
process at the time worked facilitated that. 
When we were working at American or Mus- 
cle Shoals and we heard how long it was tak- 
ing to do a Fleetwood Mac album, we were 
amazed. When we were working. the drums 
would he set up a certain way with the micro- 
phones already around them in place. The 
guitar is there already on certain settings. 
There were grease -pencil marks on the con- 
sole for settings. You weren't so much plug- 
ging into equipment as you were plugging 
into those musicians. You weren't taking a day 
to get sounds. 

.Ve were doing the overdubs on -i -track as 

we went. combining instruments. You'd want 
to combine instruments that were playing in 
different frequency ranges, like a guitar and 
bass on the same bounced track. Or drums 
and piano on the same bounce. That way, you 
could use EQ to bring the guitar out more at 

around 2kHz and not affect the bass level or 
sound. You made those decisions as you went 
along, and it became part of the production 
process. I was doing albums on 8 -track with 
Tom Dowd and on one song we had one 
track left open and I had to write a big jazz 
orchestration with French horn lines and a 

solo. But only one track open. Yet. Tom 
recorded everything in such a way that all 
these elements were perfectly balanced. 
That's the way it was at Motown Studios. too. 
The engineer there knew exactly what the 
balance would be. knew the room and the 
instruments and amps because they were the 
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drew on Mardin's expertise 

same ones at every session. When we went to 
studios in the 1960s, we were plugging into 
expertise, not technology.' 

Mardin is hardly a Luddite. though. He 
stresses he does not long for 'the good old 
days'. Rather. he says. his approach to the 
song and to layering sounds works well 
whether it's on four tracks and demands 

bouncing decisions every pass or in the more 
complicated environments he works in now. 
'We make very good-sounding records today, 
but it's craziness to always link up three 
48 -track digital machines.' he exclaims. 
'Regardless of how many tracks there are, I'm 
still making my choices as I go. I know that if 
there's going to be a certain reverb on the 
final picture of a sound, I will tell my engineer 
to record that reverb to tape and not wait to 
put it on in the mix. The more choices you 
leave till the end, the more time it takes and 
the more potential you have to drift away 
from the original vision of the picture.' 

Mardin has an affinity for the ways in which 
musicians work. and for any economies of 
effort they invent that allows him and them to 
get the aesthetic point faster. For instance, he 

recalls seeing musicians in Memphis using 
numbers on charts instead of chords-1. 4 and 
5 instead of C, F and G- allowing them to 
change keys instantly to accommodate > »» 
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« «< the singer. 
(The system origi- 
nated in Nashville 
in the 19í11s. and is 

unofficially known 
as the Nashville 
number system.) 
.But I aim) used Io 
watch John Roble. a 

real pioneer of Rap 
music. cut up the 

_ -inch tape and 
throw it around and do crazy edits. \lardin 
says. 'I like that kind of thing. as well. and 
now you can do it on digital editing systems. 

\lardin was also one of the earl propo- 
nents of synthesiser technology on pop 
records. which was used heavily on the Bee 
Gees' .Ilaiu (.?ime record in 19 -í. the record- 
ing that marked a transition tiff the hand from 
the introspective. at tines thematically pon- 
demus pop of 'Trafalgar' and 'Odessa . to the 
disco kings who fused R&B with pop. RSO 

Records president and Bee Gees Svengali at 

the time Robert Stigwoxxl recruited \lardin to 
work with the Bee Gees tor that record. which 
was done at Criteria in Miami. It resulted in 

'Jive Talkin', which went to number one that 
year. and gave the hand 
its first platinum album. 
\lardin is credited with 
precipitating the Fa- 

mous Bee Gees funky 
falsetto that became a 

trademark of the hand 
and of the entire Salur- 
(lal' .Night bet 'et' era. 

I told Barry to take 
the line up an octave 
and he went into 
falsetto :Ind that was 
it: \lardin remembers. 
That was it. It sounded 
so good that we kept 
on using that approach, 
'Jive T :tlkin" also has a 

- I measure in it that I came up with in the 
turnarounds. The drums stayed on with I i, 
but the synth pan is planed in - I. Listen to it 

and youll find it. That's one of the layers of 
that record.' 

\lardin insists that .lama Comae \vas not 
envisaged as a dance record. However, atten- 
tion was paid to tempo. with the drummer 
playing to the flashing visual pulse of an 
electronic metronome. 'The tempo w cos com- 
ing out :u alxxt ILObpni.. hr says, 'even 
though we didn't know it at the time. It vv as an 
instinct. Apart from seeing Gloria Gaynor. 
I didn't go into clubs much. Then Ahnet and 
Ruler Stigwoud came into the studio toy listen 
they hots said this is a great dance record, 

So was 'Nights On Broadway'. the other hit 

single oft that album. on which \lardin was 
asked to remove a musical interlude from 
between verses. He cut the 3 -inch tape. 

'Back before computerised mixing. if you 
rut the master tape and it the section 
demanded an incredible change in feel. like 
this did. you had to mask the splice some 
w'a). So vye had to make a safety ropy and 
test the edit. then add sonic new sounds to 
coyer the edit. I remember a jazz session I did 
at Columbia Studios once where I went out 
into the stair well ;Ind played a cymbal to 

Mardin created the definitive 'Jive Taikin" for the Bee Gees 

coyer up the splice.' 
: \retha Franklin is a long -time \Lardin diva: 

he produced Lire . tr The l'illrnnre and AMU:- 
big (;rave in the early seventies when Frank- 
lin was on atlantic. and he joined her again in 

1980 kit- her first two efforts on Arista 
Records.: relba. and Lore :l /l doe Hurl Army. 
\lardin liked the gospel record approach that 
Franklin herself had used so many times 
before. and \lardin made sure that each 

Hall & Oates' Daryl 

Hall -Mardin on 

pop funk 
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record had an old soul standare as a sort of 
spiritual guide for Franklin. such as the 
remake of 'Hold On. Fin Conlin' from 1981's 
Lore all 711e Hurl Away. v'hich went to num- 
ber six on the charts. 

'Those sessions at Criteria were incredible,' 
\lardin waxes. 'Amy number of people walked 
in and played on those sessions -Donny 
Hathaway. Dr John, the Memphis limns. The 
record was made mostly everyone playing 
ensemble, with m:nlx a tambourine or sons 
other horns later. Aretha sang a guide track as 
we recorded on a I6 -track machine. \\ usu- 
ally recorded a final vocal later. out it Wright as 
'ell have been the guide vocal. That's how 
goxxl it was when she sang in the saune room 
with even one. And anyway. there was only 
one weal h(x)th. Tom IDowdl sun cl olioose 
microphones for her. depending upon the 
type of song: he picked an old Neumann for 
ballads and sonie kind of dynamic ¡tie for 
when she sang big. What Aretha would » »> 
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do is, she would sing and play the 
piano on the sessions. And sometimes that 
would actually turn out to be the final vocal. 
So we always made sure we isolated the piano 
well. But she had to play on the sessions. 

Everything on the record stemmed from her 
playing. The bass player would take his cues 
from her left hand and the guitar player 
would play the same inversions she was mak- 
ing with her right hand.' 

The Scottish constitution of The Average 
White Band was an unlikely foundation for 
serious funk, but when they were signed to 
Atlantic in 1974 by Jerry Wexler after an 
unspectacular debut on MCA Records the year 
before, Mardin was asked to produce three 
new tracks with the hand; the rest of the 
record would be rereleases of the MCA mate- 
rial, which AWB-as they started calling them- 
selves around this time -had retained reuse 
rights for and which virtually no one had 
bought anyway. However, Mardin and the 
hand got along well personally -1 had been 
to school in England so we talked about soc- 
cer constantly,' he says-and musically: the 
title track 'Pick Up the Pieces' went to No 1. 

When Wexler heard what Mardin had done 
after a listening session at Criteria, he asked 
Mardin to rerecord all the other songs, as 

well. and produce the entire album. 

MARDIN MAY BE the Julio Iglesias 
of the control room: his theme 
could be For All The Girls I've 
Ever Produced'. He calls 1997 his 
Year of the Diva after produc- 

tions with Barbra Streisand, Bette Midler. 
Carly Simon, Patti LaBelle, Brandy and Whit- 
ney Houston. However, there is nothing 
Lotharian about this scenario. Instead, Mardin 
uses it to underscore both the fact that artists 
such as these are often long -time associates 
and tend to become part of his family. and the 
fact that, yes. there is a difference between 
men and women. 'Everyone said that 
Streisand is difficult to work with.' he says. 

'But I have to respect anyone I work with 
before I work with them. And I admire Bar- 
bra's genius and because of that. I would 
defer to her in the studio. The worst thing a 

male producer can do is to have macho aspi- 
rations when he's in the studio with a female 
artist. A lot of people do just that.' 

Mardin still gets to do recordings with large 
orchestras playing ensemble -he produced 
the show cast albums for Broadway hits Rent 
and Smoke)' Joe's Café. But even those were 
not done in the usual two takes with singers 
and orchestra playing together. Instead. Mar- 
din recorded the orchestra and then multi - 
tracked the singers. 'Smoke'' Joe's Café was 
done more like a record than a cast album.' 
he says. ' Leiber and Stoller wanted it that way 
because they wanted to have more of a 

choice on the vocal tracks at the end. As a 

result of how that record turned out lit earned 
him his sixth Grammy Award' the people from 
Rent approached me to do their cast album.' 

That earned him a platinum record and 
another Grammy nomination. 

Mardin likes big studios -he expresses a 

preference for Right Track Recording and The 
Hit Factory in New York. and Conway 
Recorders and Ocean Way Studios in Los Ange- 
les. But while he says he chooses a studio 
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Mardin's currency is currently maintained 
through acts such as Smashing Pumpkins 

based partly on iN vibe ('I love the trees in the 
gardens at Conway: that studio is like home to 
me') he puts more emphasis on maintenance. 
He may not know the brand names but he 
knows when it works and when it doesn't. 

'I don't want anything to stop in the middle 
of a session: he says. 'And I leave the board 
to the engineer: I don't care if it's a Neve or 

an SSL or a Focusrite. It's the engineers' 
choice.' although he specifically expressed an 

appreciation of the Neve Capricorn he 
worked on with engineer Frank Filipetti at 

Right Track on Streisand's recent recording. 
The EdNet system, though, was more appre- 
ciated by Ms Streisand. 'She didn't have to fly 
to New York.' he quips. 'We got the mixes 
recalled in minutes instead of hours and we 
mixed five songs in seven days.' 

He is not picky about formats: he likes the 
sound of Dolby SR hut he has no problems 
with 4+8 -track digital. He is a hit fastidious 
about choosing engineers. though. He has 

worked with Michael O'Reilly for the past two 
decades, and likes to work with Jack Joseph 
Puig and Jeremy Smith in LA. and Filipetti in 
New York. 'An engineer not only has to be 
good technically. but he also has to be able to 
be your friend and to have a sense of humour,' 
he observes, 'because you're going to spend a 

lot of hours in the studio with each other.' 
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Given what we were looking for, along 

with dependability and signal quality, 

there was really only one choice for 

Westwind - the Euphonix CS3000." 

Todd Langner of Westwind Media 

Brooklyn South, Total Securities, Bella Mafia, 

Under Wraps, Magnificent Seven 

It's the obvious choice for any new 

console because it is better than 

anything else around." 

Mark Isham, Film Composer 
Night Falls on Manhattan, Michael Hayes, 

Gingerbread Man 

The Euphonix sounds incredible and it 
has all the technology of tomorrow's 

console - it can do so many things that 

no other console can." 

Chuck Howard of Curb Studios 
Hal Ketchum, Wynorma, Eddie Arnold, 
Blake & Brian 

4T 
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www.euphonix.com 

World Headquarteis Tel: (650) 855 0400 

Nashville (Central US) Tel: (615)327 2933 

Los Angeles (West US) Tel: (818) 766 1666 

London (Europe) Tel: (171) 602 4575 

New York (East US) Tel: (212) 302 0696 

Tokyo (Japan) Tel: (03) 3288 4423 
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Some years have 
passed since the first 
firm promises were 
made on behalf of DAB. 

In the absence of a 

revolution, Kevin Hilton 
offers a re- evaluation of 
the state of digital radio 

RADIO IS NOW some 2'/_ years 
into its third age. or at least it 

should be. In September 1995 Liz 

Forgan. at the time managing 
director of BBC Network Radio. 

said that the medium was entering this new 
phase in its life due to the start of Digital 
Audio Broadcasting (DAB). a technology that 
would do for the wireless of the future what 
AM and FM had done in the past. That 
autumn press launch was intended as one of 
optimism. with the BBC. and other broadcast- 
ers in Sweden and Denmark. becoming pio- 
neers of an exciting technology. 

Even at the time, the optimism was imme- 
diately tempered by reality. something the 
BBC had to deal with in those early days. 
Focusing on the BBC experience is not just 
another case of I K- centricism; the Corpora- 
tion had chosen to push ahead with DAB 
without waiting for the relevant receivers to 
hit the domestic market. There had always 
been a feeling that the technology would be 
a chicken and egg one -receiver manufac- 
turers would not produce the new equip- 
ment until services were in place. while 
broadcasters would not start transmissions if 
there was no way for listeners to pick then 
up-and that one of the two main groups 
involved would have to he brave and take 
the lead. 

In 1995. the BBC dropped the word 
'launch' in favour of the phrase 'switch -on'. 
making a clear delineation between the start 
of a full service and a pilot scheme (although 
the European Broadcasting Union considers 
these early transmissions as operational or 
pre -operational arrangements). The build -up 
to this semantic confusion started in 1987. 
when European broadcasters. including the 
BBC. and manufacturers began collaborating 
on the Eureka 147 project, with the aim of 
creating a radio system for the 21st century. 
As with digital television. digitisation allows 
multiple radio channels to be carried as a 

group. or multiplex, on a single frequency. 
The greater capacity would not only enable 
existing stations to be carried as a bouquet 
but had scope for additional services. not just 
new. specifically digital stations, but also so- 
called side facilities. 

These would involve specialised services. 
for example a dedicated parliamentary chan- 
nel and additional sports coverage. and the 
potential for associated text, data. still pictures 
and even near -audio -on- demand. Eureka 
14 -'s intention was to offer all this with near - 
CD audio quality, plus the advantages of eas- 
ier tuning and distortion -free reception. 
Another advantage was the potential to » »> 
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« «< free up the existing, crowded ana- 
logue frequency hands -in particular the jam - 
packed FM spectrum; although it was 
accepted that these frequencies would 
co- exist, or simulcast. with DAB for at least 

the next 10 years. 
As research work progressed, occasional 

demonstrations were presented to the indus- 
try and press. These usually involved being 
driven around a city in a specially equipped 
bus, as. initially, the in -car market was iden- 
tified as the one that would substantially 
benefit. To anyone who has endured poor, 
wavering reception during a long -haul drive. 
with the added annoyance of having to 
re -tune to get the best signal, this would 
appear to he something to make for an 
easier life. 

Eureka 147 was subsequently adopted as a 

world -wide standard, something that caused 
amusement at the BBC press conference in 
1995 as journalists could not understand how 
a format could only be a worldwide standard, 
rather than the worldwide standard. The con- 
fusion was caused because. at the time. the 
US was not prepared to follow Europe and 
was seriously considering the rival IBOC- 
IBAC (in -band, on- channel in -hand, adjacent 
channel) systems. 

It was Europe's commitment to Eureka 147 

that inspired the BBC to move things on and 
become one of the first broadcasters to create 
a DAB network. Go -ahead for this was given 
in mid -1994. with a pilot scheme launched on 
27th September 1995. Coverage was limited to 
20% of the UK population, with plans to reach 

60% by March 1998. This service is still run- 
ning. with Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4 carried in full 
stereo and Radio 5 Live in mono. Additional 
services have included BBC Parliament and 
BBC 5 Live Sports Plus. 

THE COMMERCIAL radio sector, not 
surprisingly, has not wanted to be left 
behind. The Radio Authority. which 
licences and regulates independent 
radio in the UK. has kept up with 

developments and on 25th November 1997 

published both its plans for licensing digital 
services and a timetable of when everything is 

likely to happen. The RA will advertise the 
licence for a single national commercial mul- 
tiplex sometime around March 1998, guaran- 
teeing space for the three current independent 
countrywide stations. Classic FM. Virgin Radio 
and Talk Radio, if they show that this is what 
they want. The Authority says that another 
five or six services could be sustained on this 
carrier. Local multiplex licences will be adver- 
tised once the mix of programming on the 
national multiplex has been determined. Pre- 

sent estimates put this at Autumn 1998. 

Like the BBC. the RA is running a pilot 
scheme in the London area. with technology 
provided by NU. the company that supplies 
the transmission infrastructure for both in- 
dependent television and the majority of com- 
mercial radio. This service started in March 
1996 and currently offers the three national 
stations plus Melody. Sunrise, Kiss, WRN and 
Capital. There is also a service running in 
Birmingham. featuring nine of the most pop- 
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ular commercial stations in the West Midlands. 
Independent Digital Radio services are also 
due to go on air in other parts of the country 
as the build -up to licences continues. 

It is this activity that leads Frank 
Kozamernik of the EBI' technical department 
to say. 'Almost all countries in Europe have 
operational or pre -operational services. The 
BBC has had regular services since 1995. 

as has Swedish Radio. There is a pilot 
scheme in Germany but it is only being 
called that for political reasons: in reality it is 

a full service'. 
According to the EBU. the only European 

countries currently without some form of 
DAB are Spain and Portugal but even here 
national platforms have been established. 
comprising broadcasters, retailers am! manu- 
facturers. From this description. the conclu- 
sion should be that digital audio broadcasting 
is firmly established throughout almost the 
whole of Europe. Eureka 147 has also been 
adopted in Australia. Canada and. most 
recently, India. 

With Canadian broadcasters enthusiasti- 
cally adopting the European standard. North 
America was split as the US was torn 
between those in favour of the own hand 
Eureka 14' format and those who extolled 
the virtues of IBOC instead. In August 1995. 

the results of EIA radio subcommittee labora- 
tory tests were published, coming out in 
favour of Eureka and concluding that none of 
the IBOC -IBAC systems proposed to replace 
the existing FNI and AM bands was viable. 
The report said. 'All six in -hand proposals 
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showed major deficiencies in some or most of 
the crucial performance and compatibility 
tests. Multipath is the basic problem for all 
1130C-IBAC systems'. 

Canadian proponents of Eureka had earlier 
added to the misers' of IBOC -IBAC supporters 
with a survey at the Toronto International 
AutoShow in May 1995 when visitors were 
said to have overwhelmingly preferred the 
sound of Eureka -based systems to their in- 
hand rivals. One of the main consortiums 
backing IBOC, USA Digital Radio (with con- 
nections to CBS) continued to push ahead. 
but in May 1996 it withdrew its system from 
on -going tests. AT &T- Lucent Technologies 
and Amati Communications Corporation fol- 
lowed suit in September that year (ironically 
when Eureka was getting its big lift -off in 
Europe), saying that no acceptable testing 
facility was available. 

This left three technologies undergoing 
field tests in the US: AT&T and Lucent Tech- 
nologies with an IBAC contender: Eureka 147 
on the L -Band: and the Voice of America-JPL 
satellite system at S -Band. Meanwhile, North 
America's first DAB transmission was being 
put in place in Canada as, in November 1997. 
Itelco won a contract in excess of $1m to sup- 
ply transmitters. In that same month, at the 
Canadian Association of Broadcasters Con- 
vention in Toronto. Master FM Limited, the 
consortium of li Toronto Broadcasters and 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
(CRC). announced that it had applied for a 

license to operate four DAB transmitters, 
offering 20 services from the CN tower. 

flTo 
SERIES 

It is this kind of activity that convinced 
broadcasters that the technological ground- 
work had been laid and that it was time to 
move ahead and finally take DAB to the Lis- 

teners. Key to this, in the UK at least, is 
another semantic change. calling the system 

Manufacturer 
Alpine 

Bang & Olufsen 

Becker 

Bosch Blaupunkt 
Clarion 

Delco 

Grundig 

Fujitsu Ten 

JVC 

Kenwood 

Panasonic (Technics) 
Philips 

Pioneer 

Sharp 

Sony 

TechnoTrend 

Type of receiver 
Car 

Home mini system 

Car 

Car (two models) 

Car 

Car 

Car /Hi -fi tuner 
Car 

Car 

Car /Hi -fi tuner 
Car /Hi -fi tuner /PC ca-d 
Car 

Car 

Home midi system 
Car /Hi -fi tuner 
PC card 

Digital Radio as opposed to DAB. Those 
involved in promoting the system say that the 
main reason for this is to separate the tech- 
nology from what it can do for the audience. 
Stephen Mulholland. editor, BBC Digital 
Radio. says: 'By calling the format Digital 

Radio, we think that people will be able to get 
a better handle on what it can do for them. 
Anyway, digital is no longer a scary thing in 
the public psyche'. 

Despite this, Digital Radio appears to be in 
the same chicken and egg situation as it w: , 
in 1995. Then, as now, this is largely due to 
the lack of domestic receivers. The promise 
was that the breakthrough would come at the 
IFA consumer electronics fair in Berlin in 
August 1997. While 17 manufacturers showed 
product in four distinct areas (in -car, hi -fi 
tuners, mini systems and PC cards), that 
promise has yet to be transferred to where it 

matters, the high street. 
It is a Catch 22 situation that is acknowl- 

edged by all those involved with Digital 
Radio, including the EBU. 'The only problem,' 
says Frank Kozamernik, is that there are not 
any receivers on the market. We had a pledge 
from the manufacturers at IFA that receivers 
would be launched but they only showed 
prototypes. However, the bright side is that 
there are some 20 different manufacturers 
developing DAB receivers and this year 
should certainly see a lot of units, mainly in- 
car models but also portables.' 

In the UK, trade groups variously repre- 
senting high -end dealers. retailers and manu- 
factures say that their members are aware of 
Digital Radio but that there is still an element 
of wait and see. One comments that product 
is not available to the public in a serious way, 
with some companies still at the semi- proto- 
type stage. Stephen Mulholland at the BBC 
says that the first phase of Digital 
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miss with the Opal Series 

Like noise, distortion, lack of headroom, 
limited facilities, and no pedigree..... 

Iis obvious that the better you protect your sound, 
the better your mix will be. When you buy an Opal 
Series processor by BSS Audio you're getting not 

only the best in audio quality, but a heritage and 
proven track record that has benefitted artists, sound 
companies, studios, broadcasters, theatres and clubs 
the world over. 

From this pedigree, BSS engineers have brought you 
a range of products designed to solve your sound 
problems without adding either impurities or 
complexity in operation. And by exploiting the latest 
advances in component technology and 
manufacturing techniques, we can now bring you this 
thoroughbred processing power for less than you'd 
think. Don't miss out on an Opal - call your BSS 
Dealer or Distributor for more information. 
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« «< Radio. the launch of the technology, 
has been successfully completed. Now the 
emphasis is on 'selling it to the public', which 
will initially concentrate on the general aware- 
ness of digital and then split between the 
technologies for television and radio. 'We've 
put together a retail database as well.' com- 
ments Mulholland, 'so that when product 
arrives, the retailers are knowledgeable.' 

Mulholland says research shows that public 
awareness of Digital Radio is 40%, while that 
of the retail sector is 95 %. He describes Digi- 
tal Radio as 'redefining radio, making it a 

more compelling proposition for the multi- 
channel future'. but warns that people 'tamper 
with the ancient art of making radio pro- 
grammes at their peril'. 

While agreeing that. for many. the basic 
way of listening to the wireless will not 
change, Mulholland observes, Its a question 
of scalahility. In the future, there will be small 
screens on in -car sets. while the Sharp midi - 
system [due for launch towards the end of 
19981 will have a screen and deliver text. 
audio and still images that change once every 
10 seconds. However, there is no way that we 
are trying to create a cheap form of televi- 
sion. The pinnacle of this overall develop- 
ment will he a Digital Radio card in a PC or 
personal organiser, giving the full multi- 
media effect.' 

The services are here now and are being 
developed for the future. The crucial factor 
for Digital Radio is the receiver. In -car units 
were due to appear during the spring of this 
year. the time when the next phase of Digi- 
tal Radio was due to begin. but there is 
no doubt that they will be expensive. While 
observers feel that the in -car market is impor- 
tant, the real benefit of this technology will 
be felt not in the high or medium end of hi- 
fi. where those with good FM tuners and per- 
manent aerials may react like a vinyl buff 
confronted with a CD. but in the home 
portable market. 

At present, the focus for Digital Radio trans- 
mission has been squarely in the terrestrial 
domain, with much discussion as to what will 
be the permanent home for multiplexes. At 
present most countries have chosen the 
L -hand for Digital Radio: although there is an 
on -going discussion as to whether the FM 

spectrum should be used for the purpose 
once simulcasting is no longer necessary. 
However. it is thought that simulcasting 
would be required for at least the next ten 
years and even after that the FM hand may be 
used for new community stations. 

IN EUROPE, satellite Digital Radio is seen 
as something of the future. taking a 
hack -seat to terrestrial. Elsewhere there 
are moves to create such services on 
satellite before the end of the millen- 

nium. Plans have been proposed by US- 
based WorldSpace to broadcast by satellite to 
Africa. the Middle East. southern Asia and 
central and south America. The company says 
that, ironically. people in developing coun- 
tries may receive digital radio before those in 
the developed world. 

The AfriStar satellite, due to he launched 
on Ariane 4 this year, will carry Digital Radio 
services, while AsiaStar will follow in Decem- 
ber, with CaribStar in June 1999. Chip manu- 

facturers and consumer electronics companies 
in the US have shown interest in producing 
relevant equipment for this project. while 
WorldSpace is working in collaboration with 
the Fraunhofer Institute of Germany. 

In the US itself. the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission (which ignored telephone 
requests for further information on the cur- 
rent situation there) held an auction in April 
of last year for what it calls satellite digital 
audio radio services (DARS). The sale raised 
5173.2m for two licences, which were 
awarded to Satellite CD Radio and American 
Mobile Radio Corporation. 

Looking hack on the history of Digital 
Radio. it can be said to have had a long 
gestation period. particularly if compared 
with other technologies. like NICAM stereo 
for television, that have become established 
more quickly and readily. It is true that 
NICAM did not require the building of a new 
transmission network but in terms of domes- 

tic receivers. the manufacturers appeared to 
enthusiastically enter the new market of 
stereo T\' sets. The sluggishness of those 
involved with radio receivers appears to he 
slowing up the development of Digital 
Radio. while consumers are annoyed at the 
prospect of splashing out on new equipment 
and fearful that another change could occur 
in the future. 

While, unlike the whole vinvl-CD-MD-DVD 
scenario. this seems unlikely. a potentially 
exciting technology is being held up. True 
there is no startlingly discernible improve- 
ment in audio quality but the advantages 
come in easier tuning. better reception and 
the possibilities of associated text and image 
services. The broadcasters and infrastructure 
providers say they are ready: once the Schro- 
dinger's Cat -like problem of actually being 
able to observe the phenomenon is con- 
quered. then judgement can truly be given on 
Digital Radio. 
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DIGITAL POT 
Need to combine multiple 
AES /EBU sources? The 
Graham - Patten DMIX -41 may 
be just what you're looking for. It 
combines up to four AES inputs, 
transparently and cost effectively 
into a single AES output. Inputs 
may be enabled or disabled 
remotely, using simple contact 
closures. Optional sample rate 
converters allow you to combine 
sources with different sample 
rates. Housed in a compact, 
rugged aluminum 
enclosure, it's ideal 
for studio or 
field use. 

The DMIX -41 is part of the 
SoundPals- family, an expanding 
set of tools for the digital audio 
trade. To learn more, call us 
today or visit our web site. 
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e story of the 

Tne Blues Brothers are back, with a soundtrack recorded in a way 
that pays a homage to the original records. Dan Daly reports 

117E \CE is its own reward. That's 
eminently provable if you can sit 
through the first 20 minutes of Blues 
Brothers 2000, the 20- year -late sequel 
to the original Blue Brothers film, 

that starred Jim Belushi and Dan Ackroyd as 

Jake and Elwood Blues, a felonious pair of 
fraternal ne'er -do -wells who play the blues 
and destroy entire fleets of automobiles while 
eluding the authorities throughout the Mid- 
west. Those first 20 minutes look as though 
surviving Blues Brother Ackroyd (Elwood) 

70 

and diretor John Landis (Animal /louse and 
other .National lampoon adolescent testos- 
terone classics) were using the original film 
and a few weary sight gags as a substitute for 
a new plot. But once Aretha Franklin. playing 
Matt 'Guitar' Murphy's long- suffering wife, 
kicks into a rendition of 'R.E.S.P.E.C.T in a 

Mercedes dealership. you know something's 
up. By the end of the film. it has morphed 
from a tepid follow -up into a 70mm music 
video and then into a boisterous Cab Cal- 

loway -esque musical comedy. complete with 

an all -star, 32 -piece battle -of- the -bands finale. 

And if you're exceptionally patient and can sit 

through the credit crawl at the end, you get to 
see a caped James Brown do full -blown ver- 

sion of 'Baby, Please Don't Go'. 
What you don't see is a recording odyssey in 

which the standard methodology of film audio 
is turned on its head, in which the picture was 
shot and cut to music instead of the other way 
round. And one that had almost as many ad- 

ventures as Elwood and Mighty Mack (suc- 

cessor to the deceased Jake, played by John 
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Goodman) themselves getting to the finish line. 
The whole thing was on- again, off- again,' 

recalls Harvey Goldberg. the music recording 
engineer for Blues Brothers 2000. The picture 
seemed to be in doubt for a while and then 
they called with a go -ahead at the last minute 
to start recording the music. The upshot of 
that was, we would up recording 22 songs in 
about eight days.' 

That kind of deadline was routine for the 
original records that comprise the film's 
score - classic R &B and blues tracks from the 
1960s, some from Chicago and Memphis. but 
most made in the legendary enclave of Mus- 
cle Shoals, Alabama, home to the seminal 
generation of R &B classics such as Aretha 
Franklin, Wilson Pickett and the rest, where 
three albums a week was often the norm in 
the mono and 4 -track days. Goldberg started 
his career as an assistant engineer at New 
York's famous and now -gone Media Sound 
and had been the engineer on Kool & The 
Gang's early funk hits as well as milestone 
jazz (Lonnie Liston Smith) and rock (Framp- 
ton, Til Tuesday, Soft Cell) records. It was 
there that he first met Paul Shaffer, then a 

well -regarded session keyhoardist. Shaffer 
later became musical director for NBC's Sat- 
urday Night Live, where he was the MD and 
pianist on the original five -minute Blues 
Brothers skit with Ackroyd and Belushi that 
would blossom into a two -decades -long 
lucrative running gag, and is now hand 
leader for the comedy talk show Late ,night 
With David Letterman. 

Shaffer's long association with the Blues 
Brothers made him the natural as the current 
film's score producer. (He also plays the pan 
of an outlandish MC and 
weird consigliere to singer 
Erykah Badu's voodoo 
princess in the film), as well 
as bandleader for BB King's 
Gator Boys. Shaffer's nightly 
Late Night gig dictated that 
most of the music recording 
be done in New York, and 
more went into the studio 
choice than just the console 

The sound of the records 
that make up this movie 
comes from Muscle Shoals 
Recording, which was a 

very tight- sounding mid- 
sized room.' says Goldberg. 
'Finding that and recreating 
that sound is something of a 

lost art these days, even in a 

place like New York. You 
have to use a lot of baffling 
and muting of the room 
ambience, yet still let the 
instruments have some ring 
and be able to breathe. In fact, it's the over- 
tones of the drums that contribute a lot to the 
overall sound of those records. They get cov- 
ered up by other instruments in the mix, but 
they're still there and they definitely have an 
effect on the way the final record sounds. 
People try so hard now to separate sounds. 
by either taking everything direct, like with 
drum machines and synths, or by doing every 
part as an overdub. But I tell you, there's 
nothing like having everyone playing 
together in the same room at i h ' same time.' 

Goldberg chose \lanhattan :s Sound on 
Sound Recording in the Times Square area 

more for its ambient but compact main 
recording r <xim and large glassed -in iso lxxxh 
than its Neve VR desk. And Shaffer once again 
assembled the Blues Brothers Band. made up 
of a core of the Music Shoals and Memphis 
session players, including Steve Cropper on 
guitar (who also wrote and played on Otis 
Redding's 'Dock of the Bay' and Booker Ts 
'Green Onions'). bassist Donald 'Duck' Dunn. 
and Matt 'Guitar' Murphy, augmented by 
Blues Brothers Band and Saturday ;Night Lire 
alumni Leon Pendarvis (keyboards and cur- 
rent SNL band leader), Blues Brothers Band 
road drummer Steve Potts and Late Night 
drummer Anton Fig, sax player Lou \larini. 
Tom 'Bones' Malone on trombone. and trum- 
peter Allen 'Mr Fabulous' Rubin. 

HECORDING STARTED in May. 1997. 

'The scoring was going to he cut 
before the filming even started,' 
Goldberg explains. 'There were 
meetings between Paul and Dan 

Ackroyd and John Landis in which Landis 
would figure out approximate scene lengths 
and Paul would arrange similar score lengths. 
So we'd do a version of 'Green Onions.' say, 

and then it would he edited down later to fit 
the picture.' 

The songs that were to be featured in the 
films, though, were going to determine the 
scene lengths in the end. Everything but the 
vocals were cut in the 2 -month recording win- 
dow at Sound on Sound, with session dates 
and times determined by musician availability. 
Shaffer's television schedule, feedback from 

So I wanted to record the tracks as close to the 
way they were originally done as possible. 
which meant recording the hand playing 
together, pretty much in the same room. I put 
the horn section into the large iso booth and 
set up everyone else in the studio. There was 
sonic bleed -there had to be with everyone 
playing that close together. But not so much 
that if we had to fix something, you could 
hear the ghost of the original part. Tracking 
this way is what made those records sound as 

good as they did, and, along with having a lot 
of the same musicians playing on them, it's 
what made the film's soundtrack sound as 

good as it does. I put as many blankets as pos- 
sible on top of the piano and baffles around 
the guitar amps, but bleed was part of the 
original sound, so that worked out. 

'Steve Cropper's guitar style is very tight 
and short, a very distinctive, percussive 
sound,' he observes. 'He used a Fender Twin 
Reverb and I miked it with a Shure 57 close - 
in on axis from one of the speakers. You go 
out and listen to what the amp sounds like in 
the studio, then go into the control room and 
try to capture it exactly that way on tape. 
I compensated a hit for the mic using some 
EQ and added some compression with a dhx 
160, but no signal processing; the only effect 
was revert) and that was from the Twin. 
which was printed to tape along with the gui- 
tar parts. The bass was recorded direct. Those 
old records had a big. sometimes kind of 
Floppy bottom end, and I wanted some of that 
on the tracks. But we were also making a 

contemporary record that would he played on 
THX film sound systems and put on to CDs, 
so it had to he tight, as well. That's why we 

went direct. The same with 
the bass drum. We were try- 
ing to recreate Muscle Shoals 
1967 but we had to sell CDs, 
as well. The trick was to add 
fidelity but not at the expense 
of feel and spontaneity.' 

It worked -most songs 
were caught on the second or 
third take, not unlike the way 
they had been 30 years ear- 
lier. Producer Shaffer helped 
the process along by having 
the hand play the rehearsal 
pass at a very low volume, 
getting the band to save its 
energy for the when the tape 
was rolling. 'The challenge to 
me in that was that I never 
bad a chance to get the level 
exactly set before recording,' 
says Goldberg. 'But there was 
no way I was going to ask 
them to do another pass for 
my benefit -this stuff is all 

about feel. If there was a level problem, I'd 
find a way to deal with it later.' 

Paul Shaffer says he just 'didn't want the 
hand to blow it out before it went to tape. 
These guys are a hand and they've played 
these songs for 20 years on the road as the 
Blues Brothers Band, fronted by Tommy 
McDonald and the great Eddie Floyd. I think 
this is the last truly authentic soul and R &B 
revue left.' 

Steve Cropper says that low -volume run - 
throughs were the norm at the old Stax » »> 
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Landis in Los Angeles. and the constantly shift- 
ing sands of the Hollywood movie machine 
that at times made it seem as if the film could 
go into permanent hiatus at any moment. 
Goldberg pushed ahead regardless, relying on 
a career of recording R&B and funk records. 
'The arrangements pretty much came from die 
original records. so there was a guide there in 
that respect.' he says. And some of the musi- 
cians were the same guys who played on 
those records, so that took care of a lot of the 
sound. They know those records inside out. 
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««< Studios where a lot of the originals 
were recorded. 'Sometimes a producer would 
come in and want it on the first take.' recalls 
Cropper. who has played on all previous 
Blues Brothers Band records. '1 had barely 
gotten through the chart. I like to do it this 

way better.' 
Needless to say. the recording was 

analogue. to Quantegy 156 analogue tape 
-which Goldberg likes because it saturates 
faster and he wanted natural distortion across 
the tape -at 30ips with no NR on a Studer 
A800 24 -track deck. '1 would like to have 
done it at Dips with Dolby. but we couldn't 
get approval for that in the budget.' Goldberg 
says wryly. a rare instance of parsimony in a 

Hollywood production. 'I told them that at 

1 "Sips we could have used half the tape and 
saved some money that way, but they didn't 
buy it: he laughs. 

Minor mistakes- 'clams' in New York 
recording session nomenclature -were left in 

as part of the feel. 'We only fixed the really 
obvious ones with punches.' he says. 'Every- 
one was really conscious about not wanting to 
mess around with the feel. We wanted it to be 

a live- sounding track. We also didn't use a click 
track. I've come to realise. and the band felt the 
sane way, that the precision of drum machines 
have entirely screwed up concepts of tempo. 
Part of what made those records great was that 

the tempos moved -it was usually faster at the 

end of the track than where it started. 

Tempo is a key ingredient for these songs. 
stresses Cropper. 'A good example is Eddie 
Floyd's '634 -5789'. We really tried to pull the 
tempo on that one hack in the sessions from 
where the play it on stage. But what happens 
with a lot of those songs is. they breathe. 
They may end up at the same tempo that they 
started at, but during the song the pulse moves 
in and out. 'Midnight Hour was always a good 
example of that: the 1 and 3 beats are always 
dead on. but the 2 and -i are a little delayed. 
l'ou can't do that with a drum machine.' 

A few overdubs were done at nearby Ware- 

house studios. such as John Popper from Blues 
Traveler who recorded harp solos and parts 
on Dr John's 'Season of the Witch'. 'Can't Turn 
You Loose' and Kenny Kossek's mandolin and 
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violin on the Blues Brothers Band's 'Ghost 
Riders in the Sky'. The multitrack tapes of the 
tracks were then shipped to Toronto, where 
the film was being shot, to McClear Pathe 

Recording & Post, where engineer Jeff Wolpert 
did vocals with the artists on their respective 
songs and some basic tracks. as well, includ- 
ing Aretha's 'R.E.S.P.E.C.T and Sant Moore's 
rendition of 'John the Revelator. (Goldberg 
came to Toronto with Shaffer to record the 
vocals on Banu's version of 'Funky Nassau'.) 

THE ENSEMBLE 32 -PIECE recording of 
the finale tracks-a battle of the bands 
between the Blues Brothers Band and 
The Louisiana Gator Boys, an act 
made up of just about everyone else 

including 1313 King. Dr John, Steve Winwood, 
Eric Clapton. Wilson Pickett. Charlie Mussel - 

white. Junior Wells. Billy Preston, et al-was 
the coup de grace of the project. Each hand 
played a song on a film set made up to look 
like the House of Blues in a Louisiana 
swamp -the Blues Brothers played Turn On 
Your Love Light' and The Gator Boys did 
'How Blue Can You Get'. Then both hands 
played together on New Orleans'. The Blues 
Brothers Band's tracks of that song were 
recorded by Wolper in Toronto and delivered 
on Tascam DA -88; the Gator Boys -all of 
them -played theirs live on stage against a 

playback of the Blues Brothers Band version. 
Westbury Sound. which staged a rehearsal of 
the mammoth scene the night before in 
another location, handled the live sound, and 
Live Wire's remote truck did the actual record- 
ing, with -a8 tracks each of analogue and dig- 
ital running. Sixteen Audix microphones 
-chosen for their high rejection qualities 
-were set up on stage for vocals alone; the 
instrument mils were almost uncountable. 

There were so many open ntics on stage it 

was ridiculous.' recalls Wolper. 'It was wild. 
We had two drum kits on stage. and even 
though only one was ntiked, it was still nuts 
trying to keep everything straight. We had to 

replace the main power feeds just before the 
shot because they had been driven over by 
the trucks one too many times. I was deter- 
mined that nothing technical was » »> 
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Steve Cropper plays to celebrate the premiere of 

« «< going to hold this shoot up.' 
The situation was helped somewhat by not 

having acoustic pianos on stage, but it was still 
a musical menagerie. The entire sequence was 
accomplished in an amazingly minimal four 
takes. Then, each individual artist -they were 
arrayed in three rows across the stage and the 
cameras were wheeled in closer as each rank 
was done -was recorded in close-ups. 

Shaffer, who was on -stage in a dual role as 
the band leader for the Gator Boys and the 
house MC, says he could see how Wolpert 
could view the situation as almost over- 
whelming. 'lt was like a mass overdub,' he 
says. But on stage I wasn't worried about it a 
hit. Being there gave me the chance to con- 
duct right there and it gave me the chance to 
do terrific cues. 1 knew that as long as we got 
to tape, we could sort everything out later.' 

We recorded 'How Blue Can You Get' as 
though it were a live concert,' adds Wolpert. 
There were 200 extras in the audience for 
reverse shots, though we added the audience 
sounds later in post. John Landis was yelling 
through a wireless mic hooked up to the PA 

throughout the shoot. He's not a musician but 
he's very clever and has a sensitivity to the 
music. Funny thing was, though, we got hack 
a layhack to the picture later and we had to 
send it back telling them that you can't have 
a bar of 13 in a blues song.' 

The recording was taken from the two ana- 
logue multitracks and transferred to 24 tracks 
in a 24 -bit Pro Tools system, from which a 
premix was made for film- editing purposes. 

Mixing was done at McClear starting in 
September on the studio's SSL G-series desk, 
with various combinations of Goldberg, 
Wolper' and Shaffer riding the faders. Stereo 
mixes for the soundtrack record were done 
first, then LCR mixes for the film soundtrack 
were done to DA -88s, with kick, bass, solos 
and lead vocals in the centre and stereo back- 
ground vocals and band tracks. 'The LCR 

mixes were all based off of our stereo mixes, 

Blues Brothers 2000 at Planet Hollywood. Nashville 

so that if you lined the faders up straight in a 

row, they would have our original mixes as a 

reference,' explains Goldberg. 
Mixing was as peripatetic as the Blues 

Brothers themselves: 'Love Light' was mixed 
at McClear in Toronto; 'How Blue Can You 
Get' was mixed at Sound On Sound in New 
York. The finale, 'New Orleans,' however, was 
mixed at New York's The Hit Factory and with 
32 vocalists was the most complex mix of all. 
'Every line had a different singer and we had 
to have the right EQ for each one,' Goldberg 
says. Jeff carne up with a method he called 
"checkerlxralyding " -we did a composite reel 
to 2- track from all the vocal slave reels with 
each successive line on alternate tracks. Then 
1 patched it to between 10 and 12 faders, 
which let us put separate EQ on the vocals 
that needed it, and then we muted all the oth- 
ers as each line was sung.' 

On the concert section mix, Goldberg used 
a time -tested trick from analogue days to get 
a snare drum sound that better matched the 
studio -recorded snare. Rather than use a sam- 
ple, which he felt would betray the attempt to 
stay true to the original recording techniques, 
he ran the snare through an Auratone 
speaker which was then placed face down on 
another snare drum, which in essence 
'played' the second snare, which was then 
combined with the first one. 

The mixes, says Goldberg, were a learning 
experience, and a fitting cap to a vintage 
excursion down R&B memory lane. 'On one 
hand, these are R&B records; on the other 
hand, we're making a musical film,' he says. 
'From Landis' point of view, this is like a cast 
album and the vocalists are like actors and 
he wants the vocals to he right in your face. 
But an R &B record needs the rhythm section 
to he punchy. So we mixed the vocals up, 
but then compressed the mixes more to 
bring the track up around them. It was an 
amazing project from the beginning right 
through the end.' 
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Butch Vig, engineer, producer, co -owner of Smart Studios 

and the drummer for Garbage, relies on Summit gear for all his 

work. Vig engineered the group's latest platinum album, 

"Garbage," nominated for three Grammys this year, as well as 

producing albums for Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana, Soul Asylum 

and Sonic Youth. 

"Whether I'm working at Smart Studios or I'm on the road 

touring, I always use Summit tube gear. I particularly like using 

the DCL -Zoo Compressor Limiter for tracking vocals. It colors the 

sound very subtly, while retaining its warmth and transparency. 

Often I will compress a vocal performance quite a bit. 

ccess St l 

This allows me to place it exa yn the mix while maintaining 

a lot of presence and natural dynamics without sounding too 

loud. This works especially well when the mIx is very dense." 

"Summit just keeps coming out with great gear. We can't wait to 

get our hands on the new MPC -IooA Mic Pre -Amp /Comp- Limiter. 

It is a high quality and great sounding input device that will 
further enhance our music." 

Hear the Warmth- 

Summit Audio, Inc P.O. Box 223306 Carme 
www.summitaudio.com E -mail: sound @summitaudio.com 
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Digital Synergy 
inspired 

TA-S-CAM TM-D8000 
digital mixing from the digital recording people 

TASCAM understands how intuitive digital recording has to be, and 
they have built the TM -D8000 around that understanding. 
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and full function transport control ( TASCAM sync I . Sony P2. MMC) enable desk 

and recorders to operate seamlessly. High resolution A/D convertors . 

high- performance mic -amps and balanced line inputs. Programmable level. E0 . 

pan aux solo/cue and dynamics processing operate under snap -shot scene 

automation with on -line dynamic automation softy/are also available. 

Full scale monitor and comms facilities. 

LCD console channel status and - - 
c 

parameter values display . 

and full analogue and 

digital I 0 metering give 

the TM -D8000 an 

operational status 

superior to far more 

expensive analogue recordin 

and post production consoles 
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D eep troub I e 
For the 
second time 
in 12 months, 
the movies 
are dragging 
us beneath the 
waves for our 
entertainment. 
Richard Buskin 
talks to the 
sound team 
behind Sphere 

H 
:WING DIPPED our heads bcn..nn 
the waves with this year's block- 
buster movie, Titanic. it's time to 
break out the snorkels once again as 

we immerse ourselves in the sound 
recording and postproduction on Sphere. 
Directed by Barry Levinson and starring 
Dustin Hoffman, Sharon Stone and Samuel 
L Jackson. The film is based on a novel by 
Michael Crichton and employs enough sci -fi 
staples to make it an action- packed project 
worth investigating. 

Indeed, this tale of the investigation of an 
alien sphere by an American spacecraft and 
the monstrous manifestations of the subcon- 
scious mind (shades of Forbidden Planet, 
which was itself based on Shakespeare's The 

Tempest) features a 20,000 Leagues Under the 
Sea -style giant squid to occupy our heroes, 
while the inherent properties of underwater 
filming also sened to keep the sound crew 

Studio Sound March 1998 

more than busy sec. A..t.lemy Award - 
winning director Barry Levinson is not a man 
who likes to leave the audio to ADR. Rather, 
he insists on retaining as much of the produc- 
tion sound as possible, an admirable approach 
that is evident in the more naturally energetic 
on- screen results, yet this is nothing if not a 

challenge to those who realise his sonic ambi- 
tions, most of whom have already worked 
with him on previous pictures. 

'I've worked with Barry Levinson since 
Rain Man in 1989,' says sound designer, 
Richard Beggs, who operates out of his own 
home while most of the post work on the new 
film was done at Lucas Digital's Skywalker 
Sound facility near San Francisco. Beggs first 
became involved with the project in July of 
1997 while shooting was still taking place and 
continued to work on it for seven months. 

'After a 2- picture layoff this film repre- 
sented a logical progression in relation to the 

collaboration that has existed bet Barry 
and I during the past decade,' he explains. 
'Obviously, over the course of several pictures 
we've developed a kind of style, as well as a 

way of dealing with certain problems, and 
there's a stylistic path that I follow that Barry 
apparently thinks is sympathetic to what he's 
doing. As a result, there weren't any specific 
directives regarding the concept of the sound. 

I read the script at a fairly early stage, 
thought about it, went on location a couple of 
times, got a feel for what was happening and 
looked at the dailies. At the same time, Barry 
talked about the picture and how he saw it; 
he didn't talk about it in sound terms, but 
described the mood and atmosphere that he 

envisaged for what I guess could be called a 

psychological underwater thriller. My previ- 
ous picture with him had been Sleepers, 

whose soundtrack was fairly innovative, 
employing abstract sounds in very » »> 
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« «< expressive and emotive ways. For me 
that is kind of where the meat is, and so he 
obviously saw this picture as an opportunity 
to push that idea even further. He basically 
said, "See how far you can take this ", and that 
was it- meaning that I was off on my own. 

Of course, there were several specific 
things that he wanted to make sure I dealt 
with. There are hundreds and hundreds of 
details in the picture and some of them that 
were important to me he wouldn't think about 
twice -they would never occur to him until 
he heard me do something to them or about 
them. On the other hand there were also 
things that he was concerned with that didn't 
strike me as particularly outstanding. You see, 
by a certain stage on this project I'd formu- 
lated an approach -almost an architecture 
-for how the sound would develop and 
behave, and to that end I divided the picture 
into three parts, tying in with the points at 
which things go in a certain direction. For 

one, the characters lose their power support 
system and communication with the surface, 
and the on- screen incident that underscores 
this consists of a large umbilical cord becom= 
ing detached from the craft and disappearing 
into the darkness. An announcement is made 
to the crew that they're now on emergency 
power, and obviously things are about to hap- 
pen in this completely artificial environment. 
For me, from a sound perspective. this was a 

hinge point; a lot of electronic equipment that 
contributed to the general ambience of the 
place has shut down and were left with a 

more hare -bones approach, so the texture 
would have to become more open and trans- 
parent, with fewer high -technology sounds 
being audible. 

That, at least. was the plan; although its not 
quite as obvious in my telling. Still, it's there, 
operating in a more unconscious way. You 
know, nobody knows what has happened but 
things are, in fact, different. That was the first 

mood shift. and then the second point that 
delineates between the second and third act 
occurs after this kind of apocalyptic encounter 
with the giant squid, a manifestation of what's 
going on in people's psyches. Two crew 
members are killed as a result and then there's 
a fire, following which the place is a wreck 
but it's still running. Now, therefore, this 
decayed. decrepit aspect creeps in: everything 
is dark and in half -light. the red warning indi- 
cators are constantly giving this sort of low - 
level throb. the place has been ruptured and 
it's leaking, and so there's this almost cave -like 
sound along with a kind of exaggeration of 
the essential functions of the habitat. 

'This. therefore. was the concept that I dis- 
cussed with Barry. He agreed to it and the 
finished picture more or less conforms to 
that, even though nothing, of course, ever 
works out exactly as you planned. Mean- 
while, within that context. Barry really 
wanted things to sound broken in the 
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end and dangerous, compared to the begin- 
ning of the film where he wanted to down- 
play the idea of any threat. For instance, when 
we first encounter this sphere, this alien 
object, composer Elliot Goldenthal had scored 
it very dramatically, but Barry then asked, 
"Why are we afraid of it? Its awfully early and 
we don't know it's dangerous ". He wanted to 
play that card later, and so that kind of think- 
ing is what helped shape the various stages.' 

The composer rescored the said scene. 

THIS EXAMPLE of the director paying 
attention to detail was fairly broad, 
however, compared to the minutiae 
that captured his attention on other 
occasions. Sample the scene where 

Dustin Hoffman backs up and bumps into a 

metal equipment trolley, causing a loud and 
sharp clattering sound. This was initially 
retained from the actual production footage, 
yet, at the point where Hoffman appears to 
have stopped moving, another clattering 
sound occurred as a result of something that 
had been teetering on the edge. Accordingly, 
being that this errant object couldn't be seen, 

the sound that it made was edited out. Levin- 
son wasn't happy. 

'Something's missing,' he complained at a 

subsequent screening. 'It doesn't sound the 
way I remember it.' Only Richard Beggs could 
recall what he was talking about, and so the 
spurious sound was reinserted. Fine, except 
that later on the effects crew would be redo- 
ing all of the effects that Beggs himself hadn't 
personally created. One of these, of course, 

was the sound of Hoffman colliding with that 

damned metal trolley, and so once the editors 
got their hands on the relevant scene they 

came up with a sound that they considered to 
be infinitely better. 'They', because, after 

Levinson heard the re- re -re- edited effect he 

exclaimed, 'What's happening? This sounds 
even further away'. Things were amended 
once more, but this kind of incident kept 
repeating itself because few people could 
accept the notion that the director would care 

about such seemingly trifling matters when he 

had so many more major issues to concern 
himself with. Wrong. 

'They're all judgement calls,' says Richard 
Beggs, 'and if I had been on my toes enough 
I would have made an announcement earlier 

to the effect that, despite what anyone 
thought about something being right or 
wrong, it would be in the picture if that's what 
the director wanted. I. however, never made 
that distinction to the crew, and so to some 

degree what happened was my responsibility. 
Still. that's how our concerns could differ. 

'I came onto the project at a fairly early 
stage with just my assistant, and from the very 
first cut I started providing sounds to the cut- 

ting room. making it easy for them to incor- 
porate things into their ongoing mix. Rather 

than be surprised on the dubbing stagé 

-which is often the case- unlike a lot of 
other directors Barry would much rather 
know what's coming. In fact, on previous pic- 
tures he would come to the dubbing stage 

after having worked on the picture's develop- 
ment for a year or year -and -a -half, and he 

would have a very clear idea in his head as to 
what it was going to sound like. Maybe he 

never articulated it, but there was some idea 

there. Then, if he suddenly heard something 
and it didn't conform with this idea, even if it 
was terrific. he would be so thrown that his 

initial reaction was to reject it. So, this method 
of working where the soundtrack develops 
along with the picture is what we now do.' 

A lot of the Sphere's effects are original, 
Beggs having recorded them with an HHB 
DAT and Neumann SM191 stereo mic. At the 
same time, for his own home -based editorial 
work, alongside a minimum of outboard gear 
such as an E -mu Systems E4X Turbo sampler 
and a pair of Lexicon 300 processors, he 

employed a 32 -track Sonic Solutions 
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« «< system. His assistant. Nicole Bugna, 
used a 12 -track Sonic Solutions setup and 
ih(.st. two workstations were linked together 

is \ledianet. Beggs asserting, 'I'm a real 
Sonic Solutions kind of guy'. while admitting 
that, relative to the ouches operandi at the Pro 
Tools and Waveframe -dominated Skywalker 
facility, he's in a minority. Consequently, all 

other effects were done on Pro Tools, while 
Foley was carried out on Waveframe. 

'Thinking that the filin was going to he 
released sometime last year we started pre- 
mixing it in the fall,' says Lora Hirschberg. who 
dealt with the sound effects and Foley while 
Tom Johnson mixed the dialogue. 'Richard 
Beggs brought special tracks that he had con- 
structed in his studio to the dub stages here at 

Skywalker Sound, and we mixed his sound 
effects. those that our regular sound effects 
editorial crew had put together and then the 
Foley. We pre -mixed all of that here on an 
80 -input SSL 5000 and the final mix started 
shortly after the New Year on Mix Stage A. 

which has a ISO -input Capricorn digital con- 
sole. Richard usually generated somewhere 
between 20 and 50 tracks, whereas the effects 
department probably had about +ll tracks 
when they worked on the attack by the giant 
squid. At the most I'd say that there were 
maybe 70 raw tracks in the bigger scenes.' 

'Vie pre -mixed to 6- track mag. and then. 
because there were a load of picture changes, 
we actually loaded the mag hack into work- 
stations in order to be conformed. That way 
We didn't have to go back and update all of 
the mag premixes: we just played them back 

off of a workstation and re- recorded them 
during the final, using the workstation to do 
the fixes where the picture changes had taken 
place. We'd have to either lengthen or shorten 
any backgrounds we'd done and resvne any 
hard effects.' 

SUPERVISING sound editor Tiny Hol- 
land was in charge of the audio crew 
at Skywalker for what he describes 
as 'the nuts and bolts kind of work', 
while Michael Silvers supervised the 

dialogue. 'I tended to do a lot of the bashing 
and crashing things for scenes such as the 
squid attack and the fire.' explains Holland, 
who has now worked on three of Barry Levin - 
son's films. 'The effects editor, JR Grubbs, and 
I sat down with Richard at the start of August 
and divided up what we were going to do. To 
give credit. Richard actually had the bulk of 
the impact -he did the art. We, on the other 
hand. also did the Foley; footsteps on steel 
gratings and so on. 

In terms of ADR. the vast majority of the 
production dialogue was retained. Steve Can - 
tamessa, who recorded it at that double tank 
in \ alejo [California]. did a really good job. 
Barry really liked the sound that came from 
the mics that he used underwater. and so 
when we came to do the looping -which ' as 

mainly for added dialogue -Michael Silvers 
took a couple of those diving helmets to the 
ADR stage. The actors, however, didn't want 
to wear them as they were so uncomfortable, 
so instead they took the mics out of the hel- 
mets and rigged them up to Telex headsets. 

Using the same uric really helped match the 
sound. and Toni Johnson would process it 

until it was exactly the same as what they got 
from production.' 

And the mic that Steve Cantamessa used? 
'It's a microphone developed by Ocean Tech- 
nology Systems in Orange County [Califor- 
nia],' he says. 'We'd called just about every 
company that manufactures diving sound 
equipment and OTS seemed the most compe- 
tent and this mic worked very well. It's basi- 
cally a very noise -cancelling microphone, a 

hot mic. and it enabled us to get fairly clean 
dialogue underwater.' 

Cantamessa, who has worked on Barry 
Levinson's last five pictures. was involved 
with Sphere for about a year before it was 
made as there were several initial audio prob- 
lems to be tackled. 

'For one thing, the sets were very restrictive 
and it was very difficult to get a microphone 
in overhead,' he says. 'Still, it all worked out. 
The shots were tight enough that we were 
able to use a Sennheiser 416, which is what I 

like best, and when the headroom really got 
too cramped we used a Schoeps with the 
angled adaptor on it. That would enable us to 
work within. like, two inches of headroom, so 
niy boons man, Gary Thomas, was able to 
work alongside a couple of cameramen... You 
had to get along with everybody because it 

was like jumping into your closet. 
'Apart from the underwater dialogue there 

was also dialogue when they were wearing 
suits out of the water. We basically used a 

hard -line Duplex system which went into a 
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mixing panel on the deck when they were in 
the twiner. and that would allots us to record 
their dialogue and them to hear the other 
actors underwater. \ \e had the micas coming 
into different channels and we had a return 
going hack into the water so that they could 
all hear each other. When they were on the 
spaceship they then walked around in differ- 
ent helmets. as the ones for underwater 
weighed in the region of a hundred pounds. 
These ones were much lighter and we figured 
twr could all hear each other -there \N-ere 

even holes tin ventilation -hut it didn't take 
long to find out that tyasn't so. \ \e therefore 
used the sane microphonc tied into a Vega 

cue ssstem that was all Ri. and we branched 
off of that with :in Lectrosonic [111: radio ntic 
transmitter. I tank the feed off of that and then 
the Duplex system worked fir all the actors 
so that they could understand each other. 

'Going into the water. we'd initially tested a 

wireless communications system in a poxII and 
in the ocean and it worked wen well. How- 
ever, when we gut into the tanks the filtering 
system in there which \\ as ionising the water 
created loads of tiny bubbles. These basically 
would break down the sound signal. \Ve ?were 

already going to use the Duplex system for 
the close -ups. so. assisted by the stuntmen. 
we now ended up also running it down the 
actors' legs and using it fir everything.' 

Bubbles aside. the sound of the actors' 
breathing \y au another vital issue. 

'In terms of concepts fir the habitat. air 
was real important.' says Richard Beggs. 'I 
mean. breathing's important. right? At all times 
the characters' wen existence is tied to a rare 
mixture of gasses down there. and so early on 
I decided to use that to pmwide environmen- 
tal background and dramatic effect. On the 
level of reality. all of the production record- 
ings of the actors \when they're wearing their 
deep -sea diving suits include the sound of a 

valve through which air is fed in and ejected. 
This isn't in real rhythm with their breathing. 
but sort of tracks it on a demand basis. 

'So. I took some of the production sounds 
of breath and breathing as well as these valve 
sounds. put them in the trusty I. tS and did 
the usual kind of tricks. NI( tt ing them down 
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\\ hile not Iuttcring the pitch. 
'I subsequently developed a vocabulary of 

breathing and breath that ranged from the 
wen. very abstract all the 'Way up to the stuff 
that's ten real. I gave a lot of the real stuff to 
the dialogue clepanntent so that they could 
enhance the production dialogue track. and 
then retained the stranger material in order to 
create a son of breathing texture. There are 

two different versions of this. and there play 
simultaneously whenever they're in the snare 

ship. Then there's this low. heavy breathing 
which relates to the sound) of sleeping -a lot 
of bad stuff happens when this one guy is 

sleeping and dreaming. even though the oth- 
ers don't make the association earl on. and 
so the sound of that breathing becomes a 

motif. Initially this is restricted to the interior 
of the spaceship itself. but later on you hear 
the sound everywhere. almost as if it's taken 
on a life of its own... A hokey idea, but t think 
it probably works.' 

'It's a very interesting film.' says Lora 

Hirschberg. As a psychological thriller. tlx 
stun isn't totally linear. and so a lot of the 
changes that they made involved switching 
scenes around and changing the order of 
some things. There were also a lot of transi- 
tional elements to go in between scenes, auxl 

ut whenever any of those transitions ch:ntcd 
we'd have to remix them.' 

'Sphere changed a lot while we there s I 

ing on it.' adds Tim Holland. 'In ttct. it's one 
of the hardest movies that I've ever clone. A 
lot of picture changes came rather late in the 
process -much more than on Barry's other 
films -and. while its obviously done to stake 
the movie better. that kind of thing creates big 
problems for the sound depanment. It's yvey 

easy for the picture guys to stake an 8-frame 
trim somewhere but \we have to then trim all of 
these tracks. and c'hat's even worse is when 
we have to fill in where they've inserted netw 

material. They actually had a small reshcxrt two 
weeks before the end of the final mix. hut. you 

know. Barry is a really nice guy and a talented 
guy. so it's a pleasure to work for hint.' 
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BOLLYWOOD. as the film studios of 
MUmbai (formerly Bombay) are col- 
lectively known, produce more films 
in a year than anywhere else on 
Earth. Although not officially recog- 

nised as an industry by the Indian government. 
the business of making and screening movies 
is reckoned to provide employment for a mil- 
lion people -no mean feat in a country not 
renowned for its career opportunities. 

But India doesn't just make a lot of films. 
It makes them bigger too. Every production is 
a heady mixture of comedy, suspense, drama, 
action and -above all -music and dance. Or, 
as director Sehdev Kumar Gupta commented 
at the Venice Film Festival: 'Indian cinema is 
at once a night club and a temple; a circus and 
a concert; a pizza and a poetic symposium.' 

In a country of 300 dialects, sharply pro- 
nounced cultural differences and low levels of 
literacy, India's films are more than simply 
entertainment. They are in a .some the social 
glue of the nation, as well as its most power- 
ful form of communication. 

Music has been a key element in Indian films 
since its first silent productions in the late 19th 
century. In reality, the cinema theatres were 
never completely silent as the films would be 
accompanied by live music, often featuring har- 
monium, tabla, or violin. The 'talkies' came to 
India in the 1930s. The first film with synchro- 
nous soundtrack was .4larrr Ara and it gave 
Indian cinema its first singing star. WM Khan. 
It also gave the Indian film industry an inter- 
national market. as the release was an enor- 
mous success in Iran, Iraq. Syria, and Egypt 

Given that almost every Indian film has .Nix 

to eight songs, a number of which may become 
his in their own right. it may be surprising to 
discover that sound dubbing techniques are rel- 
atively rudimentary by Western standards. It is 

quite usual for a large production to use no more 
than 16 tracks of sound at any one time, with 
the whole soundtrack built up through a lengthy 
process of preduhs on 35mm mag film. 

However, all that is starting to change and in 
a pretty dramatic fashion, because the leading 
edge of the industry is moving straight 

There is an audio revolution taking 
place in the world's largest film 
industry, reports Simon Croft 
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««< from mono mixes on small -scale desks, 
to automated dubbing in digital surround. 

l) iltoPagalHiis the latest Indian blockbuster 
to be released in the Dolby Digital format and 
the signs suggest that, as in other areas of tech- 
nology such as mobile communications. India 
is about to skip a generation or two and go for 
the best technology available. 

One of the first companies to move in this 
direction is film facility Gait r v Digital. Although 
the 'Digital' appelation is new, the company 
and its Raj Kamal Studio has a long history of 
technical innovation. as facility owner Sushi! 
Gupta explains. 

'It has been in operation since 1954. It was 

the first to have multitrack recording and more 
than 5,0011 films have been mixed here,' he 
recounts. 

The Raj Kamal Studio is one of the largest in 

India. but it is not only the facility itself which 
has dubbed an unparalleled number of pro- 
ductions. Gupta explains that the studio also 
has the most experienced recordist, as the dub- 
bing mixer is called in India. 

'The chief recordist is Hitendra Ghosh and 
he has mixed 98-i films. which in itself is a 

record,' he says. 

Gaurav Digital recently became the owners 
of a 60- channel AMS Neve Logic 2 digital mix- 
ing console and an AudioFile hard -disk/ 
recorder -editor. The purchase makes it the first 
AMS Neve digital console customer in India. 

The new equipment is installed in the facil- 
ity's main film mixing room, which is set up for 
a full range of surround formats, including DTS, 

Dolby Digital and SDDS. In addition to the hard 
disk tracks of the AudioFile, which are replayed 
directly on the dubbing stage, the Logic 2 is 

linked to Tascam DA -88 digital tape machines 
through the AMS Neve TDIF -MADI interface, 
ensuring that the whole process remains within 
the digital domain. In fact the facility is one of 
the few in India running a variety of analogue 
and digital, linear and non -linear formats. 

THE FACILITY'S purchasing decision 
was not made in a hurry. The Gaurav 
Digital team visited fellow facilities 
in the US and Europe, as well as US 

trade shows, before opting for the AMS 
Neve combination. 

'We chose the AMS Neve Logic 2 because of 
its excellent digital sound quality and easy oper- 
ation,' says Gupta 'We like the familiar layout 
of the Logic 2 because it is similar to a tradi- 
tional console. The powerful EQ and the abil- 
ity to re- configure between mono mixes » »> 

An ADAT tape that won't let go of its oxide. 

Isn't love a wonderful thing. 
Inferior tapes shed their cxide recording layers after continued contact with the head. 

Introducing the HHB ADAT45. advanced recording media for ADAT digital multitracks. 

It won't shed, even after 00 passes. Ask for it by name. 

HHB Communications London Tel. 0181 962 5000 Los Angeles Tel 310 3191111 Toronto Tel. 416 867 9000 
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Thp I atest 
Sennheiser System 3000 - bridging the technological gap and 

smashing the price barrier between professional multi- channel 

radio microphone systems and small stand alone units. 

System 3000 combines the SKM 3072 - Sennheiser's latest 

hand -held radio rgic - with the EM 3031 or EM 3032 UHF receiver. 

EM 3031 is a single 32- channel switchable receiver in a 1U rack 

mountable housing, while EM 3032 incorporates two complete 

32- channel switchable receivers into the same 1U space. 

32 switchable PLL frequencies 

Sennheiser HiDyn plus noise reduction system 

'Low battery' indicators 

Includes many superior features from Sennheiser's 

famous EM 1046 multi- channel system 

A world beating new radio system at a price that's down to earth. 

The Eurovision Song Contest. 

One of Europe's largest 

broadcasting events, 

sponsored by Sennheiser. 

..and Greatest :Y' 

The American Academy of Television Arts and 

Sciences' EMMY awards recognise those who 

have displayed excellence in The entertainment fields. 

Awarded in recognition of the company's pioneering 

advances in the field of wireless microphones and radio 

frequency technology, an EMMY is the latest 

prestigious accolade for Sennheiser. A company that 

has spearheaded research into radio technology for 

over thirty years. 

" rCTPO\1C CORPOPIPn' 

.. ILLOPMCV I NNW., 
. vMMO,r TLCPW11'1' 

UK, Ireland and Middle East: Sennheiser UK Ltd, 3 Century Point, Halifax Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP123SL, U.K. Tel 01494 551551. Fax 01494 551550. E -mail 106066.2217 ©compuserve.com 

USA Sennheiser electronic Corporation: Tel +1- 860 -4349190. Fax +1 -860- 4341759. Web site: www.sennheiserusa.com 
PI i I' .er P C í .rla Tni q5 -filll 1 11 11 -m 
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Sushil Gupta. owner of Gaurav Digital, AMS 
Neve product support engineer Jason Power, 
film director Yash Chopra and Gaurav Digital's 
chief recordist Hitendra Ghosh 

and any surround sound format mix 
were other main deciding factors.' 

Privately. Gupta is scathing of designs which 
use Tess traditional control devices than knobs 
and faders, calling them 'very tedious'. He 
explains that if the controls do not have the nec- 
essary tactile response. the operator spends a 

lot of his time lcx>king at them and not at the 
screen. This makes the mixer very difficult to 
operate. It wastes a lot of time: He also reck- 
ons that with one -man operation being the 
norm, automation will he increasingly impor- 
tant hut on some designs, The automation is so 
had you end up switching it off. 

JASON POWER is an AMS Neve product 
support engineer. Having liaised with the 
Gaurav team and conducted training ses- 
sions at the facility, he has a strong insight 
into what Hitendra Ghosh in particular 

liked about the Logic 2. 

He felt the Logic held out a few key advan- 
tages for him.' Power says. For one thing. it 

looked traditional in that it had a lot of knobs 
and faders -real controls for each channel strip. 
But he also very much liked the fact that there 
was a degree of layering, because he didn't want 
a physically huge console. although the room 
is quite big. In India, most studios use mixing 
desks of 20 -30 channels, so he didn't want to 
move to an over -large design.' 

Gaurav Digital's Logic 2 has a 24 -fader con- 
trol surface addressing 60 audio channels. With 
the ability to instantly reconfigure to almost any 
format from mono to multiple output surround. 
the desk clearly has a lot to offer the operator. 
He freely admits that this is not enough to jus- 
tify 'a huge ink estment' -there must be tangi- 
ble benefits for the client as well. 

Fortunately, it seems that there are. 
'In addition to quality. they are offering cost 

savings and greater flexibility,' says Power. 
They can make alterations more easily. there 

I' 0 
R ZI 

is much greater flexibility when last minute 
changes are needed.' 

The reasons for sudden changes to a film are 

less likely to be the wile of the director as the 
whim of the censor. By all 
accounts, censorship is still 
heavy in India but it is quite 
hard to predict what the cen- 
sor will, or will not. rind 
acceptable. 

With the high degree ut 

automation offered by the Logic 2 and the much 
larger track capacity now that the DA-88s and 
AudioFile are on- board. 'virtual premixing' is a 

useful strategy which copes well with sudden 
changes of plan. 

Power adds, 'I have tremendous respect for 
the Indian film people because they are embrac- 
ing such a large amount of technological change 
in a very short space of time.' 

Guarav Digital certainly seems 
to he. In addition to the A.\lS Neve 
AudioFile integrated with the 
Logic 2 console. it apparently 
intends to add another AudioFile. 
This is destined to live in the facil- 
ity's second room where it will Ix 

used for duties including Foley recording and edit- 
ing. Sushil Gupta meanwhile has no doubts about 
the viability of the course he L'as taken. estimat- 
ing. In LS dollars, we expect to make 5100,000 
in the first year.' Nice work if you can get it. 

Gaurav Digital 
Tel: *91 22 67 
Fax: +91 22 67 
Email: gauravdi 

0 4354/5/6 
0 1241 

gital@usa.net 

Some digital multitracks can be tough on tapes. 

So here's one that can take the strain. 

Introducing the HHB DA113, advanced recording media for the DTRS digital 8 -track format. 
Precision engineered and exhaustively tested to withstand the rigours of professional multitrack recording. 
Ask for it by name. 

HHB Communications London Tel 0181 962 5000 Los Angeles Tel 310 3191111 Toronto TeL 416 867 9000 http:llwww.hhb.co.uk 
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MiniDisc is the latest format to be adapted for field recording. 
Neil Hillman asks if the latest small addition to the recordist's 
front pocket is the straw to break the camel's back 

FASHION 

is a curious thing. Indeed, 
no one quite believes that being a 

fashion icon can be all beer and 
skittles, but the effort required by 
manufacturers to overcome the 

inertia of a whole market sector and convince 
it to become a dedicated follower of a new 
fashion must be colossal. But it can be done 
and has been done time after time; the 
rewards of success being more than ample 
recompense for the considerable amount of 
effort in the first place. 

Success that breeds status, however, can 
also breed slothfulness and from the proceeds 
of the adoption of their global 'industry-stan- 
dard' product, a manufacturer can expect all 
the trappings of the rich and famous, and 
adapt quite well to the tried and tested life - 
cycle of the star: firstly, a long vacation, then 
a sabbatical, some 'project' work and on to 
some pretty unfocused goofing around; 
before you know it they've put on weight, 
cultivated an unhealthy desire for recreational 
pharmaceuticals, got divorced and partied like 
its 1999 -you see it all the time -until one 

day the slumbering giant awakens fully 
clothed in a strange hotel; cleans -up, finds 
God and then preaches the new gospel in a 

sing :song voice. 
The only ripple in the tarmac of that 6 -lane 

freeway to Damascus is the fact that sound - 
men, be they location or studio based. are 
enquiring minds who will take a system apart 
for something to do in a lunch hour; we can't 
help it, it's in our genes. 

'Hi Bob -you coming with us to the pub ?' 

'Nah -I'll probably just stay here and mea- 
sure the third harmonic distortion on this 
Aural Exciter if you don't mind' 

'Yeah fine.' 
My chosen field of broadcast television 

sound must he the ultimate fashion victim 
-we even have a uniform for goodness sake 

so you can pick us out in bus queues. We are 

the ones in the desert Timberlands, black 501s 

and red Bergbaus jackets, with bodies that 
have a definite list to one side. This comes not 
so much from the obligatory 4- channel mixer 
worn around our necks but from the various 
batteries. radio-mic receivers. Pro-Walkmans 

for interview transcrip- 
tions and wild -track DAT 
recorders now needed for 
a location video shoot. 

In the same way that 
investments can go down 
as well as up. divorces 
arrive to the sweetest of 
marriages, usually when 
you thought you were at 

your happiest. In the late 
1980s huge numbers of 
television technicians 
were thrown into the cold 
world of the freelance, 
wrapped only in old 
wage -slips to keep them 
warm, while some even 
managed -with consum- 
mate skill and timing -to 
get so fed up with the 

90 

whole shooting match that they left just 

months before a big pay -off. 
So now an increasing number of the loca- 

tion recording equipment buyers actually 
became rather cautious about what new gear 
to acquire -this was personal money being 
staked, remember rather than the end of year 
capital budget underspend that was either 
used or lost. 

Initial investment in peripheral recording 
gear for the freelance TV recordist was prob- 
ably a Nagra 4S stereo 'i inch recorder. Col- 
lectively, as a sector of the market, we bought 
one. The upgrade to a time -coded Nagra was 
both pricey and bewilderingly complex. but 
we bought one. 

And then along came DAT. 'Awful small 
tape and the spools turn worryingly slowly. 
'Mmm. it's a failed domestic product just bring 
foisted on us isn't it ?' 'Well, it's got a pretty 
faithful reproduction and the noise floor is so 

low'. So we bought one of those too. 
Then came the time -code DAT and Hey - 

Presto! it was true digital field acquisition. 
edit -suite friendly. with long-play tapes that 

could store a week's rushes at a reasonable 
cost, and guess what? We bought one too. 

But now we are being wooed yet again to 
invest in another format: .\IiniDisc. What 
implications does this have For the freelance 
recordist? Well, for a start, its goodbye to Bob 
getting a round in at the pub. he's got the 
MiniDisc recorder in bits. 

When you drop into record. a laser zaps 
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the disc up to a high temperature. sending the 
structure of the recording layer into a daze 
that then gets realigned by a magnetic field 
derived from the applied input signal. When 
you take away the laser's heat. rather like a 
small child pulling a face as the wind 
changes. the new shape stays. until you 
repeat the cycle. that is. but then it can be 
repeated all over again as often as you wish. 
Even though this process realigns the disc's 
substrate crystals by only a few degrees. its 
enough to allow the detector to discriminate 
between either a North or South magnetic 
field. What a glorious system. 

But is bliniDisc a credible professional 
product and should we find space for it in the 
front pocket of the overstated mixer hag? 

Fellow kcation recordists and postproduc- 
tion houses are certainly not to unhappy 
with the beast. but they have some qualified 
reservations. These range from worries over 
any duplication of a system that employs hit - 
reduction. as this one does. to the worry over 

tit )Illu 'c alllhl 
Pt Nprc )dUI I ll )ll `,i itl's 
,tillOSt II ;Ipp)il'r 1I) rl'( l'i\ 

Material ()II \Iinll )i': i1111)I', 

in 'Crnl`, t )I h )Listil's it 

alll) \ \ti f;Nl'IF al(l' tiilll' 
Illall DAT II) ;Illlllllo )Il \ ,Ills )ll' 
tr ;l('I'. F((( )1(1('(I ( )11 11 )C:111( )Il 

this daft nl(;ln the 
differelll l' \\ Ill'll'iilll' is I 

llll' l'tis('lll ('. is is itll'\ 11,il)H 

till' cdsc 111 ;I dill). (11 1111e 

Si )LIF('l' Ill ;lll'l'l.11 l)l'lll,; 
included in tite llli\ 

the quality of low -level signals. 
Some sound postproduction suites are 

almost happier to receive material on Mind )isc 
simply in terms of logistics as it allows taster 
access time than DAT to audition various 
tracks recorded on location Lion wild. as this can 
mean the difference when time is of the 
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rssI_.nrc. IS is inevitably the rase in a dub. of 
true source material :oing included in the mix. 

Storage time of the media is roughly half 
that of a 2-hour DAT tape. at -1 minutes. but 
on the plus side again. record and playback 
head wear becomes a thing of the hast. The 
message seems to be treat it like you would 
an analogue process. 

The deciding factor ultimately x'ill he cost 
and it is on this basis that \IiniDisr is certain 
to raise its head over the next year or so and 
possibly sneak into than coveted mixer -hag 
p(cket. Favourite among recordists in Britain 
at present would seem to he the Sony ,\IZR30. 
with SI'DIF. optical or analogue inputs and 
optical or analogue outputs. The crowning 
glory of this being its retail price of only 
around .l181) l'h). 

There is a promise here that is worth 
watching out flac nosy long Ixtitrc the _pro 
manufacturers spot it and join the party? 

TEL 01483 208 511 FAX 01483 208 538 SALES. 0161 834 6747 

M c K A Y A U D I O L T D 

THE OKTAVA MK319 CARDIOID CONDENSER 

SEE US AT 
MUSIKMESSE, 
FRANKFURT 
HALL 5.1 - 

STAND B25 
MEGA AUDIO 

expanding group \ 
of producers, engineers, and artists 

worldwide. We gave one each to the producer 

Edwyn Collins, the engineer Edwyn Collins, and 

"It produces outstanding results" ...11m. rrrp tlYllrn,tinrrrnl.. 

...all three agreed 

THEY'D NEVER KNOWN A MIC LIKE MIS BEFORE! filWO 
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Talk of computers devaluing traditional audio technologies is cheap 
and commonplace. Martin Polon takes a reasoned look at the 
evolution of computers and the revolution of audio 

TIIE CURRI \T STATE of audio 
recording, processing and editing on 
computer platforms could be termed 
'a wild ride with Mac'. Since the 
mid- 1980s, computer workstations 

have begun to be a part of the fabric of, first, 
professional studio audio, and then, what we 
used to happily call semipro studio audio. hut 
today refer to as personal and project (P &P) 
studio audio. 

Needless to say, the transition to digital 
audio required the use of computers to 
process the zeros and ones that replaced 
'chicken scratches' on analogue audio tape. 
Initially, these computers were built inside 
proprietary workstations that were incompati- 
ble with other similar products, and some- 
times even with the similar product from the 
same manufacturer. The actual audio was 
recorded onto new technology tape running 
on digital audio trans- 
ports also using com- 
puter chips, all of which 
evolved from various 
nations' space programs. 

With the 1990s, there 
emerged the first permu- 
tations of complete 
recording software, from 
companies such as 

Digidesign, and the pro- 
fessional computer suit- 
able for audio usage, 
from companies such as 

Macintosh and Silicon 
Graphics. The IBM -stan- 
dard personal computer 
was saddled with an 
Windows operating sys- 

tem software (culminating in v3.1), that did 
not lend itself easily to audio evolutions. Even 
the arrival of early incarnations of Windows 
95 did not gladden hearts in the audio world. 

Partly as a consequence, the Apple Macin- 
tosh computer quickly became the king of the 
hill for audio -based computing. An excellent 
on- screen graphic interface, the ease of use 
with a highly evolved mouse device that 
enabled 'point and shoot control of audio 
applications and the presence of NuBus slots 

in the rear for recording and editing related 
peripheral cards all played their part. Though 
relatively expensive at the time, the Mac was 
still a more economical platform than it's more 
sophisticated competitors. It also pioneered 
the SCSI (small computer systems interface) 
data transfer bus that allowed the simple and 
reliable daisy chaining of up to seven external 
devices-especially the, then, expensive hard 
drives to store the audio data. At that time, 
Macintosh accounted for more than 20% of the 
sales in the total computer marketplace. 

This meant that by the mid -to -late 1990s. 

the Mac accounted for more than 85% of all 
audio usage. The current (1998) status of the 
Mac platform with slightly less than 3% of all 
computer usage and its implications for the 
future of successful professional audio appli- 
cations on the Mac has become a question 
mark; although the installed base still 

accounts for more than 
75% of all audio usage 
on personal computers. 

Recent changes at 
Apple have included 
installing former Apple 
cofounder Steve Jobs as 

acting head of the com- 
pany; the embracing of 
former Apple adversary 
and competitor Bill 
Gates in a cooperative 
agreement with Micro- 
soft; overseeing Apple's 
destruction of its newly 
created clone market- 
place; the emergence of 
the fastest and most 
powerful Power -PC 

chips (G3) on the Mac; the emergence of a 

new operating system (based on Next Step 

and Open Step) called Rhapsody; and other 
changes as well. All of this and other factors 
have created a best of 'worst of all possible 
worlds' scenario for those digital audio users 
wishing to stay with the Macintosh platform. 

The other side of the equation has not been 

dormant. Hardware development of the IBM 
standard PC platform has proceeded at a pace 
greater than that of Mac, due to the intense 
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competition from various PC computer mak- 
ers. Intel has continued to develop the Pen- 
tium chip and now has a larger and faster 
replacement pending as well as control of Dig- 
ital Equipment Companies' (DEC) powerful 
Alpha chip. Microsoft has produced a server - 
workstation operating 
system called Windows 
NT, that has proven a 
worthy base for IBM 
standard audio soft - 
wares from vendors 
such as CakeWalk and 
Sonic Forge -Foundry. 
Steinberg has aligned 
with Silicon Graphics, 
Intel has invested 
money into Avid -cur- 
rent parent of 
Digidesign, Compaq, 
has purchased both for- 
mer mini -computer 
industry behemoth DEC 
and main -frame leader Tandem to challenge a 

reborn and vitalised IBM. So the stage is set for 
the emergence of new technologies fuelled by 
computer industry competition and increased 
awareness, at the computer hardware and soft- 
ware manufacturer level, of the importance of 
the audio marketplace. 

PowerPC and the Pentium II. with the excep- 
tion of the Alpha chip that runs Windows NT 
at an earth- shaking 533MHz. 

Intel is developing a new generation of 
chips using 64 -hit /128 -hit bytes of data at 
every iteration where current chips process 

only at the 32- hit/64 -hit 
level. These IA -64 chips 
(supposedly code named 
Merced) will initially 
appear in servers and 
workstations; although 
the technology is 

expected to quickly find 
its way to desktop PCs. 

Semiconductor manu- 
facturing partners 
Motorola and IBM are 
developing a new ver- 
sion of the PowerPC 
called the G4, that will 
ostensibly equal or better 
the performance of the 

new Intel chips. The G4 does use different 
design parameters in its architecture which 
will require Apple Computer to redesign 
some portions of the Macintosh if it intends to 
use it for that platform. 

If these new Intel chips and PowerPC chips 
are manufactured with copper. they could 
well perform at Gigahertz speed (1000MHz) 
or better. The Alpha chip gone copper would 
equal or better that performance. These chips 
are expected by the end of 1998. with copper 
fabrication possible either at that time or at 

some point in 1999. 
The second innovation in microprocessor 

design is initially for the PowerPC chip family, 
but could evolve in other directions much as 
the innovation of 'going copper' suggests. It 

involves fabricating PowerPC chips with 
entire families of PowerPC processors 
mounted on a single assembly, in a similar 
way to the mounting of millions of transistors 
on a single chip. Although not as likely to 
emerge in the very short term, this innovation 
of diminution in fabrication size and mount- 
ing efficiency will increase computing 

If these new Intel chips 
and PowerPC chips are 

manufactured with copper, 
they could well perform at 
Gigahertz speed (1000MHz) 

or better. The Alpha chip 
gone copper would equal or 

better that performance. 
These chips are expected 

by the end of 1998... 

SEVEI1AL INNOVATIONS have 
emerged, and make possible 
quantum jumps in computing 
power. The first is the advent of 
copper as a manageable material 

for semiconductor makers (foundries) to use 
as substrate for central processor units (CPU) 
or microprocessor chips which previously 
used aluminium. Aluminium is not as superior 
a conductor as is copper, but until 1998, was 
much easier to work in making chips. A CPC 
consists of a series of millions of transistors 
laid down on a nonconducting board with a 

layer or substrate of aluminum or copper to 
make the connection to all of the transistors. 
The speed of the latest processor chips has 
hovered around the 333MHz figure for the G3 

"In the end of this millenium, it's really astounding 
that such sound quality is offered for so little money." 
Keyboards Magazine - Germany 
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"..certainly the best value do -all unit I 
have come across" 
Studio Sound magazine 

"We found the MPX1 to be a high quality, easy to us 
package. The signal quality preservation is 
excellent and the configuration options sufficiently 
varied to satisfy most prospective users." 
Audio Media magazine 
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"The Millenniva MPX1 is highly recommended 
because of its flexibility and superior sound. 
It is perfectly at home in any serious studio." 
Keys magazine 
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LA AIIDID F 24 SO(1THGATE. ROAD LONDON NI 311 TEL ;44 (01171 923 7447. FAX: +44 (01171 241 3644 
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« «< power even more than here speed 
increases. 

The memory that is directly on the micro- 
processor to store certain basic repeatable 
operating instructions is known as level one 
cache. It has been relatively small. the range 
of 16k to 32k of RAM being the average. That 
amount is larger on the new chip families. fur- 
ther enhancing processor speed. 

More important. level two cache. which is 

much larger and stores repeatable application 
code as well as operating system instructions 
typically in the 2í6k to 512k RAM level. will 

rise to 1 \lb or letter. Further. this R:\ \I will be 
of a higher speed variety and located poten- 
tially on the sane assembly with the processor 
for the time being. with direct fabrication with 
the processor on the saine chip in the not so 
distant future. The idea being that optimum 
level two cache to processor performance 
which directly effects digital audio efficiency is 

accomplished with a minimum of distance 
between the processor and the cache. 

Conventional wisdom in processor cache 
utilisation and design is to connect the two 
with the shortest physical distance and the 
highest possible data speed of the bus provid- 
ing the connection. Unity, that is the same bus 

Conventional wisdom 
in processor cache 

utilisation and design is 

to connect the two within the 
shortest physical distance and 

the highest possible data 
speed of the bus providing 

the connection. Unity, that is 

the same bus speed as the 
processor itself is the goal 

for level two cache 

speed as the processor itself is the goal for 
level two cache. In practice currently as well 
as for the future. a different processor to cache 
bus is used -separate from the computer's 
slower main bus or connection channel. 

Currently. Macintosh cache design uses so- 
called backside cache directly mounted on 
the processor card. PCs use so- called pipeline 
and -or burst cache also closely connected to 
the processor. 

ONE OF THE. MAJOR speed 
blocks in any computer has 
become the main system bus of 
a computer. When processors 
ran at l(Nl\IHz or less, the nomi- 

nal 50MHz computer bus speed was consid- 
ered acceptable. Now. with 300MHz 
processor speeds becoming the norm and the 
future CPU chips discussed here potentially 
yielding three to tour times that speed by the 
end of the year. the need for redesign of com- 
puter system architecture is well recognised. 
This is not as easily accomplished as it might 
seem because the larger more discreet com- 
ponents found on logic hoards cannot be 
given increased speed without generating 
increased cost and necessitating a major sy s- 
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tent redesign. For example, the new Macin- 
tosh G3 computers sporting 3110 \IHz proces- 
sors have undergone bus speed redesigns. but 
still can yield only 66MHz -up from S()\II1z. 

That is a major improvement but does serve 

to illustrate the complexity of the sstcnt 
redesign problem. 

In an era that now supp(Ms complete S,II0 
PC computers with PC manufacturers duelling 
over the S1.(H00 or less marketplace. there is 

the likelihcxxi that higher priced workstations 
and severs will get faster components yield- 
ing faster bus speeds lx fore less expensive 
machines do. 

Another not always noticed stumbling block 
to computer speed is the storage drives (both 
internal and external) used by the imple- 
mented digital audio workstation system. The 
overall hard drive capacity I in \lh or Gb): the 
spindle speed of each hard drive (in rpm): the 
access time (in ins): and the connection bus to 
transfer data rate to and from the computer (in 
NIh s) are all important to overall computer 
system efficiency and functionality. 

Ideally. the desired hard drive combination 
is storage capacity of 10Gó or letter: spindle 
speeds as high as 10,0(X)rpnt or better: access 

time measured as tiros or less: and data trans- 
fer rates of 20Mh s or better. You will almost 
never find that combination in an off -the -shelf 
drive in an off-the-shelf computer- primarily 
because even with today's rapidly dropping 
prices for storage drives -that ideal drive 
combination could cost far more than the 
computer itself. 

The data transfer mode itself can be 
enhanced IDE. but currently big and fast drives 
thrive with SCSI or enhanced SCSI modes on 
loth Vi'indoxvs and Macintosh platforms. The 
Firewire system initially conceived 1w Apple 
and Texas Instruments is likely to become the 
future standard for those engaged in video. 
audio and multimedia and could bconue the 
data transfer standard I'm PCs as well. 

OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

and application software are the 
proverbial fly's in the computer 
ointment. To take advantage Of 

the speed and internal efficiency 
that the new computers promise. code has to 
Ix. rewritten to take advantage of the hard- 
ware advances. That that will happen is given. 
but the question is when. The future of com- 
puters using the new technologies opens the 
door to new or alternative operating systems 

as well offering trie multitasking or increased 
power. Apple Rhapsody. one or more vari- 
eties of t 'nix. the 1W.. Windows NT 5.0. and 
other options yet to emerge fully. will further 
expand our options. Sun Solaris and other 
advanced sofiwares also offer promise. 

The bottom line here is that we are going 
through a series of changes in both the basic 
technology of the desktop PC and Macintosh 
(and laptops fi>r both platlorms as well). that 
promise to Ix. for the first time in many years. 
truly revolutionary rather than evolutionary. 
These changes promise to similarly alter the 
way we record. process and edit audio. Even 

now. one can take a loaded' top -of -the -line 
Macintosh laptop computer to a concert with 
microphones and adaptors to record the event 
digitally on the unit's hard drive. As we 
progress to the more advanced stages » »> 
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The next generation 
of loudspeaker 

management 
DSP 24 

s, 

Ot1Dut Low A High A 

freq. 25 -1000 1000 - 20000 Hz 

'NV ¡031J 41111. I ,9i- 12,..E dB/Oct 

0 Through 
3 Linkwltz-Riley 
6 Linkwflz-Riley 
9 Linkwitz-Riley 
12 Linkwltz-Rllry 
15 L(nkwOziilley 
18 L(nkwItz-Riley 
24 L(nkwllz-Riley 
27 L(nkwltz-Riley 
30 Llnkwitz Rlley 

[3'6Li},nkwllz-Rilewyy 
45 

60 Linkwltr-Rlley ' 
72 Llnkwxz-Riley 
84 Linkwitz-Riley 
96 Linkwitz-Riley 
12 36 Dual slope 
3 Bunerworlh 
6 Butterworth 
9 Butterworth 
12 Butterworth 
15 Butterworth 
18 Bunerwanh 
24 Bunerworth 
30 Butterworth 
36 Butterworth 
42 Butte rwonh 
18 Bunerwonh 
6 Thomson'. Besse') 
12 Thomson(=Bessel 
18 Thomson(=Bessel 
74 Thomson(=Bessel 
30 Thomsont=Bessel 
36 Thomson(=Besscl 
42 Thamsont=Bessel 
48 Thomsont=Bessel 
Custom 

dba audio 

Need more 
Just teil us. 

J 
16 31.5 63 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k If 

frequency 

VIEW is included with MI' 24. 
VIEW is a trademark of dha audio ab. 
M. ' P(: requirements - 4861)X, 
11M8 RAM. 64(1x48( VGA graphics. 
Windows 95/NT. Windows is a 

trademark ofMicrosof Corp. 

Take a look att the selection of 
crossover slopes on the left! This is 

just one of the areas where you are 
not limited with VIEW - the confi- 
guration software for the DSP 24. 

Other products use multiple se- 

cond order filters, which only achieve 
what you can do with traditional 
analog filters. Take a closer look at 
the list, 3 or 27 dB /octave Linkwitz- 
Riley slopes are not common! VIEW 
can create filters for the DSP 24, 
which up until now, have not been 
available. 

The DSP 24 is the first real digital 
filter without computing latency.* 

Call your dealer or distributor for 
a chance to experience the future. 
I.ab.gruppen DSP 24 - the new bench- 

mark in digital processing for loud- 
speaker compensation and control. 

Note: Just one sample, time delay is 
dependent on inter group delay ,ind 
conversion delay only (typically i -3 ms). 

LAB.GRUPPEN AB 
Gullregnsvägen 16, SE -434 44 KUNGSBACKA, Sweden 

Te': +46 300 168 23. Fax: +46 300 142 46 

Distributor in UK. and Ireland: AUTOGRAPH SALES Ltd. Tel +44 171 485 37 49 
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NEWS FROM 

TUBE -TECH 

MEC lA 

Recordí~ng Channel 
MEC 1A 
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The new TUBE -TECH MEC lA is a state of the art 
complete recording channel. 

Features: Mic. Preamp /DI, Three band parametric Equalizer, 
Optical Compressor. 

IT'S HERE TO STAY 

AUSTRIA (02) 236 26 123, AUSTRALIA (02) 9975 1360, BELGIUM (011) 23 23 55, 
BRASIL (011) 604 8339, CZECH REPUBLIC 455 622594, DENMARK (43) 99 88 77, 
FINLAND (90) 512 3530, FRANCE (03) 87 74 80 90 GERMANY (089) 609 7670, 
GREECE (1) 82 38 200, HOLLAND (010) 414 7055, ITALY (051) 766 648, 
JAPAN (03) 5489 3281, KOREA (02) 565 3565, NORWAY (55) 951 975, 
POLAND 622 446699, PORTUGAL (1) 353 8331, RUSSIA (095) 956 1826, 
SINGAPORE 225 5115, SPAIN (3) 319 5358, SWEDEN (046) 32 03 70, 
SWITZERLAND (01) 840 0144, TAIWAN 2719 2388, THAILAND 226 2301 -5, 
UK (1691) 65 85 50, USA (805 373 1828 

LYDKRAFT 
Lydkraft Aps Ved Damhusseen 38 

DK 2720 Vanlose DENMARK 

f computer power that promise to he 
with us sooner than later, coupled with the 
software that will be re- written or created 
from scratch to take advantage of the new 
power and speed capabilities of the hardware, 
there will he no limit to the options offered by 
computers in the recording studio. 

The final question, and, perhaps, the most 
difficult one to answer, is whether virtual dig- 
ital audio technology will replace the conven- 
tional studio. 

For an answer we must look from several 
vantage points at the hardware and how it is 

used. First, the use of a next or future gener- 
ation laptop with portable- studio software 
and a big, fast hard drive could replace the 
small portable studio appliances combining 
mixers and cassettes or MiniDiscs to record. 
Software could be incredibly versatile. and the 
output could be stored on an DVD -RAM built 
into the laptop. 

Analogue 'Back -To- The -Future' tube or 
tube sound studios could be simulated by 

The bottom line here 
is that we are going 

through a series of changes 
in both the basic technology 

of the desktop PC and 
Macintosh (and laptops for 

both platforms as well), that 
promise to he, for the first 
time in many years, truly 

revolutionary rather 
than evolutionary 

DSP plug -ins to studio recording software. 
The plug -in virtual studio options running at 
speeds far in excess of today's machines 
ould perform a range of digital signal pro - 

, essing (DSP) so sophisticated, that all after - 
recording and during -recording signal 
processing could he performed in real time by 
the software. 

Desired effects not easily available com- 
mercially could be created with programs that 
would allow the user to 'mount' and use 
gates, limiters, compressors, psychoacoustic 
enhancers, spatial effects generators, graphic 
equalisers, shelving and boost equalisers, 
parametric equalisers, and so on, in whatever 
order, with settings variable by 0.1dB for each 
unit with the software field. 

Editing is already almost exclusively the 
venue of the computer workstation. but the 
evolving technologies described above will 
complete that transition from tape playback 
and remix to virtual editing in most applica- 
tions. Considering the advances being made 
in hard drive storage and the evolution of the 
RAID drive technology (Random Array of 
Independent Drives), especially in television 
applications today, the capacity needed to 
edit in a computer, say, a 16 -track recording 
of a classical performance already exists. 
A single Gb of storage comfortably records 
one hour of 2 -track audio. So 8Gb would han- 
dle 16 tracks and 16Gb would handle 
32 tracks, and, of course, 32Gb would yield 
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64 tracks. That capacity of storage is available 
right now, even without RAID. 

What the new generation of computers will 
bring to the party, is the ability to store and 
process in real time these large multitrack 
recordings without extraordinary cost and 
complexity. 

As to the audio studio itself, the virtual 
recording studio will offer significant advan- 
tages to the personal and project studio 
owner who records several tracks and uses 
the facility for his or her own use. Little or no 
signal processing electronics will he needed 
external to the computer, due to DSP plug -in 
processing. 

The major stumbling block to the larger 
users' adoption of 'virtual' mixing consoles is 
the current lack of smart touchscreen LCDS. 

that will allow 'finger fading' and similar 
access to all plug -in EQ, and other signal pro- 
cessing components in real time as offered by 
the recording software. Despite the fact that 
the increased speeds of the central processor 
units and associated system architectures plus 
advanced hard drives or magneto -optical dri- 
ves in these new computers will allow virtu- 
ally instantaneous response to any mixing 
input instruction, the so- called `human engi- 
neering' issues will remain difficult to resolve. 

In fact, the preference of recording audio 
professionals and musicians to use hands -on 
mixing and signal- processing equipment in 
traditional ways is ultimately the greatest lim- 
iting factor in the future development and 

The major stumbling block 
to the larger users' adoption 
of 'virtual' mixing consoles 
is the current lack of smart 
touchscreen Ds, that will 
allow 'finger fading' and 

similar access to all plug -in 
EQ, and other signal 

processing components 
in real time as offered by 

the recording software 

adoption of the virtual studio on a state -of- 
the -art personnel computer. 

This author began forecasting the advent of 
the digital studio in the pages of this magazine 
almost 15 years ago. Much of what was expected 
of virtual recording and virtual editing, those 
many years ago, has come to pass. It is interest- 
ing to note that at the same time. the birth of the 
personal computer running with 1MHz CPU 
chips. 4-hit or 8 -hit processing 'words.' and 
64 thousand bytes of random access memory 
revolutionised our technological society. Today. 
15 years later, the potential for personal computer 
CPUs running a thousand times faster with 
128 -bit processing 'words,' RAM memory capacity 
20,000 times or larger and concomitant operating 
system softwares and audio recording, editing or 
processing softwares are just months away. Yet 

the prospect of human beings working in audio 
losing their tactile contact with the recording 
process remains a difficulty to solve. 
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PRODUCT & BROCHURE SHOWCASE 
F A X B A C K + 4 4 1 7 1 4 0 1 8 0 3 6 

CANFORD 

1. u r FREE copy of the 
(.:test Canford catalogue is 
now available. Expanded to 
,ver 800 pages and giving 
ó9ailed inhrrnlatiun un 

12.000 products, 
,uurce is truly the 

.oust comprehensive pro 
dio catalogue available 
lKlay. With several 
I.uropean offices. FREEPHfI \I 
,umbers for Spain. Belgium. Sssedeu. \rtherl:wd, 
I )enmark. plus distributors worldwide. Canford can 

r:unee an instant response to a query from 
mere round the Globe. Call us today for your 

f REF copy or take a look at our impressive intern. 
site for further information. 

(:.\\Fí)1.(ß) 
to 

t)7..t)g 

lel: +44 (0)191 417 0057 
Fax: +44 (0)191 416 0392 
Internet: http: www.canford.ro.uk indes.htm 

Contact: Adam Hall Ltd 
Tel: 01702 613922 
Fax: 01702 617168 

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd., 

UK: 01444 440955 fax: 44068E1 

the new 
Harbeth 

DPM1 
near -field 
monitors 

are 
Outstanding 
performers 

(s on sound) 

WWW harbeth.00m 

Worldwide 
distributors 

want 

-9 

For an immediate response 
iiieither FAXBACK Rebecca 
Reeves directly or mail to 
Studio Sound, 4th Floor, 

8 Montague Close, 
London SEI SUR. 

I'rism Sound 
produces the DSA -1 

kind-held AES /EBU 
analyzer, the Dscope 
EFT analyzer and 
high- quality A/D and 
D/ A converters. 

The DSA -1 is the only 
; hand-held tool that 

measures carrier 
parameters and data 
content. With 
programmable 

go /no -go limit. and Watchdog or Channel 
Check modes it solves interface problems fast. 

1 

For more information on Prism Sound range 
of products, call: 

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988 
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023 
William James House, Cowley Road, (el 

ambridge CB4 4WX 

smooth &creamy 
VAC RACTM 
The modular vacuum tube system, with: 
*Mic Preamp *Limiter *Step Equaliser 
*Instrument Interface *All valve power 
supply stage...giving you the power of 
legendary tube technology for live 
recordings, tracking, mixing, sweetening 
and mastering. 

© 4° .: I.t '77 
I 

-C--. 

Upper Wheeler House Colliers End 

Hens SG11 1E( T: 01920 822 890 F. 01920 822 892 

e -mail: sales @unityaudio.co.uk Web: http: /www.unityaudio.co.uk 

5 

rrfo FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTSI 
The new October '97 Product Guide from FFD 

is now available. 160 pages packed with 6000+ 
audio and video products. 

FFD distribute: Canare and Supra high quality cables 

and connectors. Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose and 

cannon connectors. Microphones and headphones Prot, 

Sennheiser, Beyerdynamic, Shure. 
Carbon boom poles from VDB. 

Plus much, much more. Get a copy today: 

Dealer enquiries welcome lot the 

Canare range of high quality 

audio/video cables and connectors 

L 

Our showroom in Uxbridge also has 

for sale a full range of used location 

recording equipment 

61 Oxford Road 

New Denham 
Uxbridge UB9 4DN. UK 

Tel: +14 (0)1895 813730 
Fu: 

+41 (0)1895 813701 

L 

Circle 
the number you require further 

information about 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MARCH 98 

Have you seen the new catalogue 
from Danish Pro Audio covering the 

complete range of Brae' & Kjær Series 4000 
Professional Microphones and accessories - 
the Microphones that are famous for keeping 

their promises about superb transient response 
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion - 

wide dynamic range. If you want to learn 
more about Brüel & Kjær microphones and 

microphone techniques 
then get the new 

catalogue. 
Danish Pro Audio ApS 

Hejrevang 11 

3450 Allerod Denmark 
Tel: +45 4814 2828 

Fax: +45 4814 2700 

E -mail: msmicseimage.dk 

THE ESSENTIAL 
PRO AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT GUIDE 

THE 1998 HHB CATALOGUE 

Call now for your free' copy of the 

definitive guide to everything that's 

important in professional audio. 

"Catalogue and postage tree in UK Catalogue plus postage r10 outside UK 

0181 962 5000 
risa Communications Oa 73.75 Scrubs Lane London NW IO 60U. UK 

Fax 0181 9625000 E-mail catalogues hit co uk hnp f'www tino co w 
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product and brochure showcase 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
I hose precision -built devices are made in 
the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those 
who want the best. Their well- earned 
reputation for quality and reliability is 

hacked by an impressive list of owners and 
users on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Want to find out why? 

Now available in the U.K. 

For Sales. Service & Rental Call 

tickle music hire ltd 
0181 964 3399 

Professional Audio Metering 
-the MSD Way! 

MSD 

when re see what You Hear.. 

AMMI .111, 

( ;et the brochure and check out tht 
new models: 
I)K- AUDIO, Marielundvei 371) 

OK -2730 Ilerlec, Denmark 
tel: +45 44 53 02 55 In +45 44 53 03 67 

I -mail, DK -Audio dl.- onlinc.dk 

r 

Go}- yotAr hew 
RAJ Cafotlo9tAe 
yee 

ssue 8 of the saper & 
Wayman catalogue is 

out now. 208 pages 
of Pro -Audio for 
Production & 
Presentation. 
Free within UK. 
Export price f10. 

7 

+44 (0)181 -800 8288 
Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader Estate 

167 Hermitage Road, London N4 112. UK. 
Fax: +44 (0)181 -809 1515 r +w.proaudio @dial.pipex 

L 

u _1 I-) "M V 
Configured 20/16 Righthand Bantam Patchbay, 16 VU Meters, 
Plus LF /RF /LR'RR and Aux and Phase Meter. 4 Rev Returns. 
Console fitted with 16 a 31099 Modules, 4 x 1073 Modules, 
16 x 32428 Modules. 10 x 32429 Modules, 33415 LIne Amps. 
Space for 4 x 33264A Comp /Limiters. P.O.A. 

Configured 24/8/16 Righthand Patchbay. 16 x PPM Meters, 4 Rev 
Returns, Console fitted with 24 x 1081 Modules, 32 x 1943/1 
Group Modules. 4 x 2254 Comp/Limiters, 1272 Line Amps. P.O.A. 

Configured 2011/16 Righthand Patchbay, 8 x PPM Meters, 20 x 
1073. plus 4 x 1066 Modules, 406/407 Line Amps, 1943 Group 
Modules, 4 x 2254 Comp /Limiters. P.O.A. 

Configured 12/4 with Righthand Patchbay, fitted 12 x 
33122 Modules (with mod) and 12 x 33726A Group 
Modules. P.O.A. - 
Configured 10/2 fitted 3116 Modules and 3126 Modules. 
P.O.A. 

:VE MODULES IN STOCK 

107311066110991 31102/ 

33122/2254/2254A/2254E 

All equipment is 
owned by 

A.E.S. 
Pro Audio. 

IM° PRO AUDIO 
A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY 

We will purchase ,leve I SSF Consoles 
Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 
Telephone International: 44 1932 872672 

Fax: International: 44 1932 874364 

sound To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified), 
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd., 
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK 
Tel: +44(0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036 
All box numbers reply to the above address 

RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly. 
Copy deadlines contact Rebecca Reeves. Classified Advertisement Manager 

The L Village 
Macintosh and Outboard Specialists 

New G3 in stock. 
Call Gavin Beckwith - 

London's leading Mac guru. 

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit - 

TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide - 

Massenberg - Alan Smart - 

AKG Solid tube in stock 

Mackie Main Dealer 

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 
0181 440 3440 

Studio Systems 
"The honte tthere the Soundtraes roam" 

Need to buy /update a mixing console? 
Have you heard about our used Soundtracs product' 
We can produce over 5 different console types from a 

£500.16/11/16" to a £5,(xx) "Quartz 32/24/32" 
We can deliver, install and guarantee for a year. a Soundtrar, 
console which has a much higher quality specification than a 

new console at a similar price. 
Maybe you're worried ahoua after -sales settee:' 

We're still giving free service hack -up on sales of oset 
five years ago" 

Come and demo a S/hand Soundtracs in our new purpose 
built Studio Showrom. 

Call Tim Jones at Studio ,'stems the Soundtracs specialist 
WATFORD U.K. 01 923 267733 

Email: Tim @studiosys.demon.co.uk 
www.studiosys.demon.co.tik 

We're always on the lookout for 
Soundtracs consoles! 

FOR SALE 
Mitsubishi x850 32 -Track Digital 

Recorder plus remote, £7950 ono. 
Excellent condition. one owner since 

new. never hired. 
Tel: +44 (0)1252 723518/715546 

Fax: +44 (0)1252 712846 

AMS /NEVE LIBRA DIGITAL CONSOLE 
48 fader worksurface 96 signal paths 

Full Encore Automation 24 A/D I /O's 32 
AES /EBU 

MADI plus 48 Track T /Dif I/O 
4 Band Parametric EQ. Full Dynamics 

Fully assignable 
Commissioned new in January 1997 

Contact Larking Audio Ltd 
Tel: 01234 772244 Fax: 01234 772109 
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appointment 
Re Vam. 

RE'AN PRODUCTS - INTERNATIONAL SALES MANAGER 
An outstanding opportunity for an individual to develop their career by joining a 

company whose expansion is being driven by new product development to meet 
the needs of leading audio equipment manufacturers. 

Re'an manufactures electrical components, moulded products and patching systems 
for the audio industry. This key role will be responsible for the identification and 

development of target markets for our range of electrical connectors and to define 
market needs for new audio electrical components to drive our strategic growth 

of this product group. 
Based in Northfleet, Kent, the successful candidate will have proven sales 

experience and extensive market and technical knowledge of audio electrical 
components, the drive and self- motivation to achieve new business and foster 

existing customer relations, be able to undertake extensive UK and foreign travel and 
be a strategic thinker able to make a full contribution to Re'an's growth and direction. 

The remuneration package is negotiable. 
If you are the right person for this challenging role, please write, 

enclosing a full C.V., to: 

Peter Cole, Managing Director, Re'an Products, 
Springhead Enterprise Park, Northfleet, Kent DA 1 811B 

Genex Research are a leading manufacturer of digital audio recorders. As part of an 

expansion program we are seeking high calibre hardware and software engineers to 

help develop next generation digital audio products. Applicants will be working as 

part of a small team and require initiative and self motivation. Good degree level 

qualifications are a must together with a minimum three years experience in a related 

discipline. A knowledge of one or more of the following would be an advantage, 

C /C+ +programming, DSP programming, FPGA /ASIC design, analog /digital circuit 
design. The successful applicant will be based in NW London. 

Please send you CV stating current salary to 

North Road. Genex 

London 

Ltd. United House, +in. North Road, Islington, London N7 9DP 

or email: kevin©genex.co.uk. 

To find out more about Genei visit http: / /www genex co 1k 
11110/ 

duplication & mastering 
CD Mastering 

CDRs from just £7.50 

Real Time Cassette Copying 

Copy Masters and Editing 

CD Manufacturing 
Laser printed labels & inlays 

Every copy individually checked 
Excellent quality & presentation 
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround 

RPM 
Repeat Performance 

Mastering 

6 Grand Union Centre 
West Row 

London W10 5AS 

Tel. 0181 960 7222 
Fax. 0181 968 1378 

www. repeat- performance.co.uk 

7èlephone: 0181 521 2424 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343 
It:hsur torn h,ymro demon co uk L.nr,ol: hJmnrom(u hyrnra demon o. ,rk 

HILTONGROVE 
where sound Idricc counts. 

(-,,tulsr,r I)n;, Prn..ILrr;rnw hr,,lrbm (,n,.rtn Rgv,gp,y,he, Pilot lh,.-off t1' 
31 Rn I.,hnoLop (n/.v snWld R..nv.uron ; .Sr mho, Ill)' 3 KM' MI' 

The Ililtungrose Rusiness (entre, Ilatherler .Neis, 
lt'althasnston, London 17 4(21'- 

, ,.nn, 1,../k from . 

Pro Tools & 
Sonic Solutions 

Editing & Mastering 
Contact Chris 

Tel: 0171 483 3506 

jbs records 
MUSIC and SPEECH 

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette 
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000. 

Computer printed labels. 
Solo, ' Y. reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT 

recording. Fast Security Delivery service. 
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division 

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ 
01992- 500101 

WANTED 
Self -motivated Professional Sales 
Person, already existing as or will - 
ing to become a Sales Agent for a 

High Profile Broadcast /Studio 
Equipment manufacturer. 

We are looking for experience in 

Sales. (preferably as a representa- 
tive), a working knowledge of the 
industry. the ability and creativity 
to expand the market and increase 
sales and (good communications 
skills. 

There is no limit to remuneration 
other than your own ability. 

If this is you. please send a full CV 
to: Box No. 128, Studio Sound, 
8 Montague Close, London SE1 
9UK. 1.K 

RECORDING STUDIO complex in North 

London requires TECHNICAL ASSISTANT to 

maintain and set -up equipment. 

Applicants should have electronic qualifications to 

C &G levels. Good prospects for promotion. 

Salary depends on qualifications and experience. 

Telephone for application form on 0171 586 5361 

appointment 
Self- employed go ahead 
sound eng /producer for Scottish 
Hi Tech Studio /Record Label. Access 
to Internet and global marketing 
expertise. Experience of hard disc 
systems. Dream opportunity. 

Tel /Fax 01224 867972. 

YOUR JOB CAN NOW 
APPEAR ON -LINE 

Our website on ttiww.prostudioxom has over 
10,000 hits a month and is the most 

comprehensive, all encompassing pro audio 
website in the world. 

Tel: +44 (0)171 620 3636 
Fax: +44 (0)171 401 8036 

E -mail: advertising @prostudio.com 

,ri nso CDs Ltd. 
Tel 0171 700 3060 
Fax 0171 700 5544 

coact Phil or p` 
One oll CDs b CD -Roms 

including on body Printing 
Runs of 10-100 Cali for details 

Top Class Graphic Design 
Digital Mastering Studio . 

t4 
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TOYfHOP 

CONSOLES 
irvc 
Neve ., 

Faders dynamic metering, 2 y o MINT full 
Neve VR60 Legend 24 channels' Flying faders 

dynamic metering fall 
Hew V3 48 frame. 44 loaded Necam 96 light 
use only fsall 
New V3 - 2 x 48 channel consoles available one 
won FF one with Necam 96. plasmas Leah 
Nees 5106 - 48 channel. 36 mono. 12 stereo 
9 dux direct outs. V1 serres electronics full 
Neve 5104 PPMs 3 buckets 1624 ch. £10.009 
Neve Flying Faders. 12 x flying faders. NEW £1,500 
AMS Logic 1: Spectra M8 call far spec fall 
SSL 4064E, G 64 channels. G computer. 60 mono 
4 stereo Plasmas prig eq TR full 
SSL 4056E/G 48 mono, 4 stereo. all G centre 
section TR. VU metering Excellent full 
SSL 4040E G 20G modules. 16E. 4 stereo TR. 

G comp Prog ea VUS RHPB LHPD full 
SSL 5316 - 2014 16 mono 4 stereo. 8 IMO s. reset 

5 dynamics eat p'b .. £15.000 
Midas XL-3 40 channel 2 x psu f c. serviced 122.500 
Midas XL -2. 56 channel 40.16 fc great £15.000 
MTA 990 inline 54 up, remote p/b 48T VU meter 

mg 3 years old. excellent 129.995 

Studer 900 series 12A2n lovely console £2.500 
Trident Vector 432 46 channels in line 2 dynam u 
modules. film panning. 32 buss £19.000 
Soundcren 3200 top of range 32 rip 24 buss 

Uptown 2000 moving fader automation 017.000 
Soundcrall TS 12 28 frame 24 fined in line .12.500 
Raindlrk 6216 quaóty all stereo up ideal for radio 

SAS cheap,e £495 

Amok HenOnx - 40 frame 22 fined 4 stereo 
Supertrue Auto. 3 extra patch bays (15,000 
Amek BIG 40 tm 28 mono 4 stereo. Supertrue 
Auto Recall Clean no stuns of VD in last medical 

Check up 09.995 
Amek Recall 2 available. 56 8 40 channel fca0 
Amek BC2 - broadcast console. 8 mono 8 stereo 
24 trame. patchbay 06.000 
DOA DCM 232 Top of range in line DOA 56 frame 

56 totted Uptown 2000 flying fader auto Plasma 
metering t44 extra toe Ines £37,000 
DOA AMR 24 36 frame 28 loaded Optillie 3D 

automation Private use only £13,995 
Yamaha DMR 8 with usual suspects of accessories 

£call 

(call 

USED EQUIPMENT LIST 
PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222 FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333 

MULTITRACKS 
Studer 

t owner Excellent _055.000 

Studer A820 24T - 1 960 his internal Dolby SP 

remote control One owner C22. 500 

Studer A820 241 - 2650 hrs. SSL mterfac (18.500 
Studer A820 240 - 4500 hrs SSL interface (17.500 
Studer A80 Mk2 - 24T. narrow audio remote C7.000 

Studer Dyaxis 2 complete system multi contro 
surface. Optical drive etc C5.000 

NE0 Post pro system 16T DAT 24H MEGA" (5.000 
Tascam ATR 60 1 16T with 00e NR SAS Cotters 
Mitsubishi X -880 32T - remote locate. m b £17.500 
Mitsubishi 0 -850 32T remote locate. mib (12.500 
Timeline Lynx Lynx t modules latest v 500 26L 

software can be racked refurbished £750 
Timeline Lynx - system supervisor 1.43 SW 1495 

Dolby SRiA MT Series 10 modules loaded auto 

alignment for record and play Ticket £3 500 

Dolby XP 24 rack of 24 As lovely 01.200 
Dolby SP 24 24 As in MTR 90 oentna.,". Lt 000 

Dolby 363 SR - 5 a., C995 ea 

Dolby M16 - olc P - £495 

2T MACHINES 
Sony PCMR 500 DAT . NEW 

Panasonic SV 3800 DAT . NEW 

Studer A820 - very low hours 

Studer 037 - classic tube 
Studer 912 - dTC. with meters up top 

Studer 812 - CTC no meters 
S t u d- - - - - - -. TC no meters rack mount 

Studer ::nn meter -bridge 300016 

Studer .. 
t in stock 

Studer " r 7 - oil its trolley with meter 

Studer S 4000 synchroniser 
Studer A210 cassette decks coal 
Recox 877 LS - excellent 
Sony xrpc Pn -- ni . . 

£895 

C850 

Cl 750 

C1 500 

f1 295 

f995 
f750 
C695 

£495 

C250 

£295 

£200 

0350 

£695 

FX EQUIPMENT 
MPS Keyuuara raertace Cno'..s we!onu £125 

ANS 15 80 S8 - broadcast delay £250 

Lexicon 224 - with white remote (1.500 
Lexicon 1200 Time compressor harmonizer - 
stunning, 1495 
Roland SRO 2000 - classic crunchy reverb 1395 
Publisen infernal 90. 20 seconds sampling deli. 

11.995 

EMT 251 with 250 software. totally unique 13.995 
MOR 01 - digital reverte (150 
Eventide BD 955 - DUMP delay £95 

MDB S° :: . 16 bit sampler clear as glass 1100 

OUTBOARD 
Neve 1081 - Classic re issue mic amp. 4 band eq 

"JEW (2.249 
Neve 33609,1 Brand new Neve J series dual 

compressor limder 02.217 
Neve 271 mic amp £175 

Neve 2258 - size of a 1073 noise gate a 2 1299 ea 
Neve compressonhmiter t channel 1U 1495 

Avalon 737 tube mic amp eq. compressor. NEW, 
A total peach of a unit (1.295 
Avalon 737 SP - Improved headroom at low 

°cr and with silver knobs 

RCA 3' A6C - fantastic tube limiter 

08X '90XT mono compressor 
Focusrile RED 7 mic amp. dynamics 

Drawmer DS 221 - dual compressor limiter 

Klark Teknik DN 410 - dual paralytic 5 b eq 

A 8 0 F760X -RS dual Comae. 
TC Finalizer PLUS - NEW model 

TC 1128 28 band praphic.analyse' 
Aphex Campellm 2 channel compressor 

Urei- '7 A - 27 band qaphic 3 ava'nble 

£1.495 

02.995 

£250 

11195 
£225 

£395 

£650 

E1.399 

£395 

(450 
1195 ea 

MICROPHONES 
Neumann L1.49 :.,! ,nr '.. 

M49 with RF snielding £3 500 

Neumann KM 56 3 pattern AC701 tube £850 

Neumann KM 54. tube KM 84 C500 

Phillips tube Inc with Schoeps 934 capsule C750 

AKG 451 microphones E and EB. w ck3 cap £175 ea 

AKG 131 kits comprising 2 x 451 bodies 
,.k 3 capsules 2 VRt tubes table stands 

and clips All Flight-cased and lovely C400 ea 

AKG D25 - boxed suspension mount lovely 0250 ea 

AKG 020 - boxed £200 

Sennheiser MKH 50 - super cardioid MKH 40 £495 

Schoeps M221b - with 934 capsule Sweet as a 

, 01 based tube mic £595 

£225 

£250 

Octava 319 in lovely black plastic case 

Octava MK 012 - w'3 capsules NEW 

lomo 19,119 Russian tube mit - stunning 
une out 

Shure SM 58 - NEW 

Shure R' ` . .. 

[795 
£89 

£79 

MONITORING 
Geneier special otter 
Genelec ' J914 woofer 
Genelec 102e 2 x 15 drivers huge spad 
with amps 
Tenney Super Reds SRM15X-t5" big boys 1600 

DynAudlo M3 c'w 2 BSS FDS 360 O o r' 
Carver PM 1 5 amps 
Apogee 4 SSM system controller 
Apogee AE -1 pair 

Rogers LS 3.7 s no amps 

Threshold - S 1000 power amps Er 

1895 
C925 

(7 995 

C3 54 

C995 

C495 

f150 
C2.500pr 

MISCELLANEOUS 
EMT 948 broadcast turntable (495 
Tektronix Tek Meter model THM565 portab,e scope 
multimeter 6 months old £450 
Theta DS Pro - DA converter £795 
Banlam pip s all MOM s. loads in stock £125 
GPO 316 MOM lack-lields loads. various £1 p.h. 
Drake DA switching units x 8 psu male duck £495 
Audioscope - 32 ch metering tor RGB monitor £450 

Complele 2istullo complex For Sale - situated in SE 

Asia Neve 8 DOA consoles Studer 827 820 24T 
machines Dolby SR. Lexicon 480Ls etc Complete 
with 2 buildings 800m3 and land 500m3 Diesel 
o. it - we 400kVA generator etc etc Call lOr lull 
data' is 

e ,.diarau 5,,...a -rau., ^ein.....ac> oa'rea 

Audio Toyshop Ltd 
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222. 
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333. 
E-mail: toyboys @audio- toyshop.co.uk 

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD, 
LONDON N7 8NS 
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479 
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483 

Mark Thompson 
Helen Rider 
Steve Lane 

Clive Richards 

NEW FOR NINETY -EIGHT: 
HOT NEW ENTRIES TO THE FUNKY DEMONSTRATION RACKS INCLUDE 

TC Fireworx. Finalizer Plus and G- Force: daft names for great gear ... 
PURPLE Urei 1176 clone: discrete. EXACT CLONE of the old classic but 
Purple ( ?), - Purple front panel. 
EMPIRICAL LABS 'DISTRESSER' the crunchy compressor with U -NUKE 
'NIQUE' facility. 
CRANESONG 'HEDD' Stunning ND and D/A converter with tape saturation 
facility. Perfectly matches the STC -8 COMPRESSOR. 
HSE EQ1 mastering EQ. Precision Swiss audio engineering. and MUCH 
more fun than the Winter Olympics (yawn ...). 
AKG 'SOLIDTUBE' valvey mic in silver case. 
YAMAHA 02R1030. Maybe not new. but have ya seen the new (super low) 
prices? V2 software now standard. 
BOFFIN ISLAND rugged racks for delicate moduless: empty or loaded with 
NEVE (1066/73) CADAC. TELEFUNKEN and other Vintage classic. 

PLUS OF COURSE all the best in new gear from AKC, EAR. FOCUSRITE, 
TLA (including the new IVORY/TUSK range). JOEMEEK. TC. GENELEC, 
NEUMANN. STUDER. LEXICON. AUDIO TECHNICA. BEYER. SPL. ROLAND, 
AKAI. SHERMAN. MUTATOR. YAMAHA, DBX (Blue series in stock). and not 
forgetting the UNFORGETTABLE MANDELSON MILLENNIUM: we can't tell 
you what it does. but the anticipation is huge. Due out in 2002. 

AND ... Europe's largest stocks of guaranteed used consoles.. multitrack 
machines. mics and outboard: three page used sales list available on 
request. WITH ... specialist repairs. custom electronics and servicing from 
BOFFIN ISLAND the magic workshop in the sky ... 

BEST CASH DEALS ANYWHERE. BEST PART EXCHANGE DEALS ANY- 
WHERE. CALLERS WELCOME MONDAY TO FRIDAY (11 fil 7): WORLDWIDE 
EXPORT NO PROBLEM. FAST OVERNIGHT DELIVERY IN UK. 

-JJ r) j I f fl 1;1 I r WORLD 
DÉ 

DELIVERY 

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT!! 
CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED GEAR ON Q, =1 J 49060C) 
OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON ............. .._014a s 11,1700 
OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT http2%J vi/ ti/. d +l ri , f ] r 111 
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equipme 1 

`Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want 

Igo 
quality 

used equipment ' 
twr 

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 
STING. TREVOR HORN. ROCERTAYLOR. CHRIS REA. PHIL COLLINS. OCEAN 
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL, ALAN PARSONS. 
JEAN MICHEL JARRE. VANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFORD, SARM STUDIOS. 
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS. 
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM. REAL WORLD. BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC. 
WARNER CHAPPELL,'GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KONK STUDIOS. 
STUDIO MULINETTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIOS. BEARTRACKS. 

Terry Britten. Producer - Song Writer 

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE COMBINED WITH FIRS" 

CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL ATTENTION 
NICK RYAN IS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CAI I. 

TEL +44 1892 861 099 
FAX +44 1892 863485 
WEB http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk 

' t ,1 

THE OUTBOARD SPECIALISTS 
NEW DEMONSTRATION ITEMS IN THIS MONTH: 

TUBE TECH MP1A, LCA 2B, EQ1A AND THE MECIA!! 
THERMIONIC CULTURE'S SUPERB NEW VALVE COMPRESSOR. THE PHOENIX. 
CLM DYNAMICS DB400S, 4 CHANNELMIC PRE WITH MS AND MUCH MORE. 

TO ROAD TEST THESE OR ANY OTHER OUTBOARD GEAR, OR FOR YOUR FREE 
COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE, PLEASE CALL US OR VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE. 

FOR THE LATEST AND GREATEST IN OUTBOARD GEAR. 
SERIOUS AUDIO LTD, WATFORD, HERTS, FAX: 01923 442441 

01923 442121 

CeorRox 
SOUND AND VISION EQUIPMENT HIRE 

74 hnnr cnnrirr, 

Non -Linear, Pro Tools, Digital Multitracks, Timecode DAT Recorders, Effects 
and Processing, Computers, Drives, Mixers, Sony Beta SP and DV 

Akai, Alesis, Avid, Digidesign, Focusrite, Fostex, Genelec, HHB, KRK, 
Mackie, Neumann, Neve, Otari, Panasonic, Sony, Tascam, Yamaha 

Tel: 0181 449 6555 Fax: 0181 449 5252 
Email: sales @gearbox.com www.gearbox.com 

happy to help. 

paradine -jarres design 

fax: 0171 357 6899 

FAIRCHILD 670 
Excellent condition, unused for the last 

19 years. 1 set of new tubes + spares. 

Interested? 

Fax me for the history and make me an 

offer I can't refuse. 

Fax: Germany +49.5551 -8020 

FOR SALE 

DDA AMR24 36/24 with 60 channels 
Mastermix Automation 
(84 channels on mix) 

Ex- Surrey Sound Studios. in excellent condition, 
very well maintained. 

As used by Simple Minds, The Beach Boys, Bruce 
Hornsby. The Sneaker Pimps, Ocean Colour Scene and 

Radiohead, etc. etc. 
Contact Larking Audio 

Tel: +44 (0)1234 772244 Fax: +44 (0)1234 772109 

property 
Radio production company 

seeks 2,700-ish sq ft space 
in central London for 
production office and 

studios. Could convert. 

Please phone Sonita Alleyne 
0171 613 3211 

products & 
services 

40 Clarendon Rd West. Chorbon. Manchester M21 ORL 

1 

A New Control Room? 
W'hatescr the scale of your project. almost any 

control room can benefit from the design principles 
of the Early Sound Scattering room. 

Instead of relying on creating a reflection free zone. in 
this new configuration of room the unwanted reflections 
are masked by many randomized low level reflections 
from Mc front of the room. allowing consistently accurate 
response and imaging throughout the room regardless of 
equipment layout. 

This means that very different rooms can he made 
subjectively identical, pros iding the closest thing yet to 
absolute reference monitoring. 
If you're serious about your new control room, 
you should he talking to 

ANDREW J PARRY 

on 0161 861 0857 

ELEGTROACOUSTIC ifiEMESENE 
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products an services 

DA88 & ADAT 
Specialist Service Centre 

Expert Repair and Sen icing for I) & ADAT 
Call Aspen Media Serti ice for details: 

01442 399 949 
ASPEN 
ME_(_71i\ L IMI TL 222 Maylands Avenue. Hemel Hempstead. Herts HP2 7T 

TnattuJ- 

1000 CD Albums £999 + VAT! 
(from EQ DAT and separated artwork on film) 

includes 4 page booklet, 2 colour on -body print and case. 
Digital Editing/DSP £25 per hr. CD Mastering to Exabyte DDP, 

Sleeve Design, Cassette Duplication, Vinyl: Call for details. 

01992 -505001 

AIR CONDITIONING & 
VENTILATION TO SOUND 

STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY 

We provide design only or design and 
installation for many well known clients. 

Whether it be for displacement free cooling, 
VA.V, VR.V, split, unitary or centralised 

call Mike Hardy of 

Ambthair Services Ltd on 

01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269 

Web.http://www.pncl.co.uk/%7mhardy/ 
Email mhardy@pncl co uk 

CRYSTq!i WHY 
PAY MORE FOR DAIS? 

ALL DAIS ARE NOT 11* SAW SOL COST TWCE A.S IOU> 

OAT STORAGE RACK- E3.SO4AT, 

rei "it..ó.0á1.C. ióúw;i : 
DATR30 nor E2.89 + VAT! 
DATR46 . FROM E3.09 + VAT! 

'COMPACT 1U PATCHBAYS DATR61 . FROM E3.35 + VAT! 

ONLY C37 99 VAT' DATR92 - FROM E3.85 + VAT! 

32 WAY JACK JACK DATR122 - FROM £4.35 + VAT! 
24 WAY JACK / 8 WAY MIEN CR®,t cwr>"s 

EASILY REVERSIBLE NORMALIRIG TEL FAX 01223 208937 

NORTH ROAD WE3'DY ROYSTON I-E TS SG8 OAB 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
NEW TAPE HEADS 
Supplied for most makes, 

Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling 
Same day turn round. 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
11 Brittania Way, Stanwell. Staines. 

Middx TW19 7HJ 
TEL: 01784 256046 

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS 
AM PEX- BASF -MAX ELL -3M- SONY -KAO 

AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR 
Spools. boxes, blades. splicing and leader tape 

Custom wound cassettes C1 120, labels. library cases. inlay cards. 
Bulk audio C -Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges 

ar`=. 
SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES 

Shentonlield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate. 
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660 

FOR OUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE 

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK 
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE 
On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer. 
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers. 
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock. 
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels. 
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification. 
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples. 

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre 

pp 

Sittingbourne. Kent ME10 3RS England 

LS ©IligLtd 13 1017951428425 Fax 101795) 422365 

World Wlde Web ntlpolwwwaupMttll.co WNaMV 

HEADS FOR 
EUROPE 

AM BELGIUM 
MAGNETIC HEADS 

FOR TAPE AND FILM 

PROFESSIONAL 
HEAD 

REFURBISHMENT 
SUMMERTONE LTD 

98 SCATTERDELLS LANE 
CHIPPER FIELD 

HERTS WD4 9EZ, UK 
TEL: (44) 01923 263220 
FAX: (44) 01923 260606 

Lockwood Audio 
authorised 

THE 

J.rYrYVl Speì iallsts 

SPARES AND REPAIRS 

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE 

Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472 
Fax: +44 (0) 181 - 207 5283 

ZIPPER MOBILE STUDIO 
TEL/FAX: (UK) 0181 -450 4130 
EMAIL: zipmob@dial.pipex -com 
WEB: http : / /ds.dial.pipex.com /zipmob/ 

i 

A B Cable and Wiring 
A Wide Range Of Cabling & Wiring 
To Meet Every Customer's Needs 
PANEL WIRING 
CABLE ASSEMBLIES 

' GENERAL ELECTRONIC 
ASSEMBLIES 

' RACK & FRAME WIRING 
' BROADCAST INSTALLATIONS 
' COMPUTER CABLING 
' COMPUTER NETWORK 

INSTALLATION 

ANDOVER 

(01264) 334076 
FAX 

(01264) 337721 

UNIT 8 WALWORTH ENTERPRISE CENTRE. 
DUKE CLOSE. WALWORTH IND EST.. ANDOVER 

Mark Griffin Furniture 
CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE 

l)e.cign and installation o/ nicking. 
Vrtat;e and u i essnl7CN 

Please call for a brochure 
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN 

Byrebrook Studios. Lower Farm. 
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 TAU, UK. 

Tel: 01865 300171 Fax: 01865 303071 

DAT SERVICE CENTRE 
Even DAT recorders that record and playback perfectly may fail 

to meet the Sony DAT specificatior.As a result capes may 

"sound different" or even produce glitches when played back 
on another machine. 

To guarantee confidence. have your machine professionally 
calibrated by Music Lab. Complete calibration. service and 
repair facilities from C75 plus VAT. Contact Jason Sullivan for 
calibration prices /quotations on most models. 

Tel: 0171 388 5392 Fax: 0171 388 1953 

studio /producer 
Andy Whitmore 
Producer/ Remixer 

SYears of Hits in the UK Singles Chart 
Peter Andre - Flava, MN8 - Little Something 4 U, Kavana - Crazy Chance '97 ' 

Andy h keen to work with new Went in R &B /Hip Hop /Garage/Dance & House music. 

Andy's Greystoke Studio has a Mackie 56 channel desk with 
automation, GML Eq, SSL Compression, Akal, Proton s and 30 
keyboards 

.46 

For more information call Jill on 0181 998 5529 
Greystoke Productions official sponsors of Brantford Women, Football Club 
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US: Back to analogue, 
mono or musicians 
The ultimate 'retro' movement would see bands of musicians 
pitching performances at a recording team writes Dan Daley 

JAZZ TRIO is doing gig in a small club. 
The pianist is plugging along, but out of 
the corner of his eye he notices, every 

now and then, that the bassist is swinging his 
Fender's headstock towards the drummer's 
head. This goes on for half the set; then sud- 
denly, the bassist lunges over the kit and begins 
to throttle the drummer by the neck. The pianist 
hurriedly announces a break, jumps up and 
separates his two colleagues and pulls them 
outside. He turns to the bass player and says, 
'What the hell was that all about ?' The bassist 
replies, He kept reaching over and detuning 
one of my tuning pegs'. The pianist sees this as 
just light- hearted horseplay and responds, 
'What's so bad about that ?' To which the bassist 
replies: He wouldn't tell me which one.' 

If you've heard it before, you're probably a 

musician. You're also probably over 35 and 
possibly baffled by hard -disk recording. 
You're almost certainly not making a living by 
playing in conventional recording studios any 
more on records other than your own. Two 
revolutionary things have occurred in our life- 
times: the advent of personal recording, and 
the introduction of affordable, reliable, 

almost- good -sounding digital recording. And 
we've been blinded not only by science but 
by the reverse swing of the pendulum in 
response to these innovations. 

The ability to record at home, and the abil- 
ity to do so in a nondestructive, random- access 
environment, has radically altered the fabric of 
how contemporary music is created and 
recorded. The notion of a group of people sit- 
ting down together and playing ensemble has 
become pretty much a thing of the past 
in most cases. Sure, bands are back -for the 
moment, anyway, but a perusal of the Hot 100 
shows that the hermetic auteur, in the form of 
the writer- artist- performer, is alive and well and 
will likely still be so after Oasis, Blur and the 
rest have self- destructed. Or in the case of 
Aerosmith or the Stones, simply expired. 

The ability to make entire records with- 
out the interplay that comes with a group of 
individuals playing together has been both 
empowering and alienating. That's not 
news -the Back to Mono crowd of techno- 
Luddites have been quite vocal about the 
phenomenon and analogue tape and 
recording techniques have large cadres of 

vociferous and rabid proponents. But ana- 
logue isn't enough; it still requires people 
on the other end of the microphone, and 
even analogue's boosters often lose sight of 
this fundamental truth. You can remain iso- 
lated even though you're using a Fostex B- 
16 and a Marshall amp. 

What's happened is that the apprenticeship 
system that used to be the norm in the busi- 
ness has been almost completely overturned. 
The notion of 'job description' might seem 
quaint and limiting to some, particularly in an 
era when reams of self -help books and gurus 
-not to mention US Army recruiting cam- 
paigns- evangelise that anyone can be all that 
they want to be. So who wants to be a tape op 
for five years when you can go right to being 
the star? 

Personal recording is giving voice to some 
very, very talented individuals. However, the 
ranks of musicians that once supplied the 
pools of composers, engineers and producers 
have thinned; musicianship is no longer a 

requirement. And in a very real sense, it's rede- 
fined just what constitutes recorded music. The 
evidence is all around and it's compelling. 
New York City used to have the most awe- 
some collection of studio musicians in the 
world. (I'll get to Nashville in a minute.) Over 
80% of national commercial spots and the bet- 
ter part of most pop and rock records were 
done by them, criss- crossing Manhattan by 
subway and cab, gig bags perched on their 
backs like battle standards. Los Angeles had its 
own crew -the Wrecking Crew, one genera- 

Europe: Investing in rot 

The life of laser discs, once infinite, is now a flexible and 
marketable commodity writes Barry Fox 

F A EUROPEAN MANUFACTURER of elec- 
trical equipment discovers a fault that could 
harm its user, start a fire or damage other 

equipment, it puts out a recall notice. Adver- 
tisements appear in the national press asking 
anyone with the affected model to return it for 
servicing, free of charge. The manufacturer 
does this because of laws on legal liability. 

There have been several scares over the 
years on faulty disc pressing. The first, in the 
early 1980s, involved 12 -inch laser video discs. 
The glue used to bond the two halves of the 
disc into a sandwich was letting air through. 
The analogue pictures just got fuzzier every 
day. The factories producing faulty discs tried 
to keep the problem secret, but the truth about 
'Laser rot' came out and the bad publicity 
forced the pressing plants to clean up their act. 

But by then, the late 1980s, some music 
CISs were starting to self- destruct. The inks 
used to print the labels were reacting with 
the lacquer seal, and letting air through to the 
aluminium reflective layer. This oxidised or 
'rotted' the metal. In the first stage of rot, the 
error correction conceals the fault. When the 
rot finally gets too had for the correction to 
cope, the disc stops playing. There has never 
been a similar recall notice, but hats off to 
Philips' PDO pressing plant in Blackburn, in 

the North of England. It is now five years 
since Blackburn discovered it had quite a dif- 
ferent production problem, and fixed it. But 
PDO still runs a customer support service 
(PDO Discs Ltd, Helpline, Freepost, BK1080, 
Blackburn, Lancs, BB1 5BR, UK. Tel: +44 

1254 52448). PDO found that tiny traces of 
sulphur gas were seeping from paper and 
card used for the sleeve notes, getting 
through the lacquer seal and tarnished the sil- 
very metal. This reduced reflection and 
stopped some discs playing. 

There was never any recall notice when 
Ampex discovered that some of its open reel - 
analogue tapes would become sticky, and 
refuse to play after a few years storage. The 
stickiness was caused by a chemical reaction 
between the base film, binder and moisture in 
the air. After we exposed the problem in 
Studio Sound, around 1990, Ampex held a 
trade seminar and offered a free service that 
removed the stickiness for just long enough to 
let an engineer make a new copy, and then 
junk the original. 

Sticky tapes still turn up when studios and 
record companies go into their vaults and pull 
out an old master, hoping to create a new CD 
release. With a bit of bad luck they find that 
the tape makes a screeching noise when 

played. The machine slows until it grinds to a 
halt, with all the contact rollers covered with 
sticky gunge. The Ampex fix, also adopted by 
Agfa, was to bake the tape in an oven. Not 
knowing this, one engineer recently experi- 
mented, using a vacuum oven to suck mois- 
ture out of hot tape. In fact a vacuum is not 
necessary, simple baking does the trick, by 
hardening the sticky binder just long enough 
to make a good copy. 

Rotting discs and sticky audio tape may 
not jeopardise health and safety, but it 

creates widespread distress and wastes vic- 
tims' time and money. If the EC's Eurocrats 
in Brussels are looking for a new crusade, 
I'd say that what Europe needs now is a 
consumer protection directive that obliges 
manufacturers to advertise the existence of 
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tion of them were called -and the only 
thing that kept them from doing three dates 
a day was freeway traffic. Compared to the 
decades between 1955 and 1985, New York 
and LA are ghost towns for studio musicians 
today. Nashville still has plenty of live musi- 
cians playing together on records. But if the 
personal recording trend came late to that 
city, it has arrived with the vengeance of 
maturity: technology that's cheaper and 
faster than ever. No one can see live ensem- 
ble recording of records ending in Nashville 
anytime soon, but there have been nervous 
murmurs as more and more producers put 
studios into their homes, as are the musi- 
cians who have been doing most of the ner- 
vous murmuring. 

You can't force people to use live musi- 
cians, or use them in groups as opposed to 
individual overdub sessions to play instru- 
ments the auteur either can't or can't sample 
and sequence. (Ever tried that with a pedal 
steel guitar ?) But people can be made aware 
that the modus operandi that have become 
the norm in record -making is the result of 
changes on a massive and fundamental 
level. And that as generations go by, the 
way things were exists increasingly in arti- 
cles about vintage equipment, techniques 
and people. So no matter if it's just a group 
of mates on a Saturday afternoon in a 
grungy rehearsal space -put a bunch of 
musicians together in the same room at the 
same time and watch what happens. It's 
pretty amazing. 

a product fault as soon as they discover it 
-regardless of whether it endangers life 
or limb. 

In a neat twist, news now comes of a plan 
to make discs that deliberately self- destruct. 
Colorado company Hide and Seek has 
turned Mission Impossible science fiction into 
sci -fact. A CD or DVD is coated with a thin 
layer of plastic polymer that darkens pro- 
gressively when exposed to light. So the disc 
initially works perfectly but later refuses to 
play. HST works in two ways. The polymer 
can darken when exposed to the intense 
beam of reddish light which is emitted by the 
laser in a CD or DVD player. Another type of 
polymer darkens when exposed to the ultra- 
violet rays in daylight. 

A CD, DVD or ROM disc is pressed in the 
usual way, then coated with polymer, using 
a technique similar to that already used to 
apply the protective lacquer. Varying the 
chemical mix controls either the number of 
times a disc can pass through the laser 
beam in a player, or the length of time the 
disc can survive after removal from light - 
tight packaging. 

The idea is to sell or give away limited life 
discs, either as publicity teasers or time -out 
rents. This contrasts with the Divx system 
which uses encryption to let a DVD disc play 
only for a couple of days. The Divx player 
then uses a modem to send credit payment 
down the line, in return for electronic code 
that authorises more days of use. The trouble 
with Divx is that discs will only play on a 
customised player. HST discs will play on 
any player. Or at least that's what the 
inventors promise. 
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Surround on the QT 

As the industry discusses digital encoding systems. TV viewers 
are voting with their feet, writes Kevin Hilton 

THERE IS A SCENE in the Steven Spiel - 
herg film Jurassic Park where the inves- 
tigating boffins discuss the awful truth, 

which the audience had known all along 
because we had seen the Making Of... docu- 
mentary. During this exchange, rock 'n' roll 
chaostician Dr Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) 
makes the prescient observation, 'These sci- 
entists were so caught up with the idea that 
they could, they never stopped to think 
whether they should'. 

The joy of creation, particularly of ideas, is 
so strong that the creators rarely stop to con- 
sider what to do with their intellectual off- 
spring, what effect it may have on the real 
world. It could just be clever -clever, an 
unnecessary sophistication. This appears to 
be happening with television surround sound 
and most particularly discrete multichannel 
systems. While Jurassic Park is a fine exam- 
ple of dramatic audio design, this is where 
any other connections with the story cease. 
Reconstructed dinosaurs are more than likely 
to rip your head off and use your torso as a 

beanbag, whereas the world does not turn on 
whether people use matrixes or full 5.1 totally 
separate channel surround - 
a -rama for their home cin- 
ema systems. 

At this point, designers 
and manufacturers are 
going to vehemently dis- 
agree with me. So let us get 
a few things clear: stereo 
and -or surround sound 
does dramatically enhance 
a wide range of television 
programming and, whether 
they like it or not, whether 
they publicise it, or not, 
most broadcasters provide a surround service 
because. as long as there is mono and stereo 
compatibility, the multichannel information is 

not stripped off broadcast material. 
In the continuing absence of a worldwide 

standard, Dolby Pro Logic (DPL) has become 
the de facto, much to the consternation of 
some broadcasters. The trademark is becom- 
ing a familiar sight, either in the opening 
titles or end credits of programmes, even on 
those stations that try to play down surround 
services. 

Dolby has published figures claiming that 
surround .sound systems are installed in over 
30 million homes worldwide, with more than 
7,800 Dolby Surround- encoded programmes 
-ranging from TV shows, DVD. LD and 
videos to radio, CD and compact cassette - 
currently available. This contrasts with the 
view of many broadcasters that it is still a 

tweaky area and therefore a minority pastime. 
If that is the perception of DPL, then the 

opinion of 5.1 must be that it is positively 
minuscule. Which, in many respects, it is. 

While technicians and producers who are 
fans of surround are fired up for the eventual 

coming of 5.1, there is the thinking, that 
although it can he done, is there any point? 
This negativity is not helped by another of 
those pesky format wars. 

The US has already sided with Dolby Dig- 
ital (the format formerly known as AC -3) for 
LaserDisc, DVD and the Grand Alliance high - 
definition TV project, a move mirrored in 
Japan. While European consumers looked 
poised to tag along, the manufacturers and 
broadcasters of this continent were holding 
out for MPEG Surround (aka Musicam Sur- 
round), an open format not dissimilar to AC- 

3 (but just dissimilar enough), co- developed 
by Philips. 

Last year, there was what one observer 
called the love -fest' at the IFA consumer elec- 
tronics fair: major software companies, 
including Warner Bros, committed to MPEG 
for DVD, bringing them in line with the DVB 
specification. There was consternation at 
Dolby and on the Internet, with techno -geeks 
tapping out how disappointed they were at 
AC -3 losing out and how they did not appear 
to have a life anymore. 

The stand -off between AC -3 and MPEG 
goes back nearly three 
years. At that time a 

spokesperson for domestic 
receiver manufacturer Pace 
said that models could very 
well be made with spaces 
for both AC -3 and MPEG 
cards, while a Philips 
techno-bod said that the 
European audio carrier of 
the future could be MPEG 
Stereo hooked into DPL for 
rear speaker action. 

. This kind of pragmatism 
is being used by the broadcasters, who point 
out that such receivers are only now appear- 
ing in pre -production form, despite the pro- 
posed take -up date of this spring. A source 
close to the MPEGers said that, in the great 
scheme of things, audio is only one of 19 

components in this particular technology, 
putting surround very much in its place. 

An even more practical point is whether 
present transmission chains can support the 
extra information necessary to support 5.1 
audio channels. At German broadcaster Pre- 
mier, its head of R&D said that the station 
was probably going to stick with DPL, 
although it still requires the datastream width 
to be doubled. This means Premier is trans- 
mitting two times full stereo to get the nec- 
essary matrixes to the customer, which 
would cause problems in delivering a DVB 
stereo stream using MPEG2. 

Which brings us back to the point that good 
ideas are all well and good, but practicalities 
have to be considered. abound What's that 
Rex? You want to go out? Okay, fetch... No, 
not me, anrrrgggggggghhhhhh! IRrrrrrrrrrrr- 
auuupl 

Dolby has published 
figures claiming that 
surround sound is in 

over 30 million homes 
worldwide, with more 

than 7,800 Dolby 
Surround- encoded 

programmes 
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MEET THE 
SUPERMODELS 

Rode NTl 

Condenser Microphone 

£237 

Rode Classic 

Valve Microphone 

£999 including flightcase 

A great recording starts with a great microphone. And now, thanks 

to Rode, a great microphone no longer costs the earth. Meet the 

NT2, tie Classic and the new NT1, three remarkable microphones 

from Australia that cause a sensation wherever they go. 

"Quite extraordinary for the price. " said Studio Sound of the NT2. 

"... flatters the hell out of most singers - but it also sounds 

stunningly good on acoustic guitar ... this is a dream of a mic ... " 

Rode N -2 

Dual Caosule Condense 

£425 includtffhghlc,ase 

enthused Sound On Sound about the Classic. 

And on the performance of the new NT1, The Mix had this to say: 

"Excellent results were obtained on all the instruments - the 

sound was crisp. clear and detailed. This is a very good mic 

and its quality belies its price ... " 

Rode microphones are available from authorised stockists 

across the UK. Call one today. 

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU. UK 

Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 . E -Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk 

In Denmark: Interstage Phistersvej 31, DK -2900 Hellerup, Denmark 
Te l : 39- 46 -00 -00 Fax: 39- 46 -00 -40 

http://www.hhb.co.uk 

Prices are suggested selling prices excluding VAT 
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ISDN: the communications tool 7 
Last month John Watkinson looked at the plain old telephone. However, when the telephone 
is digitised, 64 kilobits /second is used, but the potential is there to do more 

THE INTEGRATED DIGITAL 
NETWORK (IDN) is based 
on a 64 kilobit per second 

digital representation of speech 
and that is how today's digital 
telephone systems work. How- 
ever, digital transmission systems 
don't care what the data they 
carry actually mean: its the job of 
the receiver to make sense of the 
message. Consequently. it's a 

small step from the speech data 
of IDN to a system which carries 
generic data. This system is 

called ISDN (integrated services 
digital network) and its basically 

use of the telephone system 

tion consists of two twisted pain, 
one for transmit and one for 
receive. The mixture of AC audio 
and DC dialling in the traditional 
telephone is abandoned. Instead 
digital signalling is used and the 
signalling data, known as the 
D channel and running at 
16 kilobits per second. is multi- 
plexed into the bitstream. A Basic 
Rate ISDN link has two B chan- 
nels and one D channel multi- 
plexed into the twisted pair. The 
B channels can be used for sepa- 
rate calls or ganged together. 

Each twisted pair carries 2 x 

64 plus 1 x 16 kilobits s of data. 

For wider bandwidth, the Primary Rate 
ISDN system allows, in many parts of the 

world, up to 30 B channels in a system called 
El, whereas in North America a system called 
Tl is used which offers 23 or 24 B channels 

which allows dial -up data trans- 
fer between subscribers in much 
the same way as a conventional 
phone call is made. 

As it is based on IDN. ISI)\ 
works on units of 64 kilobits per 
second, known as 'B channels'. 
so that the communications 
channel carries the ISDN data just 
as easily as a voice call. How- 
ever, for many applications, this 
hit rate isn't enough and ISDN 
joins together more than one 
B channel to raise the hit rate. In 
the lowest cost option. known as 
Basic Rate ISDN. two B channels 
are available. allowing 128 kilobit 
per second communication. 

Physically, the ISDN connec- 

plus synchronising patterns 
which allow the B and D infor- 
mation to be deserialised and 
separated. This results in a total 
rate of 192 kilobits per second. 
The network echoes the D hits 
sent by the terminal. This is 

used to prove the connection 
exists in both directions and to 
detect if more than one terminal 
has tried to get on the lines at 
the same time. 

There is more to sending data 
over land lines than just connect- 
ing one and zero logic levels to a 

cable. l'nlike speaker cables. 
ISI)\ cables are transmission 
lines and suffer frequency 
dependent loss. Low frequencies 

suffer hardly any I at all, 
whereas high frequencies are 
received with reduced ampli- 
tude. In rays data. the number of 
ones and zeros is not necessarily 
equal and this causes DC offsets 
and low frequencies in a serial 
data waveform. After cable loss a 

DC component causes baseline 
wander so that the low ampli- 
tude high frequency signals can- 
not be sliced back to binary. 

The solution is to channel 
axle or modulate the data so that 
the transmitted waveform is free 
of I)C and low frequencies. The 
sanie principle is used in the 
generation of the bi -phase signal 
used in time code. except that 
the code of ISDN uses less band- 
width for a given bit rate. 

Fig.l shows what the sig- 
nalling waveform of ISDN looks 
like. A 3 -level channel code 
called A. \II (alternate mark inver- 
sion) is used. The outer two lev- 
els (positive or negative voltage) 
both represent data O whereas 
the centre level (zero volts) rep- 
resents :a data I. Successive zeros 
must use alternating polarity. 
\C'hatever the data bit pattern. 
: \ \II coding means that the trans- 
mitted waveform is always DC 
free because ones cause no offset 
and any zero is always balanced 
by the next zero which has 
opposite polarity. 

For wider bandwidth, the Pri- 

mary Rate ISDN system allows. in 
many parts of the world. up to 30 
B channels in a system called F.I. 

whereas in North America a sys- 
tem called TI is uscii which 
offers 23 or It B channels. Natu- 
rally the more hit -rate that is 

used. the more the (-all costs. 

For compatibility with IDN. El 

and TI still use individual 61 kilo- 
bit channels and the provision of 
wider bandwidth depends upon 
units called inverse multiplexers 
(I- \IIXes) which distribute the 
source data over several B chan- 
nels. The set of B channels used 
in an ISDN call do not necessarily 
all pass down the sanie route. 
Depending on how busy lines 
are. some B channels may pass 
down a physically different path 
between subscribers. The data 
arrive unchanged, but the time 
axis will be disrupted because the 
different paths may introduce dif- 
ferent delays. 

Fig.2 shows that the brains of 
the outfit is the multiplexer at the 
receiving end which has to com- 
bine the data from a number of B 

channels and apply suitable 
delays to each so that the final 
result is the original bitstream. 
The I ->1t X has to put special 
time -variant codes in each 
B- channel signal so that the mul- 
tiplexer can time align them. 

AN ALTERNATIVE exists 
where a telco has made 
full use of the synchronis- 

ing means within the networks. 
Where suitable control systems 
are implemented. once a single B 

channel call has been connected, 
the remaining B channels are 
logically attached so than they 
must follow the sanie routeing. 
:voiding differential delays. 

So far we have only estab- 
lished that a data communication 
path exists over ISDN. What can 
the audio professional do with it 

Well, digital audio is data. and so 
audio can in principle be 

IO 1 U I I v O i r l- Dor4 
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Fig.1: AMI coding eliminates D C from the data signal 
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Perfect 
CD -R 
Copies? 

from DAT Tape? 
from Master CD's? 
from Stored Data? 

The Medi6FORM 
CD4600 CD -P. 

Duplicator 
provides an 
instant sot ition 
for all you.- CD -R 

duplication 
requirements. 
Whether you 
require CD-R's 
from existing DAT 
tapes, masrer CD's 
or images stored 
on your PC's hard 
drive, the CD4600 
enables you to 
produce up to 20 
perfect CD-R's per 
hour, time after 
time - all at the 
touch of a button. 

M /\ G LJ L. L. A N 
o a p fl i c . 

...for further information or details 
of our free evaluation, contact us on 
+44 1256 681 186... 

It's DAT Easy! 
Magellan Group plc 
Concept House. Bell Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG2r 8F3 UK 
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Fig.2: combining ISDN &channels to increase 

sent over ISDN lines. There a .mall 
question of bit rate. One channel ut high 
quality digital audio in real time needs over 
one megabit per second and ganging 
together vast numbers of B channels at 

equally vast expense is not a solution for 
many users. 

There are two ways of getting the bit rate 
down: using compression in real time or 
sending uncompressed data at slower than 
real time. Compression relies on signal pro - 
cessing techniques which attempt to repro- 
duce the original audio waveform using a 

lower hit rate than conventional PCM. 

bit rate requires a synchronising system 

hility. Music requires more bandwidth than 
speech and stresses compression systems 
more. If the level of artefacts is too high. it 

will be necessary to restrict the audio hand - 
width entering the coder. This gives that 

luyely mellow AM radio sound. 
Most coders automatically drop the audio 

bandwidth as the lower hit rates are selected. 
In mono, the compression artefacts emanate 
from the same place as the audio and the 
greatest masking is achieved. In stereo this is 

no longer true and a higher hit rate will be 
needed for a given subjective quality. 

A simple way of understanding the prob- 
lem is to consider that in stereo the spatial 
information resides in the difference 
between the two signals. Small errors in the 
individual channels can cause large errors in 

the difference signal. Compression has to 
be used intelligently to avoid disappoint- 
ment. Even at 6-t kilobits /second. speech 
quality will exceed that of the avenge tele- 
phone call because the MPEG Level 3 codee 
is more sophisticated than the IDN 
telephone coder. In mono music. 256 kilo - 
hits second sounds extremely good. 
whereas in stereo even 38-t kilobits per sec- 

ond produces audible artefacts. If you 
haven't heard these your speakers may be 

erring on the side of economy. For critical 
quality applications. compression may have 
to be piled out. 

This leaves plenty of non -critical applica- 
tions. ISDN is ideal for off -line working. 
Audio with moderate artefacts can still be 
used to give the hand an immediate idea of 
the mix: a remote replacement for the com- 
pact cassette. Edit decisions can be made on 
compressed audio and provided the original 
audio recording is conformed. no -one will 
hear the quality loss. 

The alternative to compression is simply 
to slow down. The PCM data is all transmit- 
ted, so there's no loss of quality. It just takes 

longer. The original data needs to he stored 
and received on a format that supports a 

reduced hit rate. Hard disks are ideal for 
this. Effectively the ISDN link is used for a 

transparent file transfer. Its quite possible to 
transmit a CD piaster this way. but sending 
a 48 -track master tape might be a little 
tedious. Don't unclerestin1.uc the hit rate of 
a tape on a motorbike 
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A simple way of 
understanding the problem 
is to consider that in stereo 

the spatial information 
resides in the difference 
between the two signals. 

Small errors in the individual 
channels can cause large 

errors in the difference signal 

Lossless compression techniques recon- 
struct the original data without any change 
and so cannot produce any audible effect. 
However, the compression factor obtained 
will not exceed 2:1. Higher compression fac- 

tors require techniques such as MPEG which 
take advantage of the characteristics of 
human hearing to remove those parts of the 
signal which are least audible. MPEG is a 

lossy technique and the reproduced wave- 
form differs from the original. MPEG audio 
coding allows three levels of complexity. 
The higher the compression factor, the 
higher the level that is needed to contain 
quality loss. Within each level, the higher 
the compression factor. the greater the dif- 
ference between output and input. These 
techniques work well for speech. reason- 
ably well tir monophonic music and rather 
badly for stereo. Not surprisingly. speech 
requires less bandwidth than music and dis- 
tortions do not necessarily reduce intelligi- 
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Basic concepts never change but... 
routing technology evolves 

TESI is proud to announce the next - generation of high quality digital and 
banalogue routing systems. Using simple 

tog `point and click' operation on yoelr PC 
under Windows"' or via remote contro!, 

TESI offers the ultimate affordable 
solution for audio and video routing. 

Recording studios 

Film & Video Post Production 

RadiomV Broadcast 

PA Systems 

AR48 rr. 
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TESI AR48 Analog Audio Router High qua routing system ..lanced analog audio 

gnaw Sires ranging from 16X16 to 48X48 (user expandable) 

DR48 ax,v..-.a..*4111111 i9 

TESI D148 Digital Audio Router. AES/EBU and S/PDIF routing system. Sizës ranging 

from 16X16 to 48X48 (user expandable) 

TESI VR8 Analog Video Roc ter Composite /Component 8X8 video router 

TESI RC48 Remote Controller. 

Optional desktop remote controller 

for the TESI router series 

TESI 

TESI headquarters: 

I,t,crofusa S.0 Tesi 

Independencia, 383.08041 Barcelona, Spain 

Tel: +343 4353682 Fax .343 3471916 

e -mail 101 522 2342ff com puserve corn 
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UK sales: 

Soundscape Digital Technology 

Crichton House, Mount Stuart Square Cardiff Bay, Cardiff CF16CR 

Tel: 01222 450120 Fax: 01222 450130 

TESI on the Internet: http: / /ourworld .compuserve.com /homepages /tesi 

are you in control? 

Audionics audio routing systems 
can be remotely controlled over 
any data line that suppots 
RS232 transfer, e.g. ISDN. 

Good news if you're involved in: 

outside broadcasts 
programme distribution 
transmission site monitoring 
network monitoring 
remote studios 

(Ats 
TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT WILL EATON AT: A ICJ icb NILS I_TD 
PETRE DRIVE, SHEFFIELD 54 7PZ UK TELEPHONE 0114 242 
2333 FACSIMILE 0114 243 3913 Email info@audionks.co.uk 
hItp://www.audionic.demon.co.uk 

http-//www.audionic.demon.co.uk/remote/ 
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...when the sound quality 
is the final decision! 

Pearl Microphone Laboratory AB 
SWEDEN 

Tel. +46 42 588 10 - Fax. +46 42 598 90 
Email: pearl @pearl.se - Internet: www.pearl.se 
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Grace Design 

microphone 

ODEL 801 EIGHT H NN L 
preampliFiers 

re1ea1 all the 

subtlety and 

detail found 

in music. 

201 TWO CHANNE 

5 n 
Boulder. Colorado 303.443.7454 fax 303.444.4t; 

http: / /www.gracedesign.com /pre 

44° RICHMOND 
FILM 
SERVICES 

Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326 

THE HIRE COMPANY 
OTHER HIRE COMPANIES HIRE FROM ! 

NAGRA-D 

Only 
£60 c 

per day £240 per 
$) week 

96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

Record, using your best microphone through 
theJOEMEEK VC1 STUDIO CHANNEL 

and;- 

Performance measured from microphone 
input to line output. 

(Input Z) Microphone input actual impedance 
2.2Kohmsat 1KHz 

(Frequency response) Amplitude frequency 
response from 10ohm source to simulate 
Neumann TLM 193 microphone, within 
3dB 7Hz to 35KHz. 
From 20ohm source to simulate Rode 
NT2 microphone, within 3dB 9Hz to 35KHz. 
From 200ohm source to simulate AKG C1000, 
C3000 and C414 within 3dB 16Hz to 25KHz. 

(Input Noise) Equivalent input noise 200ohm 
source, -126.6dB 20Hz to 20KHz (self 
generated noise approx. -129dB). 

(Output Noise) Noise at 50dB gain -76.6dB 
unweighted, -88dB A weighted. Noise unity at 
-94dB unweighted. 

Dynamic range 120dB 
(CMR) Microphone transformer isolation 500V 

input common mode rejection 80dB, better 
than 60dB at 10KHz. 

(THD) Total Harmonic Distortion within 0.01% 
at -10dBu output. Within 0.1% at + 4dBu 
output predominantly 2nd order. 5th order 
and above distortion products less than 0.001%. 

Output Stage servo balanced. Max output + 26dBu. 
Output impedance 75ohms balanced about ground. 

Which is more important? 
(or is it great because its green ?) 

It sounds 
just incredible! 

arg=111 
Worldwide: JOEMEEK Distribution 
TN: 01828 333948. Fax 01628 333157 E-Mail. tedfoeurobell co uk Hitp /h..* loemeek cam 
UK: Sound Valley Distribution Ltd. 
TN: 01494 434738. Fex: 01494 727896 E -Mall soundwllay demon co uk. 
Http://snawsoundwilley.demon.co.uk 

(iCkr 

It's True. . 
dCshas been delivering for years 

... 24 bit /96kHz converters since July 1993 

... 24 bit /192kHz converters since May 1993 

dCS... The leaders in A/D, D/A and D/D Technology 

dCS... The choice of Leading Recording Engineers 

But why rely on other opinions, listen for yourself - 
to arrange a demonstration or for further information on 

dCS ADCs, DACs and Sample Rate Converters 
(that are available now!!) 

Conner Robert Kelly or Derek Fuller at dCS on 

Tel: 01799 531999 
Fax: 01799 531681 

email: info@dcsltd.co.uk 
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Hollywood dabbers 

Poised to make a wholesale move from analogue to digital dubbing. the motion- picture 
fraternity is hesitant. Rob James relays the reasons from a recent AES workshop 

WITH I >II'I CCABLE TIMING the AES 

held a workshop on the subject of 
digital dubbers just before the open- 

ing of the January's Los Angeles NAMM Show. 
The subject has taken on considerable signif- 
icance over the last few months -I believe 
there are several reasons for the importance 
of this relatively obscure application to the 
whole future of digital recording. 

To say that the film business is notoriously 
conservative in adopting new technology is 

unfair. Film people simply have very specific 
requirements that must be met before whole- 
sale adoption of change. Some of these 
requirements are common to all. or at any rate 
the majority of film users, others are specific 
to particular in -house practices. It is the com- 
mon factors that make digital dubbers rele- 
vant to the whole audio industry. 

The principle requirements are reliability, 
universality, utility and cost. The machines 
must he at least as reliable as the film industry 
workhorse. the 35mm magnetic film recorder. 
This does not demand perfection or even 
close to it: rather. machines and recording 
media must be capable of operating for 
extended periods. and should be physically 
robust enough to put up with industrial han- 
dling and minimal maintenance. It is possible 
to play 3 -track and 6 -track 35mm magnetic 
film anywhere in the world where film pro- 
duction is carried out. A degree of 'fiddling' is 

acceptable since with the analogue formats 
there are variations in recording level, equali- 
sation and noise -reduction standards. but the 
key. here, is that material created in LA. Lon- 
don. Munich or Paris should be readable in 
Bombay. Helsinki. Cape Town or Sydney 
without requiring extra equipment or inordi- 
nate amounts of engineering effort. This 
requirement cannot be answered by standard- 
ising on one storage medium. This would be 
far too restrictive since developments in the 
technology move far too fast. If everybody 
had standardised on 1Gb MO discs five years 
ago (assuming they had met the operational 
requirements) the limitations would now be 
obvious. An 'open' standard is required. 

This is being addressed by the AES 31 and 
other initiatives, notably one from NHK japan. 
The salient point is whatever standard 
emerges should be applicable to today's tech- 
nology and, as far as is possible. tomorrow's. 
It should not matter what the audio is physi- 
cally recorded onto, indeed if it is recorded at 

all. In other words. the standard should be 
equally applicable to network transmission. 

As a first step in defining the required utility 
a digital dubber must be able to do everything 
a magnetic film recorder can do. at least as 
well. and hopefully better. This might appear 
deceptively easy to achieve. hut, in practice. 
pushes the technology. Major modifications to 
operating practice to accommodate new tech- 
nology are not acceptable to film people. 

Studio Sound March 1998 

The cost element is, of course. the primary 
driver for the adoption of new technology. 
Magnetic film recorders are hugely expen- 
sive machines. A fully specified 6 -track 
recorder with noise reduction can cost 
around S50,000 (US). Magnetic film is simi- 
larly' expensive -seven years ago, when dig- 
ital storage was considerably more costly 
than it is now, a magneto -optical disc hold- 
ing the same amount of material as a roll of 
35mm film cost the same. Since then, the 
equation has drastically altered in favour of 
digital storage. 

The early adoption of Tascam DA -88 digi- 
tal tape recorders by many film facilities has 
effectively defined the standard number of 
tracks per machine as eight. To delve a little 
further into the required fea- 
tures of a digital dubber it is 

useful to consider the perfor- 
mance of a 35mm recorder. 
First. the machine must he 
able to play in sync back- 
wards. The 'transport' must 
be capable of achieving sync 
playout within 3s, or ideally 
considerably less. from any 
condition -stop. rewind. fast 

forward or sync reverse. 
Punch -in to record must be 
near instant and unde- 
tectable. Punch -out must 
immediately switch to that 
which was previously 
recorded. undetectably. Mul- 
tiple punch -in. punch -out 
operations must be possible in quick succes- 
sion. Audio must he played from a crawling 
speed up to at least four times playback 
speed. For recording digital soundtracks such 
as Dolby SR.D the machine should have a 

dynamic range well in excess of 100d13. 

Recording must he destructive. 
For anylxxly with a little knowledge of 

how digital random- access recorders work, it 
will he immediately obvious there are consid- 
erable problems to be overcome to provide 
the functionality already described. 

Because film postproduction facilities are 
now accustomed to using DAWs for track - 
laying. there are other common requirements. 
Replay dubbers should he capable of playing 
material from a range of DAWs from different 
manufacturers, ideally in their native formats 
to avoid tedious and potentially unreliable 
conversion processes. Recording digital dub - 
hers should record in a format accessible by 
a range of DAWs so that further editing work 
may be undertaken on premixes, and so on. 
Tracks on a single machine must be able to 
he slipped in time relative to each other. 

It must be possible to synchronise digital 
dubbers to various time-code formats and. 
crucialh: various biphase formats. Record. 
transport and monitoring control must he 

provided on a parallel interface as well as 

9 -pin (Sony l' -2 protocol). A moving track 
display should be provided. running horizon - 
tally or vertically and able to combine the 
information from several machines on a sin- 
gle picture monitor. without this last require- 
ment paper cue sheets must be prepared 
either printed from the tracklaying DAW or 
manually drawn. Both these options are time 
consuming and expensive. 

It is becoming clear the next major require- 
ment \\ill be for networking so that resources 
may be shared within a facility. Again. funda- 
mental to this is a format which is open and 
portable. It should not matter whether an 
operator has a Smith or Sumisu DAW. they 
must be able to exchange material with all 

other users. 

To this list facilities will 
add their own specific 
requirements. For example 
in the area of remote con- 
trols. Users may require dif- 
fering remote controls 
and -or multiple remote con- 
trols addressing the sanie 
machines. This. in yaaous 
forms is common where 
multi-operator consoles are 
in use. Some European facil- 
ities value preread outputs 
highly. For readers unfamil- 
iar with prereads they are a 

primitive form of moving 
track display. A row. or rows. 
of lights sited under the pro- 

jection screen gives advance warning of the 
presence of sound on a given track. This is 

triggered from an extra replay head mounted 
a fixed distance in advance of the audio 
replay head. 

A number of manufacturers have attempted 
to fulfil these requirements, but the Holly - 
w(xxl studios have vet to be sufficiently con- 
vinced to adopt the technology wholesale. All 
the ',major studios have evaluated various 
machines and bought in small numbers. 
At present many studios transfer the output 
from tracklaving DAs to mag or other media 
in real time. This is expensive, wasteful and a 

source of potential quality degradation. 
It is against this background the AES meet- 

ing took place. 

For anybody with 
a little knowledge 

of how digital random 
access recorders work, 
it will be immediately 

obvious there 
are considerable 
problems to be 

overcome tO provide 
the functionality 
already described 

illAY PALMER of Universal Studios -who 
chaired the meeting- opened with an 
explanation that the technology was 

now delivering what had been promised for 
many years. and that it was a good time to 
pull together information from the manufac- 
turers to assist the studios to decide the best 
way forward. 

Before the proceedings were properly 
underway. a statement from Dolby Labs 
explained that it was withdrawing » > 
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from the Workshop while it redefined 
the feature set of its product. Otani also with- 
drew since its product is not ready. Akai 
opened the presentations giving a history of 
the technology behind its DD8, and of the 
success of the format. with over 100,000 

tracks in use worldwide, approximately 600 
DD8s shipped and two-and -a -half years expe- 
rience dubbing international feature films. 
Akai focused on the open architecture of the 
DD8 which allows it to work with any SCSI 

storage device and a range of disk and file 
formats (the DD8 can now read and write to 
Mac- formatted disks as well as performing 
OMF Imports). When combined with the 
DL1500 controller it can perform editing and 
reconforming of premixes on the mix stage. 

Akai also gave the first showing of a new 
small remote -the RC15-designed for 'in- 
console' use. 

Tascam gave a highly detailed technical 
overview of the MMR -8 dubber, focusing 
mainly on its 20- bit/24 -hit capability and file 
compatibility with Digidesign's Pro Tools. The 
MMR -8 has just started shipping and there- 
fore. like Akai, Tascam were able to talk about 
experiences in the field with the MMR-8. Tas- 

cam also previewed the MMP16 (a 16 -track 
player -only machine), though since product 
was not being demonstrated we don't know 
when this might be delivered. The MMR -8 
offers no DAW -type functions. but does allow 
basic cut -and -paste editing from the front 
panel. Tascam also showed some endorse- 
ments from satisfied end -users. 

Fairlight emphasised that its approach was 
rather different. Firstly, it believes the 8 -track 
modular approach has a limited future, and 
since the MFX3 Plus DAW provides record 
facilities on the mixing stage, its DaD is a 

player only. Key features are that by provid- 
ing 24 tracks per module and from one disk, 
costs per -track in machine terms and media 
costs are kept very low. Fairlight stressed that 
the DaD would work with any type of SCSI 

storage device and also signalled its intention 
of supporting other disk formats. 

Genex explained that it had designed a 

dedicated 8 -track MO disc recorder, that had 
no editing functions and, in fact, was not 
playlist -based in its architecture. This means 
that file compatibility with other devices can- 
not he high on the agenda, instead Genex 
explained that the GX8000 was not designed 
originally as a dubber, but to provide the 
highest possible sonic quality especially 
when used with external convertors up to 
sample rates of 192kHz, the GX8000 has 

therefore been very successful for music scor- 
ing applications. 

THE ADSG GROUP, a technical off -shot 
of Sony Columbia Pictures, presented its 

long- rumoured dubber concept for the 
first time on this side of the Atlantic. and 
focused firstly on the choice of (omega Jaz, 
suitably improved, for storage. and secondly 
on the networking capabilities of the 
machine, though it did not give a clear exam- 
ple of how the networking would actually 
work in practice. The ADSG dubber was sub- 
ject of many patent applications, and a 

detailed specification was given. The net- 
working capabilities appear particularly com- 
prehensive. 
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After the manufacturers presentations, Jay 

Palmer chaired a question- and -answer session 
with contributions from the audience. The 
subject quickly turned to file compatibility 
issues. Akai, Tascam (Timeline), ADSG, and 
Fairlight, all expressed their ability, in theory, 
to support file formats directly from different 
sources, but concern was expressed from sev- 

eral manufacturers that they were not getting 
the co- operation they expected from some 
companies, and that this was becoming more 
of a factor than the actual capabilities of the 

dubbers themselves. The opinion was also 
expressed by some members of the panel that 
the AES31 specification runs the risk of being 
rushed through without proper consultation 
with users and manufacturers, and therefore 
might not actually deliver what people really 
need. An important first step was thought to 
be more direct co- operation to provide 
interim solutions now while the AES31 and 
other initiatives are given time to mature, the 
ADSG team added that they felt that a useful 
first stage would be to standardise on a stor- 

age device Qaz). 
Jay Palmer (moderating the discussion), 

stressed that it was not appropriate to make 

Many studios are 
investigating putting 

in networks for video, 
and that separate networks 

for audio may not be 
allowed for by studios 

who will expect audio to 
be fitted in to available 

bandwidth left on a 

video network 

buying decisions solely on the basis of disk 
formats supported, and also made the point 
that the studios did not want to standardise on 
a particular storage device since this technol- 
ogy was moving so incredibly fast. 

Since only Tascam currently support the 
Pro Tools Session format directly, and the 
ADSG group, Akai and Fairlight all expressed 
their ability to work with Macintosh -formatted 
disks in addition to DOS. 0S9, and so on, 
Digidesign was invited to respond from the 
audience as to why they were not being more 
co- operative with release of their Pro Tools 
Session file structure. 

Digidesign explained that its policy is that a 

standard is needed, currently OMF provided 
that. but in future they would support the 
AES31 initiative. This response met with some 
scepticism from the audience and the panel. 
Firstly, it was pointed out that neither Protools 
4.x or Protools 24.x actually support OMF 
Export. The Digidesign representative stood 
firm on the point. explaining it was Digidesign 
Corporate philosophy not to allow manufac- 
turers to use their Session format. but to go via 

OMF, he did not seem to have an explanation 
why Digidesign themselves made it so hard to 
produce an OMF Export, (saving as Protools 
3.x, then using OMF Tool to create an OMF 
file). It was pointed out that in practice 

Digidesign's current implementation of OMF 
was relatively useless since it provided no way 

of loading a Pro Tools Session into a dubber 
without having a Pro Tools system around, 
and that even that approach does not provide 
a way of making a 24 -hit OMF file from 
Pro Tools 24. 

Having explained how reluctant it is to 
release its file format to other manufacturers, 
Digidesign implied that the reason Tascam is 

allowed to use the Session File format is 

because it does not make a DAW, and that 
therefore Digidesign could form an alliance. 

This confused the audience since they 
were hearing from Digidesign both that OMF 
was the solution for the industry. and then 
that direct use of Session files was the solution 
for the industry. One audience member 
described it as OMF -obstructive, manipula- 
tive, and something beginning with 'f. 

The file -exchange discussion concluded 
without any satisfactory outcome and the 
subject moved on to Networking. 

Both the MMR8 and ADSG dubbers support 
current networking technology, but both 
companies acknowledge this is not fast 

enough for true multichannel multioperator 
access to audio. 

It was also pointed out that many of the 
studios are investigating putting in networks 
for video, and that separate networks for 
audio may not be allowed for by studios who 
will expect audio to be fitted in to available 
bandwidth left on a video network, such as 

serial digital. 

HOLLYWOOD studios appear willing 
and able to make the change from 
magnetic film to digital dubbing. but 

there are still major issues over file exchange. 
It is a pity that certain manufacturers are hold- 
ing up development in this area by being pro- 
prietorial about formats. The results are 
unfortunate to say the least. The otherwise 
perfectly credible Tascam MMR8 is hamstrung 
by lack of a track display and presumably Tas- 

cam is not permitted to fit such a display by 
the terms of whatever agreement it may have 
with Digidesign. I would be delighted to be 

proved wrong. Meanwhile several manufac- 
turers -and therefore the whole film indus- 
try-are being hampered by the 'doggy in a 

manger' reluctance of others to release for- 
mats and the conditions applied by some of 
those who do. This is analogous to attempting 
to patent the way in which a book is laid out. 
Not the information in the text, nor the 
machine which prints it. but the fact it has an 

index that allows you to find things and is 

divided into paragraphs. pages and chapters 
which are numbered. 

Of the manufacturers present, Akai and 
Tascam are delivering machines which very 
nearly fulfil the criteria for digital dubbers as 

described in the introduction, ADSG may 
well also have a machine that fits the bill. but 
they are not yet delivering. Fairlight is deliv- 
ering an equally credible but different 
approach, and the rest are either not really 
aiming for this market or are still catching 
up. The spin -offs from these developments 
will affect the whole digital audio market by 
providing file -compatible, reliable machines 
with enhanced performance. The sooner AES 

31 is fully sorted, and ratified. the better 
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ea DSP and the lion 

g 
eis 

e 
The Far Eastern high -tech initiative has finally escaped the exclusivity of the Japanese islands. 
Dr Roland Tan Kim Chay reports on Singapore's Centre for Signal Processing 

TI IF FORMATION of the National Science 

& Technology Board in 1991 marked the 
beginning of direct government policy 

t, , ph 'mote R&D in Singapore to enhance its 

direct competitiveness into the next millen- 
nium. Under the first phase of the plan, 

SS1hn R&D funding was committed for the 
period l($)1 l9)S. During the first five years. 

13 research institutes and centres in various 
technological areas were strategically set up. 

The number of research scientists and engi- 
neers grew steadily to an impressive 11 in 

every 10.0(10 working population. 
For the second phase. the total budget 

was doubled to SS-thn for 1996 -10011. The 

ratio of RSE's to 10.0011 working population 
is expected to reach about 6í during this 

period. Among the new research institutes 
and centres under the plan. audio processing 
has been identified as one of the key auras 

of research. . 

A small tropical island nation measuring 
only about O{R)knt' with a population of 3m. 

the government announced in 1991 their plans 

to establish Singapore as a 'hub city' of the 

world, and to build a society that is economi- 
cally dynastic. socially cohesive and culturally 
vibrant. Since then. internationally renowned 
musicians from Nlichael Jackson through 
Luciano l'ararotti lo the Toulouse National 
Chamber Orchestra have pertOrmed to 

packed audiences here. Future gen- 

erations of the Lion City. letter 
exposed to live performances 
will he better able to appre- 
ciate high -quality audio. 
Moreover. with digital 
audio technology so 

readily available. high - 

fidelity audio is no 

longer the preserve of 
wealthy profession - 
als-an observation 
verified by the fact 

that karaoke is 

quickly becoming 
one of Singapore's 
favourite pastimes. 
With growing afflu- 
ence. there is also 

demand for high -end 
hi -fi. home theatre sys- 

tems. multimedia systems 

(complete with karaoke. of 
course. a must for all newly- 
weds ). 

Established in January 1996 b 
the NSTB. the Centre for Signal Process- 

ing received SS13m funding for the first 

three gars and is hosted by the School of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the 

Nanyang Technological University of Singa- 

pore. The organisational structure of CSP con- 
sists of five groups under the leadership of its 

director, Professor Er Meng Hwa, and its R&D 

manager. l)r Tan Nah Chye. Besides the audio 

CSP has recently become 
the first AES Sustaining 

Member in Singapore -not 
only lending support to the 

relatively new Singapore 
Section, but working towards 

becoming a major force 
in audio in the East 

group. there are speech. image and video. 

adaptive signal pnx'essing. DSP hardware and 

implementation. 
According to Professor Er. who has a strong 

interest in music and is also a keen karaoke 

singer. Our main objective is to become a 

national and regional focus of excellence on 

R&l) in signal processing. The mission is to 

promote and lead research and development. 
technology transfer. and training of R&D man- 

power in specific areas of digital signal pro- 

cessing technology so as to help enhance the 

competitive advantage of the electronics and 
IT industries in Singapore'. 

The CSP audio group will soon have a sur- 

round- capable listening room complete with 
an analyser for sound demonstration and per- 

forming critical evaluation. Various playback 
options will be available along with multime- 
dia capabilities. A separate soundproof room 
will also come with state of- the -art equipment. 

Although the Centre is just approaching two 
years old, it has already undertaken a number 
of notable projects. 'These include in -house as 

well as joint industrial projects. such as low 
bit -rate multichannel audio coding. 3D sound. 

digital audio effects. and audio test and mea- 

surement.' explains Dr Tan Kah Chye, who 
has more than 10 years R&D experience in 

DSP. 'Future plans are already well underway 
to develop our capabilities to provide exper- 
tise in other areas such as loudspeaker system 

design. psychoacoustics, and room acoustics. 

The rationale is to be able to lead the local 

industries in R&D audio and its allied arts.' 

Development of the digital audio effects pro- 

ject comes as a PC sound card that is centred 

around a single fixed -point chip. It allows 
an interface to any electronic musical 

instrument and provides the solu- 

tion of processing audio effects 
in real time using the PC as 

an 'effects unit'. In the pro- 
ject on 3D sound, a new 
algorithm was proposed 

that gave an improved 
ability to localise toy- 
ing sources using a 

stereo headphone. 
CSP has recently 

become the first AES 

Sustaining Member 
in Singapore -not 
only lending support 
to the relatively new 
Singapore Section, 

but working towards 
becoming a major 

force in audio in the 

East. Together, by taking 

an active interest in the 

AES. CSI' keeps its staff 
abreast of the rapid develop- 

ment of technology and of its 

commercial applications. And obvi- 

ously. we cannot be a part of an inter- 

national community without being aware of 
what is happening elsewhere in the world. 

For new mixers with 

single -jack insert 

points. 
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MSI2 02 -VLZ 12 -CH MS14 02 -VLZ 14 -CH COLLECT EM TRADE 'E 

MICRO 

SERIES 

1202 

VLZ 

4 MONO 

CHS. 

4 STEREO 

CHS. 

MICRO 

SERIES 

1402 

VLZ 

6 MONO 

CHS. 

4 STEREO 

CHS. 

BOTH 

MIXERS 

ARE 

QUITE 

AFFORD- 

ABLE AND 

ARE NOW 

IN STOCK 

AT YOUR 

LOCAL 

MACKIE 

DEALER. 

CHECK 

THEM 

DUT 

TODAY! 

VLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL MINERS WITH WHAT 

IT TAMES TO HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS. 

BOTH MODELS HAVE: 

®Studio 
-grade mic 

preamps with discrete 
circuitry for high 

headroom low noise 
( -129.5 d8m E.I.N.) and 

wide frequency response 
(over 300kHz!). 

Low Cut filters (18d8/- 
oct. 075Hz) on mono 

mic /line channels 
allow use of low- frequency 

EQ on vocals without 
boosting room rumble, mic 

thumps, P -pops and 
wind noise. 

Trim Controls on mono - 
channels have 60dß total 

gain range for boosting 
weak sound sources and a 

10d8 "virtual pad" for 
taming hot digital 

multitrack outputs. 
2 Aux Sends per channel 

(one globally switchable 
pre /post, one post - 

fader), each with 15d0 
of gain above Unity to 

boost weak effects. 
3 -band equalization 
with 12kHz High = 

shelving EQ, 
broadband musical 

2.5kHz peaking 1 
Midrange & 80Hz Low 

shelving EQ. J r 
Constant loudness pan - 1 

controls. 

Stereo in -place Solo. 

Mute button routes 
signal to "bonus" 

Alt 3 -4 stereo bus 
outputs & Control Room 

matrix. Handy for both 
recording and live 

applications. 

MS140241.2 ONLY: 

60mm logarithmic - 

taper faders based 
on our exclusive &Bus 

design. Long -wearing 
wiper material and tight 

polymer lip seals to 
protect against dust & 

other crud. 

Built -in power 
supplies - no 

outlet- eating wall 
warts or hum -inducing 

line lumps. 

Phantom power so you can 
use high quality 

condenser microphones. 

XLR outputs with mic-line 
level switch (along with 

7/4" TR5 outputs on top 

1996 MACKIE DESIGNS INC 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

MS1202-VLZ 12x2 4 MIC PREAMPS 

a 
41 a ; 

4 4 k 
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BOTH MODELS HAVE: 

Radio Frequency 
Interference protection 
via metal jacks & 

washers plus internal 
shunting capacitors. 
High- output headphone 
amp can drive virtually 
any set of phones to 
levels even a drummer can 
appreciate. 

Aux I Master level control & 
pre /post switch. 

- Effects Return to Monitor 
switch folds Aux 
Return 1 effects into 
a stage monitor mix via Aux 
Return 2 level control. 

RCA -type tape inputs 6 outputs. 

Peak reading LED meters with 

>2 

MS1402-Vlt 14x1.6 MIC PREAMPS 
Level Set LEP combined with 

Solo allows fast, 
accurate setting of 

All inputs B oututs 
are balanced' to cut 
hum & allow extra- 

long cable runs, but can 
also be used with 
unbalanced electronics. 
1 except RCA tapejacks, 
heaphonejack &in5ert5 

VLZ (Very Low 
Impedance) 
circuitry first 
developed for our 8Bus 
console series dramatically 
reduces thermal noise & 
crosstalk in critical areas. 

131 

channel operating levels 
for maximum headroom 
and lowest noise floor. 

Control Room/ 
Phones Matrix adds 
monitoring, 
mixdown & metering 
flexibility. Select any 
combination of Main 
Mix, Tape In and Alt 3 -4 
signals for routing to 
phones, Control Room 
outputs and meters. 
Can be used as extra 
monitor or headphone 
mix, tape monitor, 
or separate submix. 
Way cool. 

Tape Assign To Main Mix 

assigns unbalanced RCA 
tape inputs to main mix. 
Besides its obvious use 
as a tape monitor, it can 
also add an extra stereo 
tape or CD feed into a 
mix or play music during 
a break. 

MSI402 -VLZ only: Global 
Solo Mode selects PFL or 
AFL solo modes. 

Solid steel chassis & thick 
fiberglass internal circuit 
boards resist abuse. 

Channel inserts on mono 
channels. 

of every 

production project 

requires dozens of input 

channels and boatloads 

of buses. 

But doing ANY audio 

job well requires a 

mixer with superb 

specs...and the right 

combination of useful 

features. 

Our MicroSeries 

1202 1l and 1402 -VU 

might have small 

footprints, but when it 

comes to performance, 

they walk very tall. 

Since both are 

basically chips off our 

blockbuster BBus 

Series consoles, they 

have big -board specs: 

greater than 

90dBu signal to 

noise ratio, less than 

0.005% distortion, 

more dynamic range 

than compact discs and 

frequency response 

that's only dawn 1dB at 

80,000 Hz. 

Why own an imitation 

when you can own the 

brand of compact mixer 

that serious pros 

prefer. Call for info 

today. 

Control Room outputs feed 
monitor speakers 
without tying up tF:e 
headphone jack. 
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"1 was wary of putting a speaker in my eai.. 

until I used the 

Aphex Dominator" 

!though I was glad to 

get rid of stage wedges, I 

was apprehensive about 

switching to in -ear monitor - 

ing-I was wary of putting a 

miniature speaker in my ear. 

After we added the Aphex 

Dominator I felt much better 

about the system. It has been 

flawless in brick -wall limit- 

ing the stage mix and sounds 

really clean." 

The Dominator is the only 

brickwall limiter that will 

give you the absolute peak 

protection you need while 

maintaining the fidelity you 

demand. Don't gamble with 

your ears- they're your most 

precious instruments. 
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